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ABSTRACT  

With increasing numbers of first-generation college students enrolling in colleges 

and universities across the US, so too is the need to begin preparing such 

underrepresented students for graduate school and a career in academia. As a 

phenomenological case study of student transformation, this dissertation examines the 

experience of nine first-generation college students in the summer research portion of 

the Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program (McNair) at University of Arizona. The 

qualitative data collected includes in-depth interviewing, observing the students’ in-class 

presentations on the progress of their summer research, and reviewing the students’ 

written work. Drawing on Adult Transformational Learning Theory (Mezirow, 1991) and 

Gee’s writings on student identity (2000) and Discourse (2005), this study primarily 

addresses the following questions: 1) How do UA McNair students take on and use the 

Discourse of research during the 10 week summer program? And 2) as they engage in 

the Discourse of research (in classes, with mentors, with peers, in written work), what 

academic identity transformations are observed (in the classroom, in interviews, and in 

written work)? 

Narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) was utilized to organize and 

examine the data, and research texts consist of academic biographies written for each 

student. Findings reveal that student transformation is the noticeable difference in the 

students’ utilization and integration of a language system used to describe their summer 

research and to define their research interests. Defined as the Discourse of research, 

this becomes the basis for students enacting the identity of undergraduate researcher. 

As a cohort of nine McNair Scholars, students share the experience of undergraduate 
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research and engage in conversations which address the insecurities they have as first-

generation college students. Through this formation of an affinity group (Gee, 2005) and 

their utilization of the Discourse of research, students engage in critical reflection, 

reevaluate their academic identities, and begin preparing themselves for their transition 

from undergraduate students to first-year doctoral students.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 

Witness to Student Transformation  

Transformation is the phenomenon that I consistently encounter when it comes 

to my work with undergraduate students who are first-generation college. I have come 

to understand this transformation as a noticeable increase in the student’s confidence, 

which leads to a change in the student’s perception of him/herself as a future 

professional, and finally a culminating action, where the student applies to and 

matriculates into graduate school. This dissertation presents a study of this 

phenomenon. 

My job title is Manager of Academic Services for the University of Arizona’s (UA) 

Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program (McNair). It is a position that I have had for the 

last eight years, and McNair has been the basis of my doctoral studies in UA’s 

Department of Language, Reading, and Culture. UA McNair works with 

underrepresented undergraduate students and helps prepare them for doctoral studies. 

A majority of our students (78%) meet all three criteria for program eligibility and are 

first-generation college, come from low income backgrounds, and are members of 

ethnic groups that are underrepresented in graduate education (Hispanic, African 

American, Native American, Pacific Islander). For McNair, which is a federal grant 

program sponsored by the US Department of Education, a first-generation college 

student is an individual whose parents or guardians have not completed a 

baccalaureate degree; and an individual who is low income is one whose family's 

taxable income does not exceed 150 percent of the poverty level established by the 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
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(http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/incomelevels.html). In UA McNair, 98% of 

our students complete their baccalaureate degree, and of those students 85% have 

matriculated into graduate school.  

The curriculum for the program is based on high academic standards and 

establishing strong personal connections where the students experience emotional 

support from the program staff and fellow participants. In UA McNair we discovered that 

by directly addressing the students’ emotional needs, while also maintaining high 

expectations for their academic work, our students build confidence and take action by 

applying and matriculating into graduate school. For the past eight years, we have 

watched our students reevaluate who they are, where they are from, and where they 

are going. Strong communicative learning (Habermas, 1991) has emerged in the 

program and students engage in discussions with McNair staff,  their peers, and their 

faculty mentors regarding their expectations, their goals, and their insecurities.  

Undergraduate students begin UA McNair with a 10-week summer research 

program. These students, or McNair Scholars, work one-on-one with a UA faculty 

mentor who supervises a summer research project. UA McNair then supports this with a 

Technical and Professional Writing course to assist the students in documenting their 

research in a final written report. As the summer program progresses, students become 

deeply engaged in their interactions with their peers, mentors, and UA McNair staff and 

begin to change their perspectives on their lives and their future. This change in 

perspective brings about an increase in confidence, not only in who they are as current 

undergraduate students, but also who they will become as future graduate students. 
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This change in perspective is the root of student transformation and is the phenomenon 

that I explore further. 

 In acknowledging the transformation that UA McNair Scholars experience as part 

of the summer research program, I have focused my doctoral studies on Adult 

Transformational Learning Theory (Mezirow,1991;Taylor, 2007) and fostering critical 

reflection and student transformation. Adult Transformational Learning Theory 

according to Mezirow (2009) and Taylor (2009), focuses on teaching for change and 

assisting students in acknowledging the assumptions that they have about themselves 

and the world in which they live; engaging students in discourse with themselves and 

others to critically analyze these assumptions; transforming these assumptions and 

creating new perspectives; and finally assisting students in taking action and moving 

forward with these new perspectives.  

With my focus on Adult Transformational Learning Theory (Mezirow,1991;Taylor, 

2007), I have witnessed student transformation in UA McNair Scholars. I have observed 

increases in student confidence and how this appears to impact the student’s academic 

identity. For first-generation college students, I am interested in better understanding 

the means by which a structured summer research experience transforms their 

academic identity. In this dissertation, I explore this change in perspective as it relates 

to transformation, and how this assists first-generation college students in moving 

forward into the application process for graduate school. As a McNair professional, I do 

become close to my students. But I acknowledge that I only get to know McNair 

students on an academic level. I am their teacher. I am their graduate school advisor. I 

am not exposed to their personal lives or their lives away from campus. I come to know 
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UA McNair Scholars as students who are preparing for graduate education. This is why 

I focus on transformation in a student’s academic identity.  

With Mezirow (2009) and Taylor’s (2009) Adult Transformational Learning Theory 

as my guide, I examined the experience of nine first-generation college students in UA 

McNair’s 2011 summer research program. In this dissertation, I present my examination 

of the Discourse of research that these students engaged in during the 10-week 

program. I incorporated Gee’s (2005) definition of Discourse and examined the 

language systems in which these students became involved as they progressed through 

their research experience. I was particularly interested in how the students’ utilization 

and integration of a language system used in conducting their summer research and 

used in defining their research interests encourages them to reflect on their academic 

identity. For the Discourse of research, I have defined this as when students enact the 

socially recognizable identity of undergraduate student researcher, or McNair Scholar, 

by engaging in a combination and integration of the language, actions, interactions, and 

use of the various symbols, tools, and objects that are not only common in conducting 

research but are also specific to research practices in their field of study (Gee, 2005).  

Studies that examine first-generation college students focus on the 

characteristics of this population; their persistence toward the completion of their 

bachelor’s degree; and/or the evaluation of programs created to assist them in their 

persistence toward the completion of their bachelor’s degree (Davis, 2010; Engle & 

Tinto, 2008; Ishitani, 2003; Ishitani, 2006; Nunez & Cuccaro-Alamin, 1998; Terenzini, et 

al, 1996). This dissertation presents an examination of the transformation that takes 

place in nine first-generation college students as they participate in UA McNair’s 
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structured, undergraduate summer research program. I chose to focus on first-

generation college students based on my experience with this population. I was also 

interested in the well documented finding that underrepresented undergraduate 

students benefit greatly from structured research experiences (Davis, 2010; Gregerman, 

2009; Kinzie, Gonyea, Kuh & Shoup, 2008; Kuh, 2006; Kuh, 2008; Osborn & Karukstis, 

2009; Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & DeAntoni, 2004); and add to the discussion a 

stronger connection between boosting a student’s confidence and engaging that student 

in the Discourse of research.    

This dissertation digs deeper into the idea of students experiencing an increase 

in confidence through an undergraduate research program.  As a phenomenological 

case study, I explore the phenomenon of student transformation that takes place during 

UA McNair’s 10-week summer research program. In sharing what I have learned about 

this phenomenon, I wish to assist other summer research programs in their experience 

with undergraduate students who aspire to enter graduate education.     

Research Questions 

This study primarily seeks to address the following questions:  

1. How do UA McNair students take on and use the Discourse of research during 

the 10 week summer program?  

2. As UA McNair students engage in the Discourse of research (in classes, with 

mentors, with peers, in written work), what academic identity transformations are 

observed (in the classroom, in interviews, and in written work)?  
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Rationale: Boosting Student Confidence and Student Transformation  

The Association of American Colleges and Universities identified undergraduate 

research as a promising high-impact practice in its 2007 report, College Learning for the 

New Global Century, and research continues to show positive links between student 

engagement in educationally purposeful activities and higher rates of graduation 

(Kinzie, Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008, p. 23). Studies that examine high-impact 

practices for undergraduate students have revealed a small number of activities that 

engage students at high levels and have linked these activities to increases in 

educational gains and student persistence. One such activity includes involving 

undergraduate students in faculty supervised research, or undergraduate research 

experiences (Kinzie, Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008, p. 23). 

The Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) was founded in 1978 and is a 

national organization of individual and institutional members representing over 900 

colleges and universities. CUR’s mission is to support and promote high-quality 

undergraduate student-faculty collaborative research and scholarship. The council also 

produces publications and outreach activities designed to share successful models and 

strategies for establishing and institutionalizing undergraduate research programs 

(http://www.cur.org/about). According to CUR, undergraduate research is, “an inquiry or 

investigation conducted by an undergraduate student that makes an original intellectual 

or creative contribution to the discipline,” and such experiences are always 

characterized by serious student involvement and regular student-faculty mentor 

interactions (Osborn & Karukstis, 2009, p. 43).  
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Deep engagement in faculty supervised undergraduate research has been 

positively correlated with improvements in undergraduate student grades; first-year to 

second-year retention rates; persistence to graduation; and increases in student 

motivation to pursue and succeed in graduate school (Osborn & Karukstis, 2009, p.44). 

Undergraduate research programs have also been found to be particularly beneficial to 

undergraduate students who come from backgrounds underrepresented in higher 

education. Such backgrounds include students who are African-American, Hispanic, 

Native American, and students who are first-generation college and low income (Kinzie, 

Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008). Underrepresented students are found to have limiting 

factors that keep them from taking full advantage of such learning opportunities. So 

undergraduate research programs that target such students assist them in bypassing 

these limiting factors and significantly increase their educational gains and their rate of 

persistence to graduation (Kuh, 2006).  

Studies that examine underrepresented, undergraduate students’ involvement in 

faculty supervised research reveal that students experience personal growth; however, 

little description is provided regarding this growth. Studies generally report that students 

experience an increase in initiative or self confidence (Gregerman, 2009; Osborn & 

Karukstis, 2009). While we know that underrepresented students experience 

improvements in their academic performance and increases in persistence toward the 

baccalaureate degree, such studies share little insight into how to create or even 

improve programming for such experiences. These studies do not teach of experiences 

that move beyond the structured research project and into programming that engages a 

student’s confidence or challenges a student’s initiative. In the conversations that 
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encompass undergraduate research experiences, what is missing from the discussion is 

a deeper understanding of this personal growth, particularly as it relates to 

underrepresented students. Also missing is an understanding of how this growth not 

only impacts the student’s identity as an undergraduate student but also as a future 

graduate student or researcher.  

Undergraduate research programs can benefit greatly from a deeper 

understanding of this personal growth. With a stronger focus on the identity of an 

underrepresented student, programs such as McNair can better understand the impact 

of increases in student initiative and self confidence. Associated with this increase in 

confidence is also the student’s perspective of him/herself as a future graduate student. 

Relating a change in perspective to an increase in confidence is the student 

transformation that takes place in an undergraduate research experience. This is the 

student transformation that I have witnessed in UA McNair students. Fostering this 

change in perspective is part of UA McNair’s programming and perpetuating this 

change is something that the program wishes to pursue. Improvements to teaching for 

change, as it relates at an undergraduate research experience, is also something that 

would benefit the 200 Ronald E. McNair Achievement Programs around the nation.  

 With a focus on Mezirow (2000) and Taylor’s (2000) Adult Transformational 

Learning Theory, I present a phenomenological qualitative case study of the personal 

growth and transformation of nine first-generation college students in UA McNair’s 10-

week summer research program. I present my examination of these students’ 

assumptions about themselves as current undergraduate students and as future 

graduate students. With a focus on the Discourse of research, I present how their 
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undergraduate research experience helps them reevaluate these assumptions and how 

this Discourse impacts their identity as current undergraduate students and future PhD 

students.  

In order to improve programming for first-generation college students, we must 

directly address the perceptions that these students have of their academic lives. To 

assist them in matriculating into graduate education, we must implement supportive 

programming that impacts them both professionally and personally. My experience has 

taught me that achieving this takes more than academic interventions to assist first-

generation college students in gaining admissions and matriculating into doctoral 

programs. It is fostering transformation in these students so that they gain confidence, 

take action, and move forward into graduate education.    

Summary 

As larger numbers of first-generation college students step onto US campuses 

(Davis, 2010; Hagy & Steniec, 2002), so too has emerged the need to prepare such 

students for their future and their transition into graduate education. Undergraduate 

research programs have been found to benefit all students, particularly 

underrepresented students in their persistence toward the baccalaureate degree and in 

preparation for graduate education. This dissertation presents the experience of nine 

first-generation college students through the summer research portion of the UA McNair 

program. Such experience provides insight into understanding the processes the 

students undergo as they engage in undergraduate research and how these processes 

boost their self confidence. With a focus on how students engage in a language system 

to describe their summer research and to better define their research interests; this 
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study connects such language with the transformation that is observed in the academic 

identities of these nine students. With a focus on Adult Transformational Learning 

Theory (Mezirow, 2009) and student identity (Gee, 2000) and Discourse (Gee, 2005), 

the experience of these nine first-generation college students adds to the discussion of 

the positive impacts of undergraduate research and preparing all students for graduate 

education. The next chapter presents a review of relevant literature related to the topics 

of undergraduate student persistence, undergraduate research programs, and first-

generation college students. From this literature, connections emerge between the 

growing population of first-generation college students and how undergraduate research 

programs can assist such students in preparing for graduate education.   
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RELATED LITERATURE 

 This chapter provides an introduction and overview of Mezirow’s (1991, 1995, 

2000) Adult Transformational Learning Theory and a discussion of student identity 

(Bucholtz & Hall, 2004; Gee, 2000) and how students enact a certain identity through 

their engagement in Discourse (Gee, 2005; Lave & Wenger, 1991) The chapter also 

works through relevant literature concerning undergraduate student persistence; 

undergraduate student advancement into graduate education; the benefits that 

undergraduate research programs provide students, particularly underrepresented 

students; and the growing number of first-generation college students in higher 

education. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how first-generation college 

students can receive preparation for graduate education through undergraduate 

research programs and how this is an area that is not adequately covered in the 

literature.   

Theoretical Framework 

Adult Transformational Learning Theory 

Jack Mezirow’s (1991, 1995, 2000) work with Adult Transformational Learning 

Theory is the most well known within the field of adult education.  Central in his theory is 

the idea of meaning making and how adults base their meaning making on their 

background or experience. Adult learners, through their knowledge, background, and 

experience, interpret what is around them or what is happening to them and make 

meaning of it. When these elements work together, they take form and create a 

structure which serves as a larger frame of reference by which adult learners process 

what is being presented to them. Mezirow calls this larger structure an individual’s 
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meaning perspective.  As described by Mezirow (2000), a meaning perspective is, “the 

structure of assumptions and expectations through which we filter sense impressions 

[….] It provides the context for making meaning within which we choose what and how a 

sensory experience is to be construed and/or appropriated” (p. 16). What then becomes 

transformational for the adult learner is when he/she is able to transform his/her 

meaning perspective (Mezirow, 2000).  When transformation of a meaning perspective 

occurs, an adult learner is then able to process his/her experience differently and 

transform key assumptions on which his/her perspectives are constructed (Dirx, 1998). 

Such a change in perspective is described as dramatic and leads to some form of action 

where the adult learner can then internalize the change in perspective, integrate it into 

his/her life, and begin to move forward with that new perspective in place (Mezirow, 

1991).  

Taylor (2009) adds to the conversation of adult transformational learning the idea 

of teachers being able to foster transformational learning through what he calls teaching 

for change (p. 3). Taylor, who studies ways of fostering adult transformative learning in 

the classroom, has worked to identify the core elements that frame a transformative 

approach to teaching (p. 4). In reviewing the empirical research which has utilized Adult 

Transformational Learning Theory in the areas of higher education and community and 

workplace practice, Taylor (2009) has specified several of the essential elements which 

have proven to foster transformational learning and assisted adult learners in 

transforming their meaning perspectives. Such elements include individual experience, 

critical reflection, discourse, and teachers being able to establish authentic relationships 

with their students.  
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For both Mezirow (2000) and Taylor (2009), a student’s identity is based on 

his/her meaning perspectives. How a student filters his/her experience is based on the 

assumptions that make up that student’s meaning perspectives. So it is through that 

student’s meaning perspectives that the student’s identity is recognized by him/herself 

or by others. With identity being filtered through a student’s meaning perspective, a 

change in meaning perspective would also equate with a change in the student’s 

identity or who the student perceives him/herself to be. However, Adult 

Transformational Learning Theory does not discuss identity as being a part of an adult’s 

meaning perspective. Much of the focus is placed on the assumptions that adults carry 

around with them and how these assumptions filter adult perception. Meaning 

perspectives are changed when an adult learner is able to question his/her assumptions 

through critical reflection or engagement in discourse, and for Mezirow (2000) and 

Taylor (2000) discourse is primarily associated with communicative learning (Habermas, 

1991). Through communicative learning one understands what others mean when they 

communicate with us and we validate or justify our perspectives or beliefs through 

communication (Mezirow, 2009). In Adult Transformational Learning Theory, one 

engages in discourse, with one’s self or with others, and as a result he/she becomes 

involved in dialectical and critically reflective thinking which leads to a change in 

perspective or a reaffirmation of previously held perspectives (Mezirow, 2009, p. 20).  

Student Identity Theory and Discourse   

Work that connects identity and language include Bucholtz and Hall (2004) 

whose approach through linguistic anthropology focuses on the kinds of speech utilized 

by speakers as well as the kinds of speakers who produce and reproduce particular 
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identities through their use of language (p. 369). Focusing on the study of identity, or 

what they refer to as identity work, they discuss how social identities come to be created 

through language (p. 370) and propose a framework to provide a more complete picture 

of how and why identity is created through language and other semiotic systems (p. 

383). This framework, which they refer to as the tactics of intersubjectivity, provides the 

basis for how they approach identity work and include three different but interrelated 

concepts that they deem to be central to identity: markedness, essentialism, and 

institutional power (p. 383). For markedness, the authors define this as how identity is 

placed into a hierarchical structure that reveals differences at varied levels whereby 

some social categories gain a higher, special, default status. These identities of higher 

status are usually highly recognizable and their high status contrasts easily with the 

identities of other groups of lower status (p. 372). For essentialism, this focuses on the 

idea of comparison and the elements of sameness and difference.  For identity work, 

individuals can be grouped together into one identity category, and essentialism is the 

idea that those who occupy an identity category are both fundamentally similar to one 

another and fundamentally different from members of other groups (p. 374). And 

intuitional power focuses on the social and political relations that are engendered into 

identity work and provide a more complete picture of how and why identity is created 

through language and other semiotic systems (p. 383).  

Two key concepts that dominate the refined identity work of Bucholtz and Hall 

(2004) and their framework of tactics of intersubjectivity are the elements of sameness 

and difference (p. 383). For Bucholtz and Hall (2004), sameness is that which allows for 

an individual to see him/herself as a part of a group, or what is also referred to as 
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adequation, or the pursuit of socially recognized sameness. Difference, on the other 

hand, is seen as that which produces social distance between those who perceive 

themselves as unlike (p. 369) or what the authors refer to as distinction, whereby salient 

difference is produced (p. 384). For Bucholtz and Hall (2004) the raw materials of 

identity work are that of sameness and difference whereby an individual produces 

his/her social identity through the use of language and through the ideologies and 

practices upon which that identity is constructed (p. 388). So with a focus on language, 

identity work places an individual somewhere on the hierarchical structure of identity 

comparison, that individual’s status is recognized as similar and/or different from others 

in the hierarchy, and then focus is shifted to the power relations associated with that 

position as a means of understanding how and why that identity is created. This identity 

work focuses on the role of the researcher with an outside perspective being 

superimposed on the identity of those individuals being studied.   

Gee (2000) defines identity as being recognized as a certain “kind of person” in a 

given context. Identity then functions for a specific person in a given context based on 

perspective, and identity is determined when one or several strands of perspectives 

dominate within that context. These strands of perspectives are the interpretive system 

which serves to recognize an identity and assists us in understanding how identity is 

functioning for a specific person (child or adult) in a given context or across a set of 

different contexts. Gee names four strands of perspectives which include: 

1. The nature perspective which is a state that one is in and is established 

through a force over which one has no control. Such a state would be a person 

being an identical twin. The source of such a state would be nature, not society, 
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and the process through which this power works is development as it unfolds 

outside of one’s control or the control of society (p. 5).  

2. The institutional perspective which is a position that is established through a 

set of authorities at an institution and the source of such a position is 

authorization by others (p 7).  

3. The discursive perspective which is an individual trait or a matter of one’s 

individuality that is established through discourse or dialogue with other people 

and the source of such a trait is recognition (p. 9).  

4. The affinity perspective which is a set of distinctive experiences and is 

established through an affinity group. Such an affinity group consists of people 

who share an allegiance to, access to, and participation in specific practices that 

give each of its members the requisite experiences. The process through which 

an affinity group works is participation or sharing (p.12).  

While these strands of perspectives serve as the interpretive system underwriting 

the recognition of an identity, it is through discourse that one portrays his/her identity 

(Gee, 2000, p. 17). For Gee (2000) one can engage in a combination of 

speaking/writing; acting/interacting; using face/body; dressing a certain way; 

feeling/believing/valuing; and using objects/tools/technology in a certain way and it is 

this combination that can be seen either as an active bid to be recognized in a certain 

way or as leaving oneself open to being recognized in a certain way (p. 20). It is any 

combination of these elements that allows one to be recognized as a certain kind of 

person and what Gee calls “Discourse” (p 21). For Gee (2005)  “Discourse” is 

combining and integrating language, actions, interactions, ways of thinking, believing, 
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valuing, and using various symbols, tools, and objects to enact a particular sort of 

socially recognizable identity (p. 21). And the key to “Discourse” is recognition. As Gee 

(2005) explains, “If you put the above elements all together in such a way that others 

recognize you as a particular type of who (identity) engaged in a particular type of what 

(activity), then you have pulled off a Discourse” (p. 21). And if such a combination is 

different enough from what has gone before, but it is still recognizable, that new 

combination can change and transform Discourses (Gee, 2000, p.1). 

Gee’s (2000) approach to D/discourse analysis presents a “theory about the 

nature of language-in-use” (p. 6). For Gee, there is a distinction between Discourse with 

a “big D” and discourse with a “little d”. This approach is to assist the researcher with 

various tools of inquiry and strategies for using such tools. For discourse with a “little d”, 

this is how language is used “on site” to enact activities and identities. This discourse 

with a “little d” is focused on the language-in-use alone. Whereas Discourse with a “big 

D” is when “little d” discourse is melded integrally with non-language “stuff” to enact 

specific identities and activities. One would therefore engage in a Discourse through the 

use of language along with this “other stuff” to recognize him/herself and others as 

having meaning and being meaningful in certain ways. According to Gee (2000) a 

D/discourse analysis must have a point. So as researchers interested in identity work, 

we are interested in contributing, in terms of understanding and intervention, to 

important issues and problems in some “applied” area that interests and motivates us 

as researchers (p. 8). While this form of Discourse analysis also focuses on the role of 

the researcher, what is central to Gee’s approach is the idea of recognition with the 
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individual recognizing and acknowledging the identity that he/she is enacting as well as 

the meaning of the language in which he/she is engaging.     

The present study is interested in contributing a stronger and better defined 

understanding of student transformation that takes places in a summer research 

experience for undergraduate students. Through a study of this one summer research 

experience, the intention is to track the manner in which first-generation college 

students practice their language-in-use as they engage in summer research (Gee, 

2000, p. 6). The study then examines how this language is melded integrally with the 

non-language elements of the summer research experience. The melding together of 

these elements is to assist summer research programs in better understanding how 

first-generation college students move through a structured undergraduate research 

experience and take on the identity of undergraduate researcher. The motivation is to 

see what elements take place as part of the structured interventions of the experience 

and what elements take place outside of these structured activities. A better 

understanding of the elements outside of the structured activities provides insight into 

the affiliations that these students feel with one another. Such affiliations may enhance 

the student’s engagement in a discourse of research that will allow him/her to better 

describe his/her summer research and define his/her future research interests. 

However, insight into the Discourse that takes place between students and the “other 

stuff” that comes into play as the student progresses in his/her preparation for graduate 

education will benefit all programs that engage students in undergraduate research 

experiences.  
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While research experiences for undergraduate students can train their students 

to take on the discourse of research and better utilize language to describe the intricate 

details of their research and more holistically realize their future research interests, such 

programs are unaware of the non-language elements of the programming. These 

elements, when melded with the discourse of research, assist the student in enacting 

the identity of undergraduate researcher with the experience and confidence necessary 

to pursue graduate education. However, such non-language elements are often 

overlooked when studying research experiences for undergraduates.   

Undergraduate Research and Communities of Practice 

Studies concerned with undergraduate research have revealed that student 

participants describe such programs as powerful experiences often associated with 

personal discovery and having a profound effect on their emergent adult identity 

(Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & Deantoni, 2004, p. 531) Undergraduate students claim 

that the experience of working collegially with faculty mentors offered insights into “what 

it would be like” to work professionally in their field and reinforced the sense that their 

research experience was “a real-world work experience” (Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & 

Deantoni, 2004, p. 511). This exposure to a future career in research and engaging with 

other individuals currently working in this career is often associated with the students’ 

increase in self confidence. As students become more comfortable with the literature 

and methodology of their field of research, they build confidence in their skills and 

abilities and in relating to their future identity (Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & Deantoni, 

2004, p. 498). This is the personal growth that is often represented in the literature 

concerned with the impacts of undergraduate research experiences. Such studies 
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reveal that while researchers have touched upon the idea of undergraduate student 

identity, they have not deeply explored any transformation that occurs. While students 

are shown to grow accustom to the language of research, this language is not then 

related to how it impacts the students’ perceptions of who they are as undergraduates, 

and who they can become as graduate students.   

Lave and Wenger (1991) focus on the concepts of apprenticeship and 

community and how learning occurs informally when groups of varying expertise are 

mutually involved in a joint project. Success in the completion of the project is enhanced 

through conditions that enable joint participation. While their work is not centered on 

formal educational institutions, their theories have been applied to the practices of 

higher education (Bucholtz, Barnwell, Skapoulli, & Lee, 2012; Morton, 2012; Thiry & 

Laursen, 2011) and provide great insight into the mastery of the language of a 

community or practice and how this impacts student identity.  

Lave and Wenger’s (1991) account of communities of practice is based on 

apprenticeship styles of learning, whereby novices or newcomers acquire the skills and 

knowledge valued in a particular community through interaction with more experienced 

members. Therefore learning is located in the process of co-participation (learning is 

social) and occurs in the authentic practices of particular communities (learning is 

situated). Other studies that focus on socialization through participation in communities 

of practice also include the appropriation of a particular sociocultural world view, and 

that shared understandings are not consciously taught but rather are understandings 

that the newcomers bring with them into their new community (Morton, 2012). Such 

studies linked the process of gaining competence and membership in a community to 
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that of an individual’s changing identity with newcomers taking on both more 

responsibility and more expert roles, or what Lave & Wenger (1991) refer to as 

“identities of mastery”. The authors use the term legitimate peripheral participation 

(LPP) to describe this process. As a part of LPP, newcomers need to have access to a 

variety of community resources for “legitimate” participation which leads to full 

membership and a change in identity. Such community resources include the 

newcomer’s opportunity to try out various roles and responsibilities in the community 

which assist him/her on the way to gaining expertise.  

Discourse and Student Transformation    

What is attractive about Mezirow (2009) and Taylor’s (2009) Adult 

Transformational Learning Theory to a program such as McNair is how it focuses on the 

student’s development of a new perspective. Through Mezirow (2009) and Taylor’s 

(2009) interpretation of discourse, which is heavily associated with communicative 

learning (Habermas, 1991), the student develops a new perspective which is integrated 

into the student’s life and allows the student to take action. It is this action that becomes 

of particular interest to a program like McNair because it is this new perspective that 

allows the student to move forward with such action. In working with first-generation 

college students, programs like McNair must create programming that addresses the 

students’ lack of undergraduate research experience and lack of knowledge concerning 

the graduate school application process.  

However, experience has taught me that the needs of this population extend 

beyond those basic academic needs and include the need for fostering change. I often 

find that first-generation college students need assistance in working through previously 
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held assumptions, or perspectives, that they have about graduate education and about 

themselves as future graduate students. For example, McNair students have difficulty 

asserting themselves when it comes to their work with their faculty mentor. They see 

themselves as being a burden on their mentor’s time and speak of the fear that they 

experience while meeting with their mentors. They also speak of feeling like a fraud and 

being unworthy of being called a scholar or an undergraduate research assistant.   

These feelings are based on the student’s assumptions and according to Mezirow and 

Taylor (2009), these formulate the student’s identity. Further, Gee (2000) would suggest 

that such students filter their assumptions through discursive and affinity perspectives. 

Through these perspectives, students engage in Discourse with others and affiliate 

themselves with others who share a common experience. It is through this Discourse 

and affiliation that students recognize their identity and have their identity recognized by 

others.  

Therefore, in working with these students, the McNair program has come to 

understand that such assumptions exist and attempts to better understand the 

perspectives through which these assumptions are filtered. With this, the McNair 

program has moved forward with a curriculum of teaching for change and has seen 

improvements in the number of students moving forward in the application process for, 

and matriculating into, graduate education.  

 What is readily understood and documented in McNair programs around the 

nation are the academic interventions that McNair professionals incorporate into their 

programs that assist students with the academic support that they need to move 

forward in their education (US Department of Education, 2005). What is vaguely 
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discussed and documented is the personal growth that students experience and how 

this impacts their identity. This is the student transformation that I have witnessed in UA 

McNair students and is what I often refer to as McNair’s indirect programming. By better 

understanding both the internal discourse that McNair students have with themselves 

and the external discourse that students have with faculty, staff, and fellow program 

participants, we can better understand the impact that undergraduate research 

programs have on the student’s perspective of him/herself as a future graduate student, 

as a researcher, and as a professor. Programming for all students, particularly 

underrepresented students preparing for graduate education, will benefit from better 

documentation of any change in perspective that is taking place within undergraduate 

research programs. If we can better understand the process by which students are able 

to engage in Discourse and achieve a new perspective regarding their future in 

academia, we can improve programming for undergraduate students and improve ways 

of measuring the action or outcomes that result from this new perspective.  

 So with a focus on the essential elements of Adult Transformational Learning 

Theory (Mezirow, 2009; Taylor, 2009) and Gee’s (2000) ideas concerning identity and 

Discourse, this dissertation presents the identities and Discourses of nine first-

generation college, UA McNair students during a 10-week summer research program.  

Related Literature 

Undergraduate Student Persistence 

In higher education, the literature that focuses on undergraduate research 

programs is not as extensive as compared with other high-impact educational practices 

which have been known to benefit undergraduate students, such as first-year seminars, 
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learning communities, and service learning (Kuh & Schneider, 2008). Most of the 

student outcomes which are studied in connection with undergraduate research are 

student persistence and degree completion and increased interests in pursing graduate 

and professional degrees (Kuh & Schneider, 2008; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). For 

graduate school enrollment, Pascarella and Terenzini (2005) found that involvement in 

undergraduate research “elevates degree aspirations…and the likelihood of enrolling in 

graduate school” (p. 406-7). However, questions beyond student persistence and 

graduate school enrollment are often overlooked and little focus is placed on student 

learning or the personal growth that students experience in connection with their self 

reported increases in self confidence.  

In focusing on undergraduate student persistence, we know that many colleges 

and universities have benefited from Tinto’s (1987) nearly ubiquitous theory of college 

persistence and have integrated it into their college retention plan. Tinto’s (1987) theory 

of student persistence is based on the idea of undergraduate student integration. Here 

colleges and universities not only integrate students into the academic elements of their 

institution but also into the social elements of the environment to include student-faculty 

and peer-to-peer interaction inside and outside of the classroom (Stieha, 2010, p. 238). 

However, Tinto’s theory is often criticized for not adequately addressing the vital 

relational connections that students have with family members and the other demands 

of their life away from campus (Stieha, 2010, p. 238). Tinto (1993) himself points out 

that his research is based largely on traditional college populations and does not 

necessarily speak to the experience of non-traditional students and those 

underrepresented in higher education (Stieha, 2010, p. 238).  
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Guiffrida (2005) argues that Tinto’s student involvement theory, based on the 

insistence of student integration into the mainstream college culture, is problematic for 

ethnic minority students. Stieha (2010) argues that the same is true for other 

underrepresented populations such as first-generation college students and students 

from low income backgrounds (p. 239). Both researchers argue that there is a lack of 

deeper understanding of the two worlds in which underrepresented students live, that of 

their home life with demands from work and family and that of their academic life on 

campus. Researchers have also acknowledged that underrepresented students often 

have to establish a new identity on campus, one that differs from that of their home life 

(Jehangir, 2010; London, 1996), yet these studies have not examined the process 

through which these identities have emerged.   

In focusing directly on the experiences of first-generation college students, it is 

well understood that their generational status becomes even more complicated as it 

intersects and overlaps with other personal identity categories such as race, ethnicity, 

as well as the students’ level of academic preparation (Stieha, 2010, p. 238; Orbe, 

2004). Bergerson (2007) argues that the dominant discourse surrounding Tinto’s 

student involvement theory may in fact alienate first-generation college students as their 

life often demands a blend of work, family obligations, and academics (Stieha, 2010, p. 

239). Stieha (2010) argues for an expansion of the dominant theory of student 

persistence and advocates for one that provides more prominent consideration to the 

role of the family and the student’s life and responsibilities off campus (p. 239). 

Undergraduate Students Advancing to Graduate School 
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 In higher education, the literature concerning undergraduate students advancing 

into graduate education, excluding the professional schools, tends to be dominated by 

describing undergraduates motivation and interest in pursuing an advanced degree. 

Several studies suggest that as many as 75% of undergraduates believe they will obtain 

a graduate degree (Heckert & Wallis, 1998; Scepansky & Bjornsen, 2003, p. 575). In 

examining undergraduate student desire for a graduate degree, Rajecki, Lauer & 

Metzner (1998) examined the basis for undergraduate students’ decisions to go on to 

graduate school and found that such students did not base their decision on their major 

grade point average (GPA) or their belief in the importance of a high GPA (Scepansky & 

Bjornsen, 2003, p. 575). Rather, such students were found to be more motivated to 

participate in class discussions, more motivated to learn than achieve a certain grade, 

more open to new ideas, and were found to have higher levels of achievement-striving 

and competence. (Scepansky & Bjornsen, 2003, p. 580). Overall it was found that 

undergraduate students with interests in graduate education did appear to have an 

adaptive attitude towards learning (Scepansky & Bjornsen, 2003, p. 578), and although 

not statistically significant, these students did report engaging in academic work outside 

the classroom, such as conducting undergraduate research, enrolling in independent 

study, and attending and presenting at research conferences (Scepansky & Bjornsen, 

2003, p. 578). However, in examining undergraduate students’ expectations regarding 

graduate education, Rajecki, Lauer & Metzner (1998) and Scepansky & Bjornsen (2003) 

agree that such students are largely uninformed. They state that such students do not 

realize the value of academic activities outside of the classroom and do not understand 
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the importance of engaging in activities which would best prepare them for their future 

career and provide them with the best chance of getting into graduate school.   

Undergraduate Research Programs 

With college tuition continuing to increase across the nation, students, their 

parents, taxpayers, and legislators are beginning to demand greater accountability and 

demonstration of the benefits derived from undergraduate education (Crowe & Brakke, 

2008, p. 43). In 1998 the Boyer Commission Report pinpointed research as a key 

attribute, underutilized by research universities, to recruit students and enhance their 

undergraduate education experience (Gregerman, 2009, p. 246). According to The 

Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR), undergraduate research is defined as, “an 

inquiry or investigation conducted by an undergraduate student that makes an original 

intellectual or creative contribution to the discipline” and such experiences are 

characterized by serious student involvement in the research and regular interactions 

between the student and his/her faculty mentor (Osborn & Karukstis, 2009, p. 43). 

Through studies published by CUR, student involvement in undergraduate research has 

also been positively correlated with improvements in undergraduate student grades; 

first-year to second-year retention rates; persistence to graduation; and has been found 

to increase student motivation to pursue and succeed in graduate school (Osborn & 

Karukstis, 2009, p.44). Other examples of gains attributed to the participation in 

undergraduate research include: advancing cognitive and intellectual growth; increasing 

academic achievement and educational attainment; fostering professional growth and 

advancement; and promoting personal growth (Osborn & Karukstis, 2009, p. 43).   
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With this understanding that undergraduate research holds a great deal of  

potential in increasing students’ learning, retention, graduation rates and entrance into 

graduate programs, campuses across the country are providing more undergraduate-

research experiences for students (Crowe & Brakke, 2008, p. 43).  

Undergraduate Research Programs and Underrepresented Students 

With undergraduate research being found to increase educational gains and 

student persistence, this form of student engagement has also been found to be 

particularly beneficial to undergraduate students who come from backgrounds 

underrepresented in higher education, such as students who are African-American, 

Hispanic, Native American, and students who are first-generation college and low 

income (Kinzie, Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008). In the creation of undergraduate 

research programs which specifically service students from underrepresented 

backgrounds, colleges and universities tend to return to the theories of student 

persistence to establish key elements of their programming. Some elements which have 

been found to be critical to the success of underrepresented students are based on the 

work of Astin (1993), Gregerman (2009), Kuh (2005), Pascarella and Terenzini (2005), 

and Tinto (1987, 1993), and include the following: 

 Determining the nature and quality of a student’s peer group; 

 The quality and quantity of student interactions with faculty members outside the 

classroom; 

 The integration of a student’s academic and social lives; 

 Experiences that make coursework more relevant and develop skills and 

knowledge that can be transferred to the classroom setting; 
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 And integration into the campus culture and academic mission of the institution.  

One such program with a history of servicing underrepresented students and 

integrating some of these key elements into their programming is the summer 

Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP) at the University of Michigan. 

The University of Michigan’s UROP which has moved away from servicing students 

from underrepresented ethnic backgrounds toward servicing students who are first-

generation college, low income, and/or have a record of overcoming academic 

challenges, provides its students with a faculty supervised summer research experience 

and utilizes peer advisors to provide personal guidance on issues concerning the 

student’s research, time management, and other transition issues faced by such 

students (Gregerman, 2009, p. 248). Along with achieving many of the educational 

gains associated with undergraduate research, UROP found its students to be 

significantly more likely to go on to graduate and professional school (82% of UROP 

participants versus 56% of non-participants), and this was found across all racial and 

gender groups (Gregerman, 2009, p. 250). The University of Michigan’s UROP also 

shares its experience in dealing with the recent challenges that have banned certain 

types of affirmative-action programs in the US and how its eligibility criteria has shifted 

towards its emphasis on servicing students who are first-generation college, come from 

low income backgrounds, and have a record of overcoming academic challenges 

(Gregerman, 2009, p. 251). 

First-generation College Students 

In examining the literature concerning first-generation colleges students, 

researchers have found that students who are the first in their families to attend college 
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are more likely to be students of color, immigrants, student-parents, low-income, and 

above the age of 24 (Jehangir, 2010, p.534). Given the fact that many first-generation 

college students lack financial resources, such students have also been found to be 

more likely to live off-campus and work at least part-time adding more support to the 

idea that a first-generation college student’s life off campus often constrains his/her  

academic and social integration on campus (Jehangir, 2010, p.535). It is estimated that 

three out of four first-generation students who enroll in college aspire to complete a 

bachelor’s degree (Jehangir, 2010, p.534, Ishitani, 2003). However, in a national study 

sponsored by the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), which tracked first-

generation college students entering the higher education system in 1998, it was found 

that first-generation college students were 40% more likely to drop out within five years 

of enrollment than students who were not first-generation college (Davis, 2010, p. 22; 

Nunez and Cuccaro-Alamin, 1998). And in a more recent study sponsored by The Pell 

Institute (2008), it was found that of the first-generation students enrolled in public four-

year institutions, only 34% earned a bachelor’s degree within six years compared to 

66% of their non-first-generation counterparts (Engle & Tinto, 2008; Jehangir, 2010). 

The NCES (2007) also states that the attrition rate of first-generation college students 

within the first year of college is 26% compared to 7% of their non-first-generation 

counterparts (Jehangir, 2010). 

Overall, there is a growing discussion concerning the rate of persistence of first-

generation college students toward the completion of the baccalaureate degree. As first-

generation college students emerge as a subpopulation within higher education, we are 

now discovering that they are the least likely group to earn a degree (Jehangir, 2010; 
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Kelly, 2005). But along with understanding the persistence rate of first-generation 

college students in higher education, it is also important to understand the rate at which 

this population is growing on campuses across the nation. Regarding the number of 

first-generation college students on US campuses, some researchers estimate that 

approximately 24% of students enrolled in postsecondary education today are first-

generation (Jehangir, 2010, p.535; Engle & Tinto, 2008). While the NCES and its 

national study of first-generation college students entering higher education, estimates 

that 43.4% of all beginning postsecondary students who entered college in the fall 

semester of 1989 had first-generation student status (Davis, 2010, p. 11; Nunez & 

Cuccaro-Alamin, 1998). Davis (2010) in his study of the first-generation college student 

experience supports this larger number and states that researchers, “still regard it as 

foundational groundwork” (p. 11) for establishing national statistics on first-generation 

students. Davis (2010) also states that the number of first-generation students enrolled 

in the postsecondary school system between 2000 and 2015 is still growing, while the 

number of college-age Americans for the same period is declining (p. 12). His support 

for this larger, growing number is based on the idea that many first-generation college 

students now attending American colleges and universities have, and will continue to, 

come from recently immigrated American families with parents who have had limited 

opportunities for education (Davis, 2010, p. 14; Hagy & Steniec, 2002). 

Studies which examine the experiences of first-generation college students on 

US campuses show that students who are first in their families to attend college 

experience heightened isolation on campus, feel marginalized in classrooms, and feel 

little connection between their academic experience and their lived experience at home 
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(Jehangir, 2010, p.534). Rendon (1996) describes how first-generation college students 

often find little connection between their classroom curriculum and their own lives, which 

often leads to students questioning their place in academia (Jehangir, 2010, p.536). 

Other studies reveal that there is often alienation between academic life and home life, 

where a first-generations college student’s parent and community may be threatened by 

the appearance of a new intellectualism or the student’s involvement in a new culture. 

While parents and family may want to help and support their college age child, they may 

not know how to provide such support and such conflicts have been described as 

unintentionally pushing first-generation college students to the margins with feelings of 

conflict and added pressure (Jehangir, 2010, p.537).  

In examining these feelings of pressure, first-generation college students have 

also been described as having multiple identities and roles that they must juggle 

between home life and college life. Jehangir (2010) found these identities to often be 

unnamed or masked in the student’s effort to acculturate to the academic world (p.547). 

London (1996) also found that first-generation college students often develop a new 

self-concept and describes this process as the student leaving off one identity and 

taking on a new identity on campus (Jehangir, 2010, p.537).  

Many studies concerned with the experiences of first-generation college students 

often overlook student identity and focus on creating community either using learning 

communities and service learning programs as a model (Kuh & Schneider, 2008 & 

Jehangir, 2010, p.549). However, while bridging these two worlds has assisted in the 

persistence of undergraduate students, it has provided little insight into the identity of a 

first-generation college student. In focusing deeper on student identity, we know that a 
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first-generation college student can develop differing identities between his/her two or 

more worlds and that these differing identities can cause student conflict. While building 

community has proven to be beneficial, it does not assist students with progression into 

a future career or any future transformation of identity. Where we need to go with the 

concept of identity and first-generation college students is a deeper examination of how 

these students see themselves at home, work, and on campus to better assist them in 

managing their multiple identities. With a larger population of first-generation college 

students on US campuses, this would continue to assist in student persistence and 

move the conversation beyond the bachelor’s degree toward graduate education or a 

future career.  

First-generation College Students Advancing to Graduate School  

With a program like McNair, we can readily examine the identity of our first-

generation college students as they complete their bachelor degrees and investigate the 

future identity of these students as they engage in preparation for their next step into 

graduate school. In an era when affirmative action policies are coming under scrutiny 

and being abolished, assisting first-generation college students with persistence toward 

completing their bachelor’s degree and in accessing graduate education has become an 

intriguing idea for institutions with interests in continuing to diversify higher education. 

Many institutions and educational researchers are finding that working with students 

who are categorized as first-generation college is also an excellent means for recruiting 

and assisting students who come from ethnic backgrounds which continue to be 

underrepresented in higher education (Davis, 2010, p. 15). With the growing number of 

first-generation college students on US campuses, now is also a good time for graduate 
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schools to consider ways of assisting first-generation college students as they progress 

into graduate education. Such assistance not only diversifies the student population at 

the graduate level but also begins to diversify higher education at the professoriate 

level.  

Summary 

 In the literature it is apparent that undergraduate student persistence toward the 

baccalaureate degree is enhanced through the student’s involvement in campus 

activities and interactions with both peers and faculty (Tinto, 1987).  For those 

undergraduates who aspire to enter graduate education, however, we see that while 

these students are motivated and involved in academic work outside of the classroom, 

they are largely uninformed on how to prepare themselves for graduate school 

(Scepansky & Bjornsen, 2003). This is where undergraduate research programs can 

play a vital role. Such programs can not only provide students with valuable research 

experience, but they can also inform students of the requirements of graduate school 

admissions and insight into the culture of academia.  

 A review of the literature also reveals that undergraduate research experiences 

are particularly beneficial to students who come from backgrounds that are 

underrepresented in higher education. Such backgrounds include those students who 

are ethnic minority and first-generation college (Kinzie, Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008). 

As US colleges and universities change the way in which they categorize 

underrepresented students, there is also the emergence of first-generation college 

student as an acceptable category (Gregerman, 2009). Along with this, the number of 

first-generation college students coming onto US campuses is increasing (Davis, 2010; 
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Hagy & Steniec, 2002). To better understand the needs of this population, it has been 

found that first-generation college students often have lives that exist in multiple worlds. 

These worlds are viewed by first-generation college students as separate places in 

which they must maintain multiple identities. Where one identity is an off campus 

identity at home with his/her family, a second identity is one at his/her place of 

employment, and a third identity is on campus in his/her world of academia (Jehangir, 

2010; London, 1996). So to impact the experience of first-generation college students, 

assist them in their persistence toward the baccalaureate degree, and prepare them for 

graduate education, focusing on the campus or academic identity of these students 

seems fitting. This study adds to the conversation regarding the needs of first-

generation college students by providing a better understanding of how undergraduate 

research experiences impact the academic identities of first-generation college 

students. This study also focuses on how such experience assists them in their 

preparation for graduate education; and how undergraduate research programs can 

expand programming to meet the needs of this growing population in higher education.   
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 This chapter provides an overview of the research methodology utilized in this 

study. As an inquiry into the lived experience of nine first-generation college students as 

they participate in the 10-week summer research portion of the University of Arizona’s 

(UA) McNair program, the background and setting are described first. This is followed 

by an overview of a qualitative phenomenological case study and justification as to why 

such an approach is utilized. Information regarding the participants and how they were 

consented for participation is then provided and followed by a breakdown of data 

collection that includes student observation, interviewing, and an examination of the 

students’ written work. An overview of data analysis completes the chapter with an 

explanation of the open coding method utilized to review the student observation 

transcripts and the utilization of narrative inquiry to organize and analyze the student 

interviews and written work.  

Background  

In 1999 the University of Arizona’s Graduate College was awarded a grant from 

the U.S. Department of Education to operate a Ronald E. McNair Post-baccalaureate 

Achievement Program. The Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program (McNair) was first 

authorized by Congress in 1986 and is one of the eight federally funded TRIO programs 

through the US Department of Education. Like all TRIO programs, McNair provides 

educational support and opportunities to students from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

McNair is unique within the family of federally funded TRIO programs in that it is the 

only program that strictly focuses on assisting undergraduates in their progression into 

graduate school. Requests for grant proposals are issued by the U.S. Department of 
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Education every five years and the department awards McNair programs to four-year 

postsecondary institutions. The goal of McNair is to increase the number of doctoral 

degrees earned by students from underrepresented populations.  

In the US there are currently 200 McNair programs, serving a total population of 

5,419 students, with each program serving approximately 27 students (www2.ed.gov/ 

programs/triomcnair/funding.html). The directive of McNair is to assist students, in the 

last two years of their undergraduate education, with graduate school preparation, 

application, and entrance. McNair then tracks student progress to the successful 

completion of an advanced degree. The first McNair grantees were funded in 1989, and 

all grants are awarded on a five-year cycle (US Department of Education, 2008).  

 Participant eligibility in McNair is stipulated by federal guidelines. These mandate 

that two-thirds of all program participants must be low-income individuals who are also 

the first in their families to earn a baccalaureate degree. The remaining one-third must 

be participants from groups traditionally underrepresented in graduate education, 

specifically African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and Pacific Islanders 

(www2.ed.gov/programs/triomcnair/index.html). The program is named in memory of Dr. 

Ronald E. McNair, an African-American scientist/astronaut and Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology alumnus, who was killed in the Challenger Space Shuttle accident in 

1986. With funding from Congress of over $46,000,000 in 2011, each program works 

with a yearly budget of $230,593, with programs spending an average amount of $8,511 

per student (www2.ed.gov/programs/triomcnair/funding.html).  

McNair grantees submit annual performance reports on all activities conducted 

by the programs. A 2005 assessment of McNair by the US Department of Education 
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reveals that close to 90 percent of active participants receive academic counseling and 

mentoring and participate in workshops on a wide array of topics concerning graduate 

education and admissions. The 2005 assessment also reveals that over 40 percent of 

the participants are African-American, 24 percent Latino, 21 percent White, 5 percent 

Asian, 3 percent Native American, 1 percent Pacific Islander, and 2 percent of the 

students self identify as more than one race (US Department of Education, 2005). A 

2007 report by the US Department of Education reveals that 78 percent of McNair 

programs are  located in public four-year institutions, 22 percent are in private four year 

institutions, with 82 percent of McNair grantees being non-minority institutions, 8 

percent being Historically Black Colleges and Universities, and 10 percent being 

Hispanic Serving Institutions (US Department of Education, 2008).  

Setting  

For UA McNair, the program began with its first cohort of 25 students in 2000. 

Since then the program has worked with 159 students with over 44 percent of all 

participants being Latino, 24 percent African-American, 21 percent White, 5 percent 

Asian, 3 percent Native American, 1 percent Pacific Islander, and 2 percent of the 

students self identified as more than one race. While UA McNair is mandated to have 

67% of its student population come from backgrounds that are low income and first-

generation college, the program exceeds this mandate with 83% of its population being 

low income and first-generation college (UA McNair, 2011).  

For UA McNair programming, all students begin the program with a full-time 

commitment (40 hours a week) to a 10-week summer research program. For this 

students are paid a summer research stipend of $2,800. The goals of UA McNair’s 
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summer program are to provide undergraduate students with one-on-one faculty 

mentoring; the opportunity to complete an undergraduate research project in their field 

of study; workshops on the graduate school application process and graduate school 

funding; preparation classes for the Graduate Records Exam (GRE); and the chance to 

network with UA faculty, staff, graduate students, and fellow undergraduates from 

similar backgrounds.  

While all students work under the guidance of a UA faculty mentor on a research 

project in their field of study, the program also enrolls them in English 340: Topics in 

Technical and Professional Writing. In the course, students document their summer 

research in a written report and practice their oral presentations skills. Portfolio writing is 

utilized for the drafting and revising of each section of the written report, and four oral 

presentations allow the students to report on the progress of their work throughout the 

summer. These presentations encourage student discussion regarding each other’s 

research project and provide the students with feedback on their oral presentations 

skills from their peers and the course instructors. This practice also allows the students 

to build their final Power Point presentations which are delivered on the last day of the 

summer program at the annual McNair Summer Research Symposium.  

Qualitative Phenomenological Case Study 

To explore the phenomenon of student transformation, a qualitative approach 

was chosen to better understand the human actions that are taking place during the 

summer research program. According to Marshall and Rossman (2006), “human actions 

are significantly influenced by the setting in which they occur” (p. 53). So to follow the 

students as they experienced the summer research program, I utilized the methodology 
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of qualitative inquiry to better understand the students “thoughts, feelings, beliefs, 

values, and assumptive worlds” as they experienced the program (Marshall & Rossman, 

2006, p. 53). I also wished to pursue my desire to better “understand the deeper 

perspectives that can be captured through face-to-face interaction” (Marshall & 

Rossman, 2006, p. 53). Based on my rationale that previous studies have found 

undergraduate research experiences to increase student confidence (Davis, 2010; 

Gregerman, 2009; Kinzie, Gonyea, Kuh & Shoup, 2008; Kuh, 2006; Kuh, 2008; Osborn 

& Karukstis, 2009; Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & DeAntoni, 2004), I focused on better 

understanding the processes that students undergo as they become more self 

confident. To achieve this, qualitative inquiry was utilized based on its descriptive nature 

and its allowance for a deeper exploration of context, setting, and participants’ frames of 

reference (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 54).   

Within this qualitative approach, UA McNair is also seen as an ideal case study 

of an undergraduate research program that works primarily with students who are first-

generation college. Marshall and Rossman (2006) explain how case studies generally 

focus on society and culture in a group, a program, or an organization (p.55), and Yin 

(1994) states that a case study is “appropriate when the focus is on a contemporary 

phenomenon within some real-life context” (p.1).  

With UA McNair’s 10-week summer program being the real-life context, and the 

contemporary phenomenon being student transformation, a Phenomenological Case 

Study was then deemed appropriate to explore the lived experience of first-generation 

college students as they engage in research and the Discourse associated with such an 

experience. Creswell (2007) explains that a “phenomenological study describes the 
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meaning for several individuals of their lived experiences of a concept or phenomenon” 

(p. 57). With an examination of the lived experience of first-generation college students 

as they engage in undergraduate research, the perceptions, interactions, and emotions 

of such students as they experience a program could then be collected and examined. 

Creswell (2007) also states that the goal of a phenomenological study is to describe the 

commonalities among the experiences of participants and the “universal essence” of the 

experience (p. 57).  

As a member of UA McNair’s instructional team, I utilized my access to first-

generation college students to conduct a sample study (Maxwell, 2005, p.70) of nine 

McNair participants. In following these students through the program, I was able to 

examine the commonalities of the experience, derive a better understanding of who 

these students are, and understand how they experience all of the elements in the 

summer program. A phenomenological case study approach also provides 

undergraduate research programs with the opportunity to hear the voices of first-

generation college students, better understand their academic identities, and recognize 

the transformational elements of the research experience. 

Participants 

A sample study (Maxwell, 2005, p.70) of nine UA McNair summer participants, 

who were new to the program, was selected. Participants were recruited through 

purposeful sampling (Bogdan &  Biklen, 2003) where all UA McNair summer students 

were invited to participate. The final selection was based on the set criteria of the study. 

These criteria required that all participants be first-generation college students, engaged 

in a summer research project, and working under the guidance of a UA faculty mentor.  
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Ten new students began the summer program on June 5, 2011. Nine students were 

first-generation college; while one student was not. This student, however, was still 

eligible for McNair due to the fact that she was a student from an underrepresented 

background. Due to the potential benefits that all students would receive by participating 

in the study, this one student was not excluded from participation. While the goal was to 

only review data on first-generation college students, all 10 students were enrolled. 

However, final analysis only includes the data of the nine participants who were first-

generation college.  

Consent Process 

In obtaining student consent to enroll him/her in the study, I met with all 10 new 

students individually. I provided them with the consent document, reviewed it with them 

one-on-one, provided an overview of the study, and answered any questions that they 

had. I then asked all 10 students to take the consent document and return it within 48 

hours. I also provided them with an envelope. When they returned their consent 

document, I asked them to seal it in the envelope and not let me know if they did or did 

not provide consent. This was so I would not know which students provided consent 

and which students did not. Due to my position in UA McNair, it was my intention to 

treat all students the same throughout the summer and remain unbiased. When all 

envelopes were returned, the students handed them to my graduate assistant who then 

opened and reviewed the documents. Without indicating which students had consented 

and which students had not, my graduate assistant informed me that I had at least six 

students who provided consent. With a minimum of six participants, the number of 
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participants approved in my dissertation proposal, I was able to move forward with the 

study.  

At the end of the summer program, after all final grades were submitted for the 

Technical and Professional Writing course and all UA McNair activities were completed, 

I opened and reviewed the consent documents. Being that all nine first-generation 

college students had consented to be included in the study, I choose to use the data on 

all nine students.  

Data Collection  

To study the phenomenon of student transformation while also examining how 

students engage in the Discourse of research, narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000) was utilized to collect and analyze some of the data. Narrative Inquiry was 

chosen based on the need to collect data regarding the lived experience of the students 

as they progressed through the summer research program. The approach also satisfied 

my desire to create narratives that organized and communicated each student’s 

experience. Based on my experience as a fiction writer and as a program manager who 

works with first-generation college students, I knew that data organization, 

management, and analysis would be enhanced through the creation of individual 

student narratives. Student narratives would focus data analysis on each student’s 

experience while also allowing for strong consistency between all nine student stories.    

In examining each student’s experience as a case study, narrative inquiry 

allowed for the collection of field texts. These field texts were my data and represented 

various aspects of my field experience with the students (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 

92). In the summer, my field experience includes time in the classroom, time assisting 
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students one-on-one with their writing, and time meeting with them individually and as a 

group to discuss graduate study. With the need to collect data on how students engage 

in the Discourse of research and their perceptions of their summer experience, data 

was collected from three sources to gain a broader and more secure understanding of 

these issues (Maxwell, 2005, p. 94). This bringing together of different sources to 

corroborate, elaborate, or illuminate my research questions (Marshall & Rossman, 

2006, p. 202) is supported by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) who state that researchers 

need to be “attentive to composing field texts on the existential conditions as well as on 

the individual’s internal responses” (p. 95). So sources were complied to examine how 

the students engaged in the Discourse of research as well as their individual responses 

as they reflected on their experience in the program. Therefore, my field texts consisted 

of data collected from three different sources that included:  

1) Transcripts of the students’ presentations of the progress of their summer 

research in the Technical and Professional Writing course;  

2) Transcripts of one-on-one interviews I conducted with the students during 

and after the summer program, along with reflective memos I composed 

after each interview;  

3) The students’ written work which consisted of two personal statements, 

one written as part of the student’s application to UA McNair, and a 

second written toward the end of the summer experience as a part of the 

student’s potential application to graduate school.   
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Observation: In-class Presentations. 

To assist in better understanding how these nine students take on and use the 

Discourse of research, I observed their progress through the Technical and Professional 

Writing course which is offered as part of the program. This course reviews the basic 

elements of research writing, assists the student in writing each section of the research 

report, and prepares the student for his/her final oral presentation. Throughout the 

course, students are required to provide four oral presentations on the progress of their 

summer research. The writing course is taught by a graduate teaching assistant who is 

supervised by me in my capacity of Manager of Academic Services for UA McNair. All 

McNair students meet together as a class, twice a week, for a total of six hours per 

week during the summer program.  

For student observation, I audio taped all student presentations in the Technical 

and Professional Writing course. All McNair Scholars completed four oral, in-class 

presentations which consisted of: 1) an overview of one article that they would cite in 

the literature review section of their final research report; 2) an overview of one article 

that they would use as a model for how research reports are written in their field of 

study; 3) the introduction section of their research report which includes their research 

questions; and 4) the research methodology section of their final research report. Each 

presentation was five to 10 minutes in length and students were required to utilize 

Power Point slides for all presentations. At the end of the summer, I transcribed all 

student presentations to assess how students engaged in the Discourse of research. As 

a part of this, I examined the level and quality of their engagement, how this 
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engagement progressed through the summer, and if any transformation in their 

academic identities could be observed.  

Interviewing. 

For one-on-one interviewing, I followed Seidman’s (2006) series of three 

separate interviews with each participant (p. 16). I interviewed each student three times 

during the summer with each interview being seven to 10 days apart. Due to the 

schedule of the summer program, one-on-one interviews did not begin until week five. 

For UA McNair, the first week of the program is dedicated to GRE preparation. The 

second week allows the student time to attend a first meeting with his/her mentor, 

acclimate to his/her laboratory, and finalize the details of the summer project. Being that 

all summer program activities would be fully underway and the students would have a 

strong understanding of the program and their summer research projects, the first set of 

interviews were conducted in week five or six of the summer program.  

For the first interview, the questions focused on the student’s educational 

background and his/her identity as an undergraduate student and as a potential PhD 

student and researcher (See interview questions in Appendix J). The second interviews 

were conducted in weeks seven and eight and the questions focused on the student’s 

experience in the summer program and the Discourse of research in which he/she was 

engaging. The final interviews were conducted in weeks 10 and 11 and focused on any 

modification to the student’s academic identity in conjunction with his/her future 

aspirations as a PhD student and researcher. This final interview took place late in the 

program, or even after the program had ended, so as to include the student’s 

experience in his/her final presentation as well as his/her presentation at a national 
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McNair research conference held at the University of California, Berkeley. In this 

interview, final clarifications were requested concerning any uncertainty regarding 

answers in the first two interviews or any concerns with the students’ written work.  

All interviews were semi-structured with the hope of collecting comparable data 

across all participants (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003, p. 96). Seidman’s (2006) approach to in-

depth inquiry was incorporated and all interviews included open-ended questions (p. 15) 

with interviewing lasting no longer than 60 minutes (p.20). All interviews were audio 

taped and after each interview a reflection memo was drafted. Reflection memos were 

utilized to better organize the details of the interview, collect any impressions I had 

regarding reactions or emotions displayed, and to begin the creative process of drafting 

student narratives (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 161). When all interviews had been 

completed, typed transcriptions were created for each and every one.  

Written Work. 

For acceptance into UA McNair, all students participate in a competitive 

application process which requires them to complete a personal statement. In this 

statement, students discuss their research interests, aspirations for graduate school, 

and explain what they hope to gain from their participation in the program. For these 

nine first-generation college students, I reviewed the personal statement in each 

student’s application to see how the students describe their aspirations and what they 

envision for themselves in McNair and their future in academia.  

As part of the Technical and Professional Writing course, students are also 

required to complete a personal statement which they could potentially use as part of 

their application for graduate school. In this statement, students are asked to discuss 
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their undergraduate research experience, the research interests they wish to explore in 

graduate school, their long-term goals, and what they think makes them a strong 

applicant for doctoral study. In reviewing this written work, I was able to examine the 

words that they used to describe their research experience and their aspirations. With 

this I was also able to relate such words and concepts to what was being discussed in 

the personal interviews and what was being observed during their in-classroom 

presentations.   

Data Analysis 

 Open Coding: In-class Presentations.  

 To examine the transcripts of the in-class presentations and work through the 

technical jargon used to describe the students’ summer research, an open coding 

method was utilized to track the progress of the students’ Discourse. Corbin and 

Strauss (2008) describe open coding, or concept identification, as a brainstorming 

approach to open up the data to all potentials and possibilities in an attempt to see what 

concepts and themes stand out the most in each transcript (p. 160). As I reviewed the 

transcripts, I began concept identification by grouping together or organizing the details 

of each presentation based on my impressionistic understanding of what was being 

presented (Corbin & Strauss, 2009, p. 51).  

In deriving my final concepts, I began to differentiate my understanding of the 

data by creating low-levels concepts and high-level concepts. Low-level concepts 

consisted of the details or smaller concepts in the data that were used to describe a 

larger idea or theme that had emerged. For the in-class presentations, these low-level 

concepts focused on the details of the student’s research methodology. These details 
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readily stood out in all student presentations and could be grouped together to describe 

the higher-level concepts as they emerged. For the high-level concepts, these became 

the larger ideas or themes that were explained by, or emerged through, the collection of 

the low-level concepts (Corbin & Strauss, p. 160). Through this, the details of the 

student’s research methodology revealed that the students were engaging in two 

different approaches to the Discourse of research. One approach utilized a Discourse of 

research that was common among research in various fields of study (i.e. quantitative 

analysis, related literature, research questions). The second approach was a Discourse 

of research that was specific to the student’s summer project as well as research within 

his/her field of study (i.e. students utilizing MATH CAD program or patch clamp 

methodology or indigenous epistemology) .  

Through this hierarchical structure of concepts, I was able to strengthen my 

understanding of the Discourse of research that was taking place in the classroom. I 

was able to track the students’ progress as they engaged more or less with each 

approach. I was also able to discern noticeable differences between how students in the 

Sciences and Engineering take on the Discourse of research differently than those 

students in the Social Sciences and Education.  

 With the in-class presentations, I utilized an open coding method to better 

understand the progression of language that the students utilized as they engaged more 

and more in their summer research. This method of data analysis differed from how I 

examined the one-on-one interviews and the students’ written work. Due to the 

technical language in the students’ presentations, an open coding method allowed me 

to define and categorize the language utilized and focus on the progression of concepts 
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as they were revealed. These technical elements of the research added little to the 

narratives of each student. So this separate approach to data analysis was 

implemented and proved to be insightful in understanding how the students engaged in 

the Discourse of research as the program progressed.  

Narrative Inquiry: Interviews & Written Work.  

In addition to the in-class presentations, data collection included one-on-one 

interviews with all participants and the examination of their written work. This written 

work consisted of two personal statements, one written prior to the student beginning 

the summer program, and a second written as the student was completing the program. 

From these the drafting of each student narrative began with organizing data to 

represent each student’s background and research experience. This approach utilized 

the method of narrative inquiry and adopted the procedure and methodology presented 

by Clandinin and Connelly (2000).  

With narrative inquiry, the interview transcripts and the students’ written work 

became what Clandinin and Connelly (2000) refer to as field texts. Field texts are the 

sources of data collected to answer the research questions and are to represent all 

aspects of the field experience (p. 92). These field texts were then examined and 

utilized as a means of creating a final narrative for each student. These final narratives 

are what Clandinin and Connelley (2000) refer to as research texts. Through the 

collection of field texts and the creation and refinement of research texts, the data was 

focused into relevant concepts or themes which allowed for a full examination of my 

research questions.  
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In bringing the field texts together, attention was first placed on what Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000) refer to as the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space. As the 

authors explain, in creating and utilizing field texts, researchers need to be, “aware of 

where they and their participants are placed at any particular moment, temporally, 

spatially, and in terms of the personal and the social” (p. 95). They also explain how this 

approach, “creates a metaphorical three-dimensional narrative inquiry space, with 

temporality along one dimension, the personal and social along a second dimension, 

and place along a third” (p. 50). So in following Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) 

procedures for narrative inquiry, I began to understand how my field texts consisted of 

“contextual reconstructions of the events” (p. 118) that I was examining.  

With the transcripts of my one-on-one interviews and the students’ written work, my 

awareness of the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space moved toward the following: 

1. Time: For the timing of all data collection, the basis of my timeline always 

focused on the 10-weeks of the summer program and having the students in 

the midst of their research or having them recently experienced activities in 

the program. For the creation of each student narrative and examining issues 

concerning the student’s educational background or academic identity, my 

concern with timing focused on the student’s reflections on his/her time in 

academia, specifically his/her time in the 10-week summer program, or 

his/her time as an undergraduate student. Concerns with time also included 

the student’s future and asking him/her to discuss future plans for graduate 

education or a future profession.  
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2. Place: For consideration of place, all one-on-one interviews took place on 

campus, in the McNair office, and all written work was created on the 

student’s own time. For the creation of each student narrative, concerns with 

place focused on the student being engaged in the summer research 

program; in the classroom or on campus with his/her McNair cohort; or in an 

academic setting while enrolled in either high school or college. Concerns 

with place mainly focused on academia and limited discussions concerning 

the student’s home life or life outside of academia.   

3. Personal and social: In considering the personal and social aspects of data 

collection, the reflective memos written after each interview helped me to 

better understand the personal-social dimension of my interactions with each 

student. They also allowed me to reflect on how each student was 

constructing his/her story; how he/she was interacting with me; how I was 

interacting with each student during the interview process; or how the student 

was discussing his/her interaction with others in the UA McNair cohort. For 

the narratives, each story was structured around the student’s perceptions of 

him/herself as a student, a researcher, and as a member of the larger cohort 

of UA McNair students from similar backgrounds. 

With these field texts, I began to formulate and finalize my research texts. These 

research texts then became the narratives that tell the story of each student’s summer 

experience. To explore the phenomenon of student transformation, the narratives begin 

with the student’s background, specifically his/her exposure to education and 
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experience in higher education. The narratives then focus on the student’s experience 

in the summer research program and end with the student’s aspirations for the future.  

In constructing the narratives, I consistently revisited Clandinin and Connelly’s 

(2000) methodology and considered that, “Narrative inquiry is a process of learning to 

think narratively, to attend to lives as lived narratively, and to position inquiries within a 

metaphorical three-dimensional space” (p. 120). With the three-dimensional space in 

mind, the narratives began to take shape, and with the consistent reviewing of the data, 

the analysis also began to take shape. As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) state, “A 

narrative inquirer spends many hours reading and rereading field texts in order to 

construct a chronicled or summarized account” (p. 131). As data analysis proceeded, I 

often returned to my research questions and refined each narrative to focus on student 

identity and student transformation. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) also state, “As we 

make the transition from field texts  to research texts, we try to interweave our 

researcher experience of the experience under study with narrative ways of going about 

and inquiring into that phenomenon” (p. 128).  

In drafting versions of the narratives, I first focused on the structure of the narrative. I 

attempted to tell the story of each student’s research experience by creating a storyline 

with traditional narrative elements, such as audience awareness and utilizing an 

emotional appeal as I discussed the student’s background. Through these drafts and 

the refinement of my approach, I found that similarities between the stories began to 

emerge. These similarities also began to change the format of my narratives. Through 

the refinement of this format, I focused more on the shared themes and attempted to 

explore them further. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) describe this as narrative inquirers 
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having “narrative analytic terms in mind” and are beginning “to narratively code their 

field texts” (p. 131). The strength of this approach is based in consistently revisiting the 

research questions and focusing the narratives on student Discourse and 

transformation. Focus also returned to the student’s experience in the summer program 

and his/her words were incorporated into the narratives as much as possible.  The 

authors also describe this as, “Field texts are not constructed with reflective intent. 

Rather they are close to experience, tend to be descriptive, and are shaped around 

particular events” (p. 132). 

As I focused on the format of the stories while also being mindful of the similarities of 

the students’ experience and highlighting these are emerging concepts, data analysis 

was taking place. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) explain this as, “An inquirer composing 

a research text looks for the patterns, narrative threads, tensions, and themes either 

within or across an individual’s experience” (p. 132). With this, my research texts and 

methodology for examining the data began to take shape. Clandinin and Connelly 

(2000) describe this as,  

The search for patterns, narrative threads, tensions, and themes that shape field 

texts into research texts is created by the writer’s experience as they read and 

reread field texts and lay them alongside one another in different ways, as they 

bring stories of their past experience forward and lay them alongside field texts, 

and as they read the field texts in the context of other research and theoretical 

works (p. 133). 

What emerged as the final format for the narratives is an academic biography of 

each participant focusing on each student’s academic experience. Each biography 
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begins with his/her exposure to higher education at home, moves to high school and 

his/her experience at the University of Arizona, and ends with a discussion of his/her 

future goals in graduate education. As the narratives were finalized, I utilized my skills 

as a fiction writer and focused on the rhetoric of the storytelling and considered my 

preferences in creating narratives. Working through this concern is what Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000) describe as the final considerations that narrative inquirers face. They 

state, “Several issues that must be considered carefully in the midst of this uncertainty 

are voice, signature, narrative form, and audience” (p. 138).  

In an attempt to better control my fiction writing mindset, I then began to focus more 

on the words of the students and have their words substantially represented in the 

narratives. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) also describe this as the narrative inquirer 

utilizing his/her own personal preference when it comes to creating narratives. They 

state, “as we make the transition from field texts to research texts, we begin to 

understand that there are a range of possible forms of representing our research texts. 

We often begin with a kind of inquiry into our personal preferences” (p.137). However, 

knowing that revision of the research texts could become never ending, I strengthened 

my focus on this academic biography format and kept the student’s words in the 

forefront of all of the writing.  

For my final student narratives, my research texts, I have created what I call 

academic biographies. These academic biographies are narratives that are concerned 

with the students’ time in academia and his/her academic identity. They explore these 

themes through attempting to represent how the students see themselves as 

undergraduate students and potential PhD students; how their peers in the UA McNair 
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cohort perceive them as students and researchers; and how they take on the Discourse 

of research as they move from undergraduate student working his/her way through the 

summer program to UA McNair Scholar preparing him/herself for the application 

process to graduate school.  

Summary 

 In this chapter I have described the methodology used in this study to examine 

the lived experience of nine first-generation college students as they completed UA 

McNair’s summer research program. A qualitative approach was utilized based on its 

descriptive nature and how it would allow for a deeper exploration of context, setting, 

and the participants’ frames of reference (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). To explore the 

phenomenon of student transformation that has been witnessed in UA McNair’s 

summer research program, a phenomenological case study approach was utilized to 

focus on this phenomenon and describe the commonalities among the experiences of 

all participants (Creswell, 2007).  

Several data sources were brought together to corroborate and elaborate on the 

answers to the questions being studied (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). To examine how 

students engaged in the Discourse of research, student observation consisted of audio 

tapes of the students oral presentations in the summer writing course. This provided a 

detailed look at the language students utilized to describe their research experience and 

how research is typically conducted in their field of study. An open coding method was 

adopted to examine these transcripts in order to methodically work through the technical 

aspects of the student’s work and allow for the categorization of such details into larger 

themes or similarities between the students’ experience.  
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To examine each student’s lived experience through the summer, one-on-one 

interviews were conducted and reflective memos were written after each interview. 

These memos allowed me to better organize the details of each interview and begin the 

creative process of drafting student narratives. To connect the student’s lived 

experience with the language utilized to describe his/her research interests and future 

aspirations, the students’ written work was also examined. This work consisted of a 

personal statement written for the application to UA McNair, and a personal statement 

written in the last few weeks of the program. Both documents were compared to see if 

and how the student’s interests and aspirations evolved through the program.  

Narrative inquiry was utilized to organize and examine the interview transcripts and 

the students’ written work. These data sources became my field texts which 

represented aspects of my field experience. These sources were then organized and 

drafted into student narratives which became my research texts. These research texts 

became the student narratives that documented the academic experience of each 

student. A narrative was written for each student and all stories were then compared 

against one another to find similarities between the students’ experience. All three data 

sources came together to focus on my first research question concerning how students 

take on the Discourse of research, and then to further explore any changes in the 

students’ academic identities as the summer program progressed.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE STUDENTS  

In this chapter, I utilize narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) to better 

understand the lived experience of five of the first-generation college students in this 

study. Early on in the summer program, a noticeable difference began to emerge 

between the students prior to all students completing the first few weeks of the 

Technical and Professional Writing course. The difference was the formation of two 

distinct groups within the larger group of nine students. For this group of nine first-

generation college students, there appeared to be a distinction between those students 

in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (the STEM 

students), and those students in the Social Sciences fields and the field of Education 

(the Social Science students). While all nine students appeared to get along well with 

one another, it became apparent that the smaller groups were sharing information 

based on their interests and their similar fields of study. So by the third week of the 

summer writing course, the five Social Science students had begun studying together 

and were exchanging books and articles based on their overlapping interests in culture 

and human behavior. In this chapter, based on the shared experience of these smaller 

groups of students, I examine the lived experience of the Social Science students; and 

in the next chapter, I examine the experience of the STEM students.  

This examination uses narrative inquiry and includes the open coding method I 

utilized to examine the transcripts of the students’ in-class presentations. I first look at 

the storied moments (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) that the students experienced in the 

summer program’s Technical and Professional Writing course. I incorporate excerpts of 

the students’ Discourse to examine how they progressed through the series of four, oral 

in-class presentations. I then move beyond the students’ in-class experience and 
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examine my research texts for evidence of any change in the student’s academic 

identity.     

Overall, I examine the experience of the Social Science students to begin 

answering my research questions of: 1) how do UA MAP students take on and use the 

Discourse of research during the 10 week summer program? And 2) as they engage in 

the Discourse of research (in classes, with mentors, with peers, in written work), what 

academic identity transformations are observed (in the classroom, in interviews, and in 

written work)?  

Taking on the Discourse of Research: The Stories and Findings    

Five Social Science students began the Technical and Professional Writing course 

on June 14, 2011. No one knew each other, and they had only first met during McNair’s 

New Student Orientation two months earlier. They began the class aware of each 

other’s names and that everyone in the group was a McNair Scholar. They did not know 

each other’s field of study or anything about each other’s background. The writing 

course began with a few ice breakers and then moved into a series of lectures on the 

format of the traditional research report and the requirements of the course. By the time 

of the students’ first in-class presentations, everyone knew who was a Social Science 

student and who was a STEM student. Even the seating arrangement in the classroom 

began to reflect this awareness, as the Social Science students grouped together at one 

side of the room with the STEM students on the other. While all nine students would 

often go to lunch together after class, after lunch the Social Science students would go 

to the library to study together and the STEM students would return to their different 

laboratories.  
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The First Presentations: The Story. 

The in-class presentations began on week four of the summer program. For their 

first presentation, the students were asked to present one article that they had read in 

relation to their summer research project. This first article was to be one that they would 

include in the literature review section of their final research report. So the students 

were to essentially collect background or benchmark information to better inform them 

on their topic, research methodology, and/or any other practices that are common in 

their field of study. The students appeared apprehensive prior to starting the 

presentations, but everyone appeared to be prepared to begin talking about their 

summer projects.  

One of the first students to present was Carlos. Carlos, like the other Social Science 

students who presented that day, seemed to be nervous; but he had prepared a 

detailed Power Point presentation, which outlined his main points and kept him focused 

on the details of his article. Carlos, unlike any other student that summer, had begun the 

program with a mentor who was not a good fit for his research interests. So in the third 

week of the program, Carlos was assigned a new mentor. Due to this, his research 

focus had shifted from topics dealing with language and philosophy to topics dealing 

with linguistics and language revitalization.  

In narrowing down his research interests, Carlos explained how he would discuss 

topics with his new mentor and then conduct a literature search on contemporary issues 

related to language revitalization (See appendix C, lines 447 - 451). For his first 

presentation, Carlos introduced himself as a student of Linguistics and began his talk by 
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moving directly into the content of the article and explaining the author’s research focus. 

Carlos begins: 

The goals of the study was to identify inner community influences  

responsible for language shift in Navajo and Pueblo communities and  

to explore the power relations and interactions that indigenous youth  

experience throughout society as a whole. And also how their interactions 

 with these different parts of society influence and affect their identity. The  

article also shows how language loss has affected how the indigenous  

youth formulate their identity and how they navigate through these  

different societal road blocks (Carlos, Article One, Lines 37 – 43). 

Turing back toward his Power Point slides, Carlos continued by explaining how the 

author went about collecting her data.  

So the methodology she used was the counter narrative methodology  

which is derived from the critical race theory. This seeks out the  

stories from underrepresented people who tend to be ignored and  

marginalized in broader society. So she conducted interviews with  

Navajo high schoolers and with her own college students, and had  

them write reflective papers on how they feel about language loss  

in their communities…. Some of the implications centered on the  

understanding of indigenous youth identity in relation to language,  

specifically those youth in communities suffering language loss (Carlos,  

Article One, Lines 50 – 56). 
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Another Social Science student to present was Diane, a student of Anthropology. 

Diane, like the other Social Science students, appeared timid when she began, but 

eventually became much more comfortable in front of her peers. Diane’s research 

interests, like many of the other Social Science students, came from a very personal 

place. Being a Native American student, Diane was interested in conducting research 

which related to her tribe, the Mauapa band of Southern Paiutes. Finding a strong 

match with her faculty mentor, who was working with her tribe that summer, Diane 

discussed how her mentor provided her with articles that he and his research team had 

written. In reviewing his written reports, Diane was then encouraged to find those topics 

that interested her. From there they would discuss these topics and base her summer 

research focus around those interests (See appendix D, line 579 - 584). For her first 

presentation, Diane presented a draft of one of her mentor’s reports, and she too began 

her presentation by moving directly into the content of the article. She begins:   

The article is an East Mormon mountain site description…. My mentor is  

working on a solar energy project with my tribe, I’m Southern Paiute. So  

it’s neat to be on the research side of it and on the tribal side of things  

too. This is a solar PIS, programmatic environmental impact statement,  

and this is an ethnographic study for my band, the Mauapa band of  

Southern Paiutes. This is a review draft of what they’ve been working  

on and it has been sent to our cultural committee. This draft draws on 

ethnographic field work that has been conducted by BARA and my  

mentor and his research team (Diane, Article One, Lines 67 – 72). 
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Moving beyond the article’s topic, Diane went on to describe the methodology of the 

study.  

The methodology they used are these site study visits with these tribal 

representatives. They had four tribal representatives from my band, the  

Mauapa band of Southern Paiutes, and they used interviews that they  

had conducted with the representatives, and three survey instruments,  

which included a site form, an ethno archeology rock art form, and  

cultural landscape form (Diane, Article One, Lines 82 – 85). 

The First Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the Social Science 

students during the first article presentations. The Social Science students were 

focused on presenting the details of their articles. In connecting their articles to their 

summer research, the students express little, if any, ownership of their summer 

research projects. This concept of ownership is when students readily utilize the first-

person pronouns of “I”, “my”, and “we” to convey their role in the project or their 

understanding of their research focus. While Diane used the first person pronoun, she 

did so in connection to elements only loosely related to her research focus, such as 

when she refers to “my mentor” or “my band, the Mauapa band of Southern Paiutes.” 

During their first in-class presentations, the Social Science students did not express 

much ownership of their projects or directly relate the content of their articles to their 

research focus.  

Also, the Social Science students began their presentations with a basic 

understanding of the research process and elements of the written research report. To 
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provide a name for this Discourse of research that is common among research in 

various fields of study, I identify it as the Common Discourse of Research. For this 

Discourse, the students utilize terms that are commonly seen in research reports that 

document empirical research. Such terms include those elements that are shared by 

various fields of study, such as: abstract, research questions, introduction section, 

literature review, methodology, discussion/results section, etc. Utilization of this 

Discourse is the result of the students taking on the terms that were presented to them 

in the first few lectures of the class. This Common Discourse of Research also includes 

terms that are more concerned with research as a general process rather than the 

specific elements of a research study. This includes such terms as: analyzing data, 

collecting evidence, and validating research models. Utilization of this Discourse is also 

the result of students deconstructing their sample article and engaging research terms 

to explain the author’s work.  

We see evidence of students understanding the elements in a written research 

report as Carlos and Diane discuss the “methodology” of the studies in their articles. We 

also see evidence of the students’ understanding of research as a general process with 

Diane who uses such terms as “ethnographic field work” and “site study visits;” and 

Carlos who talks about the “counter narrative methodology” and finally discusses the 

“implications of this work.”   

The Second Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ second in-class presentation took place during week five of the 

summer research program. In the Technical and Professional Writing course, all 

students are required to write a traditional research report to document their summer 
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research. This traditional research report includes an abstract, introduction section, 

literature review, research methodology section, and results/discussion section (Bem, 

2004).  Regardless of their field of study, all students are to follow this model and 

document their summer research in this format. For the second in-class presentation, 

the students were asked to present a second journal article that they had found in their 

review of relevant literature. This article was to be a strong example of how an empirical 

research report is written in their field of study. As a part of this presentation, the 

students were asked to focus on how and where literature is cited, how research 

methodology is written up, and how results are presented in their field of study. 

Anna, an Anthropology student, presented her second article with nervous 

laughter and a handful of note cards. Anna, like the other Social Science students who 

presented that day, closely followed the assignment and moved from the content of the 

article into the format in which the article was written. Anna was born and raised along 

the US/Mexico border and like the other Social Science students, focused her research 

interests on her personal experience. Wanting to study the border region of Arizona and 

Mexico, Anna discovered the issue of border trash, or trash that is left by Mexican 

migrants as they cross into the US. With a strong commitment to this topic, she then 

focused on her evolving approach and moved from wanting to conduct a quantitative 

study of the facts and figures related to border trash to a qualitative study involving the 

perceptions of volunteers who go out and clean up the border trash left on public lands 

(See appendix A, lines 110 - 123).  

For her second presentation, Anna was able to match the content of her article 

with her evolving research interests. She begins:  
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He writes about the anthropology of borderlands, and provides a  

review of a lot of work from World War Two to the present day. He  

talks about key papers that have been influential to the work of anthropology…. 

He’s mainly concerned with the epistemological view that anthropology has on 

the borderlands and how it has changed throughout time. Some of the key 

developments that he mentions is the extended community, and how culture and  

ethnic identity are not bounded geographically (Anna, Article Two, Lines 3 – 9). 

Moving from content to format, Anna wrapped up her presentation with a pointed 

overview of the structure of the article and how it impacted her work.  

The relevance of this to my research is that it’s a good example  

of a literature review. It helped me understand where my disciple is  

today, and where there’s gaps, and how my view will be different than that. And 

then how the paper is organized, he did have an intro, and  

then a lot of topics and sub-topics, and then finally a conclusion.  

He just covered key themes, with no real methodology, because  

this was basically a literature review (Anna, Article Two, Lines 14 – 18).  

Eric, a student of Education, presented his article that day with a strong conviction to 

his topic of assisting Latinos with access to Higher Education. Like the other Social 

Sciences students, Eric’s research interests were based in his personal experience. Eric 

graduated from Tucson High School, where he was a student in the Mexican American 

Studies (MAS) program. Based on his experience and the more recent scrutiny of the 

MAS program by the Arizona State Legislature, Eric became interested in examining 

this program and seeing if and how it assists Latino students in transitioning into Higher 
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Education (See appendix E, lines 827 – 833). For his second presentation, Eric was 

able to match the content of his article with his summer research project. He states:  

The article is about this participatory action research, and teaching  

PAR to high school students, and getting them involved in their own  

research projects, studying their own community and education, and  

how that kind of pedagogy helps the students learn about themselves,  

become more interested in school, and overall do better in school. Their  

PAR included field notes, interviews, working with the community, and  

the students, and their results, and what they came up with in the end,  

was focused a lot on immigration issues (Eric, Article Two, Lines 73 – 78). 

Moving from content to the format of the article, Eric wrapped up his presentation with a 

discussion of the research methodology he will utilize to complete his project.   

The methods that they did, they went and evaluated the high school  

classes, and they were not the teachers of the classes. So there was  

teacher based data and student based. For the teacher based data, they  

had evaluations that the department had, and they conducted entrance  

and exit interviews with the students, actually one at the beginning of the  

school year, one at the end of school year, and then one when they  

graduated…. So for my methods, I’ll just be conducting interviews with  

the students, hopefully in the fall, and extend that to interviewing teachers  

and seeing what kind of work the students are doing now (Eric, Article Two,  

Lines 83 – 89). 
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The Second Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the Social Science 

students during the second article presentations. The Social Science students began to 

utilize more of the Common Discourse of Research. While they were following the 

assignment, which asked them to find an article on which to model their final research 

report, these students focused their attention on those elements in the article that 

assisted them with their projects. Examples of this include Anna whose article helped 

her as a “good example of a literature review;” and Eric who moved from the 

methodology in his article to his own work by stating, “For my methods, I’ll just be….”  

While the students take on more of the Common Discourse of Research, we see 

evidence that they are utilizing a Discourse that includes more of the details of their 

specific research project. To provide a name for this Discourse of research that is 

specific to the student’s summer project as well as research methodology in his/her field 

of study, I identify it as the Specific Discourse of Research. We see evidence of 

students utilizing this Discourse with Anna whose research is beginning to focus on the 

“Anthropology of borderlands” and how her article discussed an “extended community, 

and how culture and ethnic identity are not bounded geographically;” and Eric whose 

article was similar to his interests and “how that kind of pedagogy helps the students 

learn about themselves” and how the author collected data that was “teacher based” 

and “student based.”  

Along with all of this, it is apparent that the Social Sciences students begin to take 

more ownership of their summer projects and focus their explanations on how they will 

complete their summer research and achieve their final results. Examples of this include 
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Anna who discusses how her article “helped me understand where my discipline is 

today and where there’s gaps;” and Eric who states, “I’ll just be conducting interviews 

with students.”  

The Introduction Presentations: The Story. 

The students presented their third in-class presentation during week six of the 

summer research program. For their third presentation, students were asked to present 

the introduction section of their paper and include their final research questions. Bianca, 

a student of Political Science, presented her introduction with a loud clear voice that 

resonated within the small classroom. At the beginning of class, students easily 

volunteered to be the first or second presenter of the day, and Bianca, the first 

presenter, stood in front of the class with a relaxed posture and a determined look. 

Bianca’s research interests, like the other Social Science students, came from a very 

personal place. Being an immigrant from Cambodia, Bianca began the summer 

research program wanting to explore gender issues in her homeland of Cambodia. With 

her mentor’s guidance, she was able to narrow her interests to sex trafficking in 

Cambodia, and then to examining the work and influence of transnational activists 

involved in the issue (See appendix B, lines 276 - 294). For her presentation, Bianca 

first explained her research focus. She begins:   

My research questions are concerning the background of the sex  

trafficking industry [in Cambodia], patterns of increased cases in the  

media and how it is being portrayed globally and locally, and how the  

US is intervening more today, and this is post 9-11. I also want to look  

at the politics behind it, and I explain that part of the reason why it  
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was such a championed humanitarian cause of the Bush administration  

is due to abolitionist feminists and right wing Christians. Each group has  

its own motives, and I talk about that in my lit review (Bianca, Introduction 

Presentations, Lines 24 – 29). 

In finishing up her presentation, Bianca answered the question that was often posed by 

the Graduate Teaching Assistant (GTA) who taught the course. The GTA would always 

ask the students to focus on answering the final question of, “Why should anyone care 

about this study?” 

Now why my study is important is I am going to do a cross discipline  

analysis of the issue. I’m looking at history, feminist theory, international 

relations, politics, all of this combines together to analyze the complexity  

of the issue (Bianca, Introduction Presentations, Lines 36 – 38). 

Another Social Science student to present was Carlos, a student of Linguistics. 

Carlos, continuing his work with his second faculty mentor, also appeared much more 

comfortable in front of the group and looked anxious to explain the progress that he and 

his mentor had made in the past few weeks. Carlos’ work, like the other Social Science 

students, evolved from his personal experience. Originally from the Western Pacific 

Island and US Territory of Guam, Carlos’ interests in language revitalization originated 

from him witnessing the decline of his native language of Chamorro (See appendix C, 

lines 370 - 375). He states:  

I am now focusing on language and policy, getting away from culture  

and cultural theory. The focus of my area is Guam, and the language  

I’m focusing on is Chamorro…. Chamorro use has rapidly declined  
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over the years, and my focus is to reconstruct language attitudes and  

language policies. I will track the language use over the course of the 20th 

century, and my research question is, at what general point in the 20th  

century did this attitude shift occur. I will see what policies were in place  

and if there’s a correlation, and then step to current time and see what  

polices and steps have been taken to prevent further language shift and  

reverse it (Carlos, Introduction Presentations, Lines 46 – 53). 

Like Bianca, and the other students presenting their introduction sections, Carlos 

finished his talk with a quick summation as to why his research is important.  

My research can add to the pantheon of American history. Guam is  

a territory, part of pacific American history, and I will discuss what’s  

been going on for 100 years, and show this to other communities going  

through language decline, to see what worked for us, show them that  

they are not the only ones, and that they can reverse it as well (Carlos, 

Introduction Presentations, Lines 63 – 66). 

The Introduction Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the Social Science 

students during the presentations of their introduction sections. The Social Science 

students, while they continue to utilize the Common Discourse of Research, also 

continue to move into the Specific Discourse of Research. Examples of this can be seen 

with Bianca who is conducting a “cross discipline analysis” of “the sex trafficking 

industry” in Cambodia; and Carlos who is looking to “reconstruct language attitudes and 

language policies” around the Chamorro language.  
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Along with moving into a more focused Discourse regarding their summer research, 

we also see how the Social Science students take on a stronger sense of ownership of 

their work. The students begin to more readily utilize the first person pronouns, “I” and 

“my” in relation to their summer project and this is seen in relation to their use of the 

Common Discourse of Research and in connection with the student’s research topic or 

the Specific Discourse of Research. Examples of this include Bianca who uses such 

terms as, “My research questions are concerning …” and “I’m looking at history, feminist 

theory, international relations, politics, all of this combines together to analyze the 

complexity of the issue.” And Carlos who uses such terms as, “…my focus is to 

reconstruct language attitudes and language policies” and  “my research question is….” 

The Research Methodology Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ fourth and final in-class presentation took place during week seven 

of the summer research program. For their fourth presentation, students were asked to 

present on the research methodology they utilized to collect and analyze the data of 

their summer research projects. Anna, a student of Anthropology, summed up her work 

on border trash along the Arizona/Mexico border by discussing the multiple layers of her 

data collection and data analysis, and how she brought together several disciplines to 

help her explore and finally conclude her summer study. She states:   

So I will be relying heavily on discourse analysis, looking at newspapers  

within the Nogales and Tucson region, take written work, go through it,  

look for specific themes and specific ideas that are repeated. The ideas  

that I am looking for have to do with the aesthetic qualities of land,  

referring to the beauty of nature in reference to protected lands and  
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dealing with nationalism, and how it is important to protect our land cause  

it’s part of our national heritage (Anna, Research Methodology, Lines 3 – 7). 

She concluded her talk with:  

My interviews will include people who are assisting in these public  

land clean ups…. So my project will include three things, discourse  

analysis, the interviews, and just literature. This is not just a strictly 

anthropological approach. I will be combining a lot of disciplines, looking  

heavily into social theory, nation state theorization, American history,  

geopolitics and globalization as concluding thoughts (Anna, Research 

Methodology, Lines 15 – 19).   

Diane, also a student of Anthropology, summed up her work with her Native 

American tribe, the Mauapa band of Southern Paiutes, by also discussing the many 

elements that came together in her work to help her explore and finally conclude her 

summer study.  

The focus of my research is that I want to emphasize that a concrete 

understanding of indigenous epistemology is crucial within cultural landscape 

theory and Native American cultural resource management. I wish to  

understand the best practices for community based participatory research  

that occurs between federal agencies and tribes, and look at, how do  

you protect sacred sites that exist on federal public lands (Diane, Research 

Methodology, Lines 51 – 55). 

She concluded her talk with:  

So these are the methodologies that they’ve used, multi field consultations  
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with tribal reps, interviews and these surveys, and in my final paper I will  

include a Native American comment and suggestion section. Indigenous 

research is this theory that I’m using to position myself within this study,  

and this idea of an emmic perspective, being within, and also using  

reflexivity and being aware of myself, and any biases I have, and how  

that may shape my actual research question (Diane, Research Methodology, 

Lines 72 – 76). 

The Research Methodology Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the Social Science 

students during their research methodology presentations. For the Social Science 

students, continued use of the Common Discourse of Research is evident. The Social 

Science students are beginning to focus again on their final paper for the course. So 

they focus on a Discourse of research that utilizes terms that are commonly used in 

research reports and terms that are typical of research as a general process.   

Also, the students communicate with a strong sense of ownership of their work and 

how their work connects to their use of the Common Discourse of Research. Examples 

of this are seen with Anna who states, “My interviews will include people who are 

assisting in these public land clean ups…” and “So my project will include three things, 

discourse analysis, the interviews, and just literature;” and Diane who states, “I wish to 

understand the best practices for…” and “…being aware of myself, and any biases I 

have, and how that may shape my actual research question.” 

In addition, the Social Science students continue to engage in the Specific Discourse 

of Research. Examples include Anna who discusses her use of “social theory, nation 
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state theorization, American history, geopolitics and globalization;” and Diane who is 

looking toward a better understanding of “indigenous epistemology… cultural landscape 

theory and Native American cultural resource management.”   

Taking on the Discourse of Research: The Social Science Students 

The main similarity among all of the Social Science students is how their research 

interests come from a very personal place, and how their final research projects evolved 

from their personal experience. Anna, a Mexican-American student who was raised in 

the borderlands of Southern Arizona, studied  border trash that litters the 

Arizona/Mexico border (See appendix A, lines 110 – 123); Bianca, a student of 

Cambodian decent, studied sex trafficking in Cambodia (See Appendix B, lines 276 - 

294); Carlos, a student from Guam, studied the language revitalization programs and 

language policies of Guam (See Appendix C, lines 447 - 451); Diane, a student from the 

Mauapa band of Southern Paiutes, studied the epistemology of her native people and 

how this can better inform community based participatory research (See appendix D, 

lines 608 - 622); and Eric, a graduate of Tucson High School’s Mexican American 

Studies (MAS) program, studied the persistence of high school graduates of MAS into 

higher education (See Appendix E, lines 827 - 833). For these students, their research 

focus and their final research questions evolved at a slow pace, through their review of 

relevant literature, and under the guidance of their faculty mentor. Evidence of this is 

seen in the slow evolution of their sense of ownership of their research ideas. This is 

also seen in how they began discussing their first articles with little connection between 

the content of the article and the focus of their summer project.   

Overall the Social Science students, throughout the program, take on the Discourse 

of research through an early engagement in the Common Discourse of Research. Their 
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engagement in this Discourse of research that is common among research in various 

fields of study is seen as consistent throughout all four in-class presentations. Their 

engagement in the Specific Discourse of Research starts in the second presentation 

and grows stronger and stronger with each presentation. Along with the Discourse,  

they begin the program with little ownership of their research ideas and end the program 

with a strong utilization of the first person pronouns of “I” and “my” in connection with 

both the Common Discourse of Research and the Specific Discourse of Research.  

By the final in-class presentation, the Social Science students engage in the 

Discourse of research with a combination of all three elements of: 1) ownership, 2) the 

utilization of a Discourse of research that is common among research in various fields of 

study, and 3) the utilization of a Discourse of research that is specific to the student’s 

summer project as well as research in his/her field of study. 

Moving into the Research Texts 

 In this section of the chapter, I move beyond the transcripts of the students’ in-

class presentations and into the research texts. From the research texts, I focus more 

on the student’s experience and how the student enacts his/her academic identity. To 

explore these areas and answer my second research question, which connects the 

Discourse of research to any evidence of transformation in the student’s academic 

identity, excerpts from the research texts are presented. These excerpts focus on the 

students’ words and how the students appear to have experienced some change in 

perspective and how this change serves as evidence of student transformation. 

Transformation and the Social Science Students  

From the research texts, or the narratives of the experience of these nine first-

generation college students, certain patterns emerged among the experiences of all 
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students. In redrafting the narratives and comparing the student stories, these patterns 

began to formulate a structure for the stories. All stories were then finalized in this 

structure. For all student narratives, this includes the following: 

1. The students’ background 

2. The students’ identity (how they saw themselves, how I saw them, and 

how they saw themselves in relation to their McNair cohort)  

3. Their early research interests  

4. Their involvement in the Discourse of research (at the beginning of the 

program and through the program)  

5. And any changes they saw in themselves at the end of the program.  

By organizing all narratives in a similar fashion, this brought out the shared themes in 

the stories that connected to the phenomenon of student transformation. These shared 

themes then became the means for formulating smaller excerpts from the research 

texts to communicate my findings.  

For the five Social Science students, I present the following individual narratives 

as evidence of transformation in the student’s academic identity as he/she experienced 

the summer research program.  

Anna: A Student of Anthropology.   

Anna is used to comparing herself to her peers in college and lives with the fear 

of looking unprepared in her academic world.   

I hang out with pretty responsible kids or young adults. But…I do have a 

reputation like, ‘Oh, [Anna], she’s probably not here because she’s in the 

library’…they understand that I take school a little bit more seriously (See 

Appendix A, lines 33 - 35). 
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But Anna finds comfort in her McNair cohort and uses them as a sounding board for all 

of her ideas as she progresses through the summer research program.    

I relied a lot on my fellow McNairs, my cohort …we would just read our work and 

say well maybe just this and this… so we would just get together and read over 

each other’s stuff (See Appendix A, lines 54 - 58). 

In dealing with her insecurity of looking unprepared, Anna now feels better prepared for 

graduate school based on her improved knowledge of research and what she needs to 

do to look prepared and credible in her research.   

I have a better understanding of what research is…and there’s a lot of factors 

that go into it, like you have to be credible yourself, and you have to make your 

sources seem credible as well, and yeah, just like appealing to a different sort of 

audience, a much more critical audience, that’s going to be much more critical of 

your work (See Appendix A, lines 137 - 145). 

Bianca: A Student of Political Science. 

Bianca is used to comparing herself to her peers in college and even her peers in 

the Technical and Professional Writing course. In discussing this, she also expresses 

her feelings of inadequacy in academics and about her future as a graduate student.  

I like to listen to other people present and see. It’s kinda like in a way like how I 

measure myself up. ‘Oh okay that person is doing a lot better, I should step up 

my game’ or like, ‘oh well I think I’m doing a little bit better than that person’…. I 

think that I, I don't know if I feel like right now like if I'm good enough to pursue a 

PhD or a Masters ‘cause I'm just a, well you know, a Cambodian girl, so… (See 

Appendix B, Lines 193 - 199). 
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She too finds comfort in her McNair cohort in that they share the same feelings of 

inadequacy and are experiencing the same doubts about themselves.  

Well, we often talk about our doubts about ourselves, because I think you always 

question am I good enough, or just like when we’re stressed about our projects, 

that we don’t think it’s going the way it should be, so I think it’s just good to talk 

about those things with each other and I’m surprised that everyone goes through 

the same thing (See Appendix B, Lines 210 - 214). 

Now in comparing herself to her peers outside of McNair, those she will compete with 

for a spot in graduate school, Bianca sees herself differently.  

I think [the summer research program] really does prepare you and that’s just a 

little taste. I definitely know a lot more about the graduate school application 

process, I feel like compared to my peers, I have the upper hand… (See 

Appendix B, Lines 321 - 323). 

Now with more knowledge of graduate school and a feeling of accomplishment with her 

summer research project, Bianca feels more confident in her abilities and in moving 

forward in her education.   

…even though I was skeptical during the process, of my abilities, and I was like 

why am I here, and I was like I don’t even know what I want to do, I think now 

after completing the project and receiving the feedbacks that I received, I think 

I’m more sure of myself and I know that I want to go to grad school (See 

Appendix B, Lines 328 - 331). 
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Carlos: A Student of Linguistics. 

Carlos is used to comparing himself to his peers and operates as a loner on 

campus even to the point where he does not establish close relationships with those 

around him.  

I just kinda like to do my own thing. Kinda independent, try to figure out stuff 

myself, and I guess that would be the reason why I haven’t really had any close 

relationships with professors (See Appendix C, lines 364 - 366). 

For Carlos, his insecurities stem from being unable to connect his passion for his 

homeland of Guam and his native language of Chamorro with his future in academics. 

While he understands that he wants to work with these interests, he has been unable to 

narrow his research focus down to something that would help him find a strong match 

with a potential graduate program.  

I initially intended to conduct research on philosophical issues, but instead 

changed directions and conducted research on a specific language revitalization 

effort…. While conducting research on language revitalization I became aware of 

the legal issues and the education curriculum being developed to support these 

efforts… and I gained newfound interests in the broader area of multicultural 

issues and education (See Appendix C, lines 463 - 468). 

Carlos also finds comfort in his McNair cohort in that they too share a passion for their 

research, and that their research interests also deal with issues that are personal to all 

of them.   

…the guys and girls in the McNair program…they’re real passionate about what 

they’re doing, so that’s definitely a similarity…interacting with other members of 
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the cohort, I wouldn’t have put out what I’ve researched. It’s just like constant 

motivation, just listening to them talk about what they’re researching…keeps you 

going in a sense (See Appendix C, lines 387 - 393). 

Through the program, Carlos feels that now he has a stronger academic mindset and a 

stronger understanding of how academia works, which will assist him as he moves 

forward in his education.   

…so getting acquainted with some of the words that are used in academia and I 

guess how academia operates and certain bureaucracies and structures. I think 

that’s one of the biggest things that this summer developed in me was my 

academic identity. At least I got a decent grounding (See Appendix C, lines 476 - 

479). 

Diane: A Student of Anthropology. 

Diane is used to comparing herself to her community. As a Native American 

student, she feels torn between her two worlds, her home on the reservation with her 

family, and her life on campus as a student.   

…this whole like walking in two worlds notion…like people are really proud of me 

at home but at the same time it’s like ‘oh, you’ve changed’ like, ‘why do you talk 

like that?’ or you know, ‘you talk like a white girl’…so it’s kind of weird to try to 

like reenter that society (See Appendix D, lines 523 - 526). 

As an active undergraduate student, Diane does feel comfortable on campus but wants 

to use her education to impact her tribe back home.   

My research is coming from a very personal level and space and so…that is what 

really drives me…my sense of community…growing up…I always just wanted to 
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do something positive to give back [to my community] (See Appendix D, lines 

528 - 530). 

Diane also finds comfort in her McNair cohort, particularly the Social Science students, 

and discusses how she and her fellow Social Science students have really bonded over 

the commonality of their research interests.  

Yeah, we’re all social science homies…. I guess all of us were doing work that 

was very personal to us… we really bonded over having that common bond and 

then also, speaking for myself, I have research interests that like fits with all of 

them (See Appendix D, lines 556 - 559). 

Through the program, Diane now feels more prepared to start her graduate work. She 

feels that she is better able to balance the personal elements of the research with her 

academic interests and has also utilized her time in the program to better understand 

her position as a Native American researcher with interests in Native American issues. 

I feel really emotionally attached to my work, and I think that's kind of the reason 

why I've been so stressed out … like a component of my research is kind of 

being like positioning myself within it, so I've been drawing upon like indigenous 

research theories from Maori and Australian researchers primarily, and they talk 

about how conducting research with your own ethnic group, how you're doubly 

responsible to your institution and then also to your community, and so I think 

that's kind of played into my whole, like I wanna do really well … not just for the 

grade or whatever but because I do believe in it, and I want it to be useful to my 

tribe so (See Appendix D, lines 587 - 594). 
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Eric: A Student of Education. 

Eric is also used to comparing himself to his peers on campus which has lead 

him to feeling uncomfortable in his academic environment.  

…here at U of A, I don’t feel comfortable, I don’t feel like I own the University or 

like I own my education…. And it seems like U of A is one little city and I belong 

outside of it in Tucson (See Appendix E, lines 712 - 715). 

For Eric, his research interests and future goals relate to the strong connections he 

feels to his Latino culture and his community.  

My long-term goal is, it’s mostly like not advocate for my community, but work for 

the community…I don’t see myself in a group of white people saying, hey these 

Latino students need help… I don’t see myself there. I see myself working in the 

community and getting my hands dirty… (See Appendix E, lines 717 - 720). 

Eric too finds comfort in the program and discusses the in-class environment while still 

comparing himself to his peers in the McNair cohort.  

I also feel like the class…you get what you put into it…just like the whole 

atmosphere particularly with my cohort, it was all friendly but it also had a certain 

level of professionalism of like work load, like we all had to be at that level and do 

the best (See Appendix E, lines 749 - 760). 

By the end of the program, Eric feels that he is able to bridge his academic work with 

his culture and community and feels prepared to move forward into graduate education.  

I do feel a lot more prepared… doing research in this will hopefully help TUSD 

have a college track based program for minority students and …that's what I had 

in mind (See Appendix E, lines 769 - 801). 
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Transformation in the Research Texts: The Findings    

In these short excerpts from the research texts, we see that the Social Science 

students have emerged as a small, close group based on their fields of study and what 

they share as first-generation college students. Evidence of this is seen in Anna 

(Anthropology), who uses her cohort of Social Science students as a sounding board for 

the ideas that she is expressing in her paper and her oral presentations; Bianca 

(Political Science) who discusses how the Social Science students came together to 

discuss the issues that they face as first-generation college students; and is particularly 

evident in Diane (Anthropology) who enjoys the commonality she feels with her Social 

Science “homies” which is based in their shared research interests and how personally 

connected they feel to their research topics.    

From these excerpts, other similarities in the Social Science students include: 1) 

how the students share feelings of insecurity about themselves as first-generation 

college students and their lack of knowledge and preparation for graduate education; 2) 

how the students find comfort in each other as members of the McNair cohort and the 

understanding and sharing that takes place between the students; and 3) how these 

students constantly compare themselves to others around them.  

In the next chapter, I analyze the STEM students’ experience in the Technical 

and Professional Writing course in the same fashion as the Social Science students. 

This too includes excerpts of the students’ Discourse in their oral presentations to 

examine how the STEM students take on the Discourse of research. I then move into 

the research texts and present evidence of transformation in the STEM students’ 

academic identities. Finally, I compare the experiences of the Social Science students 
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with that of the STEM students and discuss the shared experiences of all nine first-

generation college students in the study.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE EXPERIENCE OF THE STEM STUDENTS  

Students in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 

In this chapter, I continue to utilize narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) 

to examine the lived experience of the four first-generation college students in the 

STEM fields. As with the Social Science students, my narrative inquiry includes the 

open coding method I utilized to examine the transcripts of the STEM students’ in-class 

presentations. I first look at the storied moments (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) that the 

students experienced in the summer program’s writing course. Excerpts of the students’ 

Discourse is then incorporated to examine how the STEM students progressed through 

their four, oral in-class presentations. Finally, I move beyond the students’ in-class 

experience and examine my research texts for evidence of any transformation in the 

students’ academic identities.     

Taking on the Discourse of Research: The Stories and Findings    

Four STEM students began the Technical and Professional Writing course on June 

14, 2012. Like the Social Science students, they knew each other’s names and that 

everyone in the group was a McNair Scholar, but they did not know each other’s fields 

of study. However, by the third week of the course, the Social Science students had 

begun to group together at one side of the classroom with the STEM students on the 

other. Although there was no seating chart, everyone always took the same seat and 

the configuration of the groups never changed. Various conversations could always be 

heard between the members of the smaller groups, and these always included 

commiseration regarding the long hours of reading and time spent in the library or 

laboratory.    
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The First Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ first in-class presentation took place during week four of the 

summer program. For their first in-class presentation, students were asked to present 

on one article that they had read in relation to their summer research project. At the 

start of this day, the students were quiet. Little conversation was taking place in the 

classroom. Some students had a short stack of note cards in front of them. Others had 

white pieces of paper with outlines typed on them and hand written notes filling the 

margins.  

One student to present that day was Freddie, a student of Biochemistry. Freddie, 

like the other STEM students that summer, began the summer program with quite a bit 

of research experience. He had spent the first two years of his undergraduate career 

volunteering in several laboratories on campus and conducting a semester of research 

in Turkey. Through all of this, Freddie had fine tuned his research interests and moved 

into the area of Neuro‐engineering. At the start of the program, he knew he wanted to 

investigate the interfacing between non‐biological electrical circuits and biological neural 

circuits. With such specific research interests, Freddie found his own UA faculty mentor 

based on the mentor’s published work in the area of Neuro‐engineering and her 

proficiency in a research technique known as whole cell patch clamping. In her 

laboratory, this technique was used to examine biological neural circuits in mouse retina 

(See appendix F, lines 972 – 976).  

Freddie, like the other STEM students to present that day, stood in front of the 

class seemingly apprehensive to begin his presentation. Knowing that he needed to 

explain the technical, scientific content of his article to a group of students who knew 
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little if anything about neuroscience or even engineering, Freddie took a deep breath, 

looked around at the group, and began.  

The article covers some of the main concepts and discoveries made in 

mammalian retina processing, so I’m gonna go over some of the main  

concepts that are interesting for my research and show what I hope to 

incorporate in my literature review (Freddie, Article One, Lines 153 – 155).   

Moving from his discussion of the content of the article into the focus of his own summer 

project, Freddie concluded with:  

I’m doing recordings of electrical signals in bi-polar cells, so the  

connections that I’m interested in are actually those between photo  

receptors and bi-polar cells, and amacrin and bi-polar cells. So we are  

looking at how those contribute to the signals of the output to the  

ganglion cells which are obviously sent to the brain and transmitting  

signals about what we see (Freddie, Article One, Lines 160 – 164).   

Another STEM student to present that day was Helen, a student of Speech and 

Hearing Sciences. Like the other STEM students, Helen came to the program with a 

great deal of research experience. With experience through the Department of Speech 

and Hearing Sciences’ Clinical Assistant Program, volunteer experience in research 

regarding the dissection of the temporal bone, and collaborations with engineering 

students through her involvement with the Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineering 

club, Helen’s research interests were based in audiology. However, while matching her 

with a UA faculty mentor in her field, Helen ended up with two mentors whose research 

and clinical work specializes in the area of speech. But understanding how closely 
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speech and hearing work together to act like a system to provide successful 

communication among people, Helen conducted a study with her mentors that pertained 

to the level of reliability involved in the perceptual auditory-based diagnosis of 

velopharyngeal status in clinical practice (See appendix H, lines 1266 - 1268). 

Specifically focusing on the vocal sounds of infants, Helen laughed a little when she 

described her young subjects and how she had to “stick a cannula” down the nose of 

each infant to record if his/her velo-pharynx was open or closed.  

This study had 12 grad students, and they listened to 300 synthesized  

vowel sounds, and with the sounds, some were nasal and some were  

not nasal… Results showed that they did use multi-dimensional cues,  

and not just a one-dimensional task to determine nasality in voice.  

And the clinical implications of this are to see how these dimensions  

can work together (Helen, Article One, Lines 136 – 140).  

Comparing this study to the methodology she and her mentors had devised to record 

their data, Helen explained what her work would add to the conversation about hyper-

nasility and the physiology of the velo-pharynx.  

So my research will have actual physiological evidence. I will have  

evidence as to whether the velo-pharynx is open or not, and I will  

be recording the infants to see if their mouths are open (Helen, Article  

One, Lines 146 – 148).  

The First Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the STEM 

students during the first article presentations. For the STEM students, they began the 
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summer program expressing ownership over their research projects and readily utilized 

first-person pronouns such as “I”, “my”, and “we” to convey their role in the project and 

how the content of their article was assisting them in the progress of their research. For 

example,  Freddie and Helen  use the first person pronoun “my” to claim ownership of 

their projects and both refer to their work as “my research” or as they use “I” to describe 

their role in the work. Freddie states, “I’m doing recordings of electrical signals in bi-

polar cells” and Helen states, “I will be recording the infants to see if their mouths are 

open.” 

From the above examples, we also see that the STEM students begin the 

program with a basic understanding of the research process and the elements of the 

written research report. So the STEM students begin their presentations utilizing the 

Discourse that I have already termed as the Common Discourse of Research. For this 

Discourse and its reference to the sections a research report that document empirical 

research, we see Freddie who states that he will utilize the article in his “literature 

review.” This Common Discourse of Research also includes terms that are concerned 

with research as a general process rather than the specific elements of a research 

study. Examples of this include Helen who discusses the “results” of her article, the 

“implications” of this work, and how her research will gather “actual physiological 

evidence.”  

Along with all of this, the STEM students begin the program with the use of a 

Discourse that is specific to the student’s summer project as well as research 

methodology in his/her field of study; that is, these students are using the Specific 

Discourse of Research. Further  evidence of the STEM students utilizing this more 
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specific Discourse includes Freddie who connects  his article’s content concerning 

“mammalian retina processing” with his summer research that includes “recordings of 

electrical signals in bi-polar cells” and how this contributes to the brain’s interpretation of 

vision; or Helen who discusses the study in her article and their “use multi-dimensional 

cues” “to determine nasality in voice” and how her study will move beyond these 

auditory cues to incorporate physiological evidence by stating, “I will have evidence as 

to whether the velo-pharynx is open or not.” 

The Second Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ second in-class presentation took place during week five of the 

summer research program. In the Technical and Professional Writing course, all 

students write a traditional research report to document their summer work, so all 

students are required to write a paper that includes an abstract, introduction section, 

literature review, methodology, and results/discussion section (Bem, 2004).  Regardless 

of their field of study, all students must follow this model and document their summer 

research in this format. For the second presentation, students presented an article from 

their reading that followed this format. 

Greg, a student in Engineering Management, presented his work with great 

confidence. Standing in front of the group, Greg appeared practiced, organized, and 

ready to share his work. Greg, like the other STEM students that summer, had begun 

the program knowing the research topic that he wanted to explore. In the two previous 

semesters, Greg pursued independent research and gained a spot as a member of his 

faculty mentor’s research team. Volunteering his time, Greg became involved in 

research with a small team of students in Chemical Engineering. Along with several 
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other undergraduate students, one doctoral student, and his faculty mentor, this group 

assisted the doctoral student with his dissertation work. In doing so, each 

undergraduate student was given a specific piece of the process, was to gather 

information about that process, and present their progress to the group twice a week. 

With interests in energy resource management, Greg connected himself to one part of 

this research topic and with his faculty mentor’s guidance, used that topic as his 

summer research project (See appendix G, lines 1089 - 1097). With a slight smile, and 

a look that appeared to say, “let’s get this over with”, Greg began.  

This is not an experimental study. It was done solely on theory, and  

the results and discussion sections had a lot of visual representations  

of the data and all of it was cited. But the best part of it was their  

sensitivity analysis, which gives you a ton of information just  

graphically (Greg, Article Two, Lines 106 – 109).  

As Greg wrapped up his presentation, he stated: 

I’m going through the literature and looking for more information on  

these various refrigerants because for my study, mine will encompass  

as many as I can find, and it will also include some of these newer  

ones that no one has the information for yet, and give a suggestion  

on what will be best [refrigerant] for air conditioners (Greg, Article Two,  

Lines 112 – 115). 

Ignacio, a student in Optical Sciences, presented his work that day with a stiff and 

frightened demeanor. Standing close to the front board, with his left arm rigid at his side, 

and his other arm crossed in front of him and holding his left elbow, Ignacio looked like 
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a large child who had lost his way.  Ignacio too had begun the program with prior 

research experience. As a student in Optical Sciences, Ignacio had been provided with 

paid research positions as an undergraduate student working with department faculty 

and assisting them with current projects. But unlike the other STEM students, Ignacio 

began the program with a varied list of research interests in Optical Sciences. This list 

ranged from telecom communication systems and space exploration to the use of 

Optical Sciences to provide new solutions to energy efficiency (See appendix I, lines 

1391 - 1397). Eventually matching his interests with the large scale telescope mirrors 

that were being created in relation to space exploration, Ignacio found a match with his 

UA faculty mentor. As the new member of his mentor’s research team, Ignacio began 

working on compact pivot flexures which provide a high degree of precision in the 

mounting and staging of these large scale mirrors (See appendix I, lines 1421 – 1423). 

Explaining the article that would serve as a model for his final report, Ignacio stated:  

A lot of this was done by experimental analysis. But one of the main  

things that caught my attention in this article is the literature review  

and the introduction and how they were put together. The main point  

of the article was that it went over the different literature to see what  

they can use with experimental analysis to create their design (Ignacio,  

Article Two, Lines 86 – 89). 

Maintaining his insecure demeanor in front of the class, Ignacio wrapped up his 

presentation with:   

They begin their methodology with mobility analysis that uses screw  

system theory. And they show how they were able to calculate  
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accuracy and resolution in the design. Their final data was put up in  

graphs, and here they show their calculated error. And then their  

discussion [section] was brief, and they gave what they found (Ignacio,  

Article Two, Lines 94 – 97). 

The Second Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the STEM students 

during the second article presentations. The STEM students continue to utilize the 

Common Discourse of Research. Using this Discourse, we see how it is related to the 

final product for the course, and how students are comparing their second article to their 

assignment of writing a traditional research report. Other evidence of the students 

continuing to utilize this common Discourse includes both Greg and Ignacio who 

discuss “literature” as it relates to their second article or their own final project, and how 

Greg considers the “results” and “discussion” sections of his article, and Ignacio 

considers the “methodology” of his article as well as its “discussion” section.    

Along with this Common Discourse of Research, we also see continued engagement 

in the Specific Discourse of Research. We see evidence of the STEM students utilizing 

this more specific Discourse with Greg who discusses the best part of his article being 

their use of “sensitivity analysis”; and Ignacio whose article utilizes “screw system 

theory”. Along with all of this, we still see how the STEM students maintain a level of 

ownership of their projects and utilize first person pronouns to explain how the content 

of the article is assisting them with their summer research. An example of this includes 

Greg who discusses his research process by stating, “I’m going through the literature 

and looking for….”   
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The Introduction Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ third presentation took place during week six of the summer research 

program. For their third presentation, students were asked to present the introduction 

section of their paper which was to include their final research questions. Freddie, a 

student of Biochemistry, was always one of the last students to present in class. Often 

overwhelmed by having to explain the technical details of his work and how it all related 

to the physiology of the retina of the eye, Freddie was once again slow to stand up in 

front of his peers. Knowing he needed to tread carefully through his materials, Freddie 

began with:  

…basically we’re looking at signal processing in bi-polar cells, so  

hopefully I can convey the basics of what I’m working on. The visual  

sensory pathway is designed to process many aspects of a visual  

stimulus in a simultaneous manner, so a lot of the processing is  

actually done in higher areas of the brain (Freddie, Introduction  

Presentations, Lines 112 – 115). 

Looking relieved once getting through his presentation, Freddie once again reminded 

his peers of the basic purpose of his summer research.   

So in that signal processing pathway, we saw that photoreceptor  

inputs are really at the beginning of this signal processing pathway  

and amacrin cells are farther down in the pathway. So a lot of times  

they function in inhibiting or lowering the affect of those photoreceptor  

inputs. So I’m looking at how these inputs shunt or lower the effects  

and shape the outputs of bi-polar cells in the absence of a change in  
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light stimulus. So again we’re looking at just spontaneous activity  

(Freddie, Introduction Presentations, Lines 138 – 143). 

Helen, a student of Speech and Hearing Sciences, presented her introduction 

section that day with what appeared to be a very relaxed attitude and calm demeanor. 

By this third presentation, the students felt that everyone in the class remembered the 

details of their summer research and that they were often repeating themselves as they 

explained their research focus. With a reminder from the Graduate Teaching Assistant 

that the details of their summer research were becoming better defined, and all students 

should not assume that anyone remembers even the basic details of each other’s work, 

Helen seemed a little less at ease and focused on explaining herself clearly.  

And there are other areas in speech that need more extensive  

research. Such as hyper-nasality or even nasality in general….  

Hyper-nasality is a dysfunction of the velopharynx, which affects  

a wide range of people, and it affects the resonance of the voice,  

so how clear and audible you are. And with this there is a lot of focus  

on children, cuz children are more affected, but they learn to compensate,  

and this hyper-nasality can be corrected but it should be done in the  

first two years of the child’s life (Helen, Introduction Presentations,  

Lines 90 – 95). 

Moving into the details of her summer project, Helen stated:  

So I am recruiting very experienced clinicians and PhD people  

who have extensive experience in diagnostics. They will sit in a  

sound booth and say either, yes it’s open or no it’s not open. And  
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then I will also recruit people right off the street to do the same  

diagnostics with minimal training or instruction. I’m pretty sure it’s  

all a game of chance. That it’s not how extensively trained you are,  

there are a lot of things that can impede how well you can interpret  

if a person has hyper-nasality or not. There needs to be a more  

objective measurement. (Helen, Introduction Presentations, Lines  

104 – 109). 

The Introduction Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the STEM students 

during the introduction presentations. For the STEM students, we see that they begin to  

move away from the Common Discourse of Research. In these presentations, the 

students make no reference to terms that are commonly seen in research reports that 

document empirical research but rather are moving more strongly into the Specific 

Discourse of Research. Examples of this are evident with Freddie who is looking at 

“signal processing in bi-polar cells;” and Helen who is examining “hyper-nasality.” Along 

with the utilization of this more specific and focused Discourse, we see how the 

students still maintain a strong ownership of their work as they explain their research 

focus and how they are working toward their final results. Examples of this include 

Freddie who states, “we’re looking at just spontaneous activity;” and Helen who 

explains, “I am recruiting very experienced clinicians…”  

The Research Methodology Presentations: The Story. 

The students’ fourth and final presentation took place during week seven of the 

summer research program. For their fourth presentation, students were asked to 
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present on the research methodology they utilized to collect and analyze the data for 

their summer research projects.  

Greg, a student of Engineering Management, stood in front of the class in his 

confident and readily prepared manner. Throughout the summer, Greg’s presentations 

became more and more technical while his ability to communicate the details of his 

work became more and more refined.   

I am looking at the green house gas emissions from window  

[air-conditioning] units. I’m trying to look at the energy that is  

needed to power these units. My work has been some theoretical  

modeling of this. I’m gathering information and data and working  

on all of this in Excel. What I have found is information in journals  

that I’ve found on the web of science, books, and information from  

the Energy information administration. And I’ve been using the  

laws of thermodynamics, specifically the first and second law (Greg,  

Research Methodology, Lines 104 – 109). 

Utilizing his Power Point slide to show a diagram of the model he had created over the 

summer to analyze his work, Greg stated:  

Here’s a shot from my Excel sheet. This is what my system looks  

like. So I can set one constraint and it sets the others in the cycle,  

and I use one of the laws to find the vales at the other points in the  

system, then quantify the total electricity consumption. Other  

approximations and equations that I used include Anton’s equation  

and some other predictions from data (Greg, Research Methodology,  
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Lines 119 – 123). 

Ignacio, a student of Optical Sciences, presented his research that day with 

demeanor that was the exact opposite of Greg’s. Still stiff and uncomfortable in front of 

his peers, Ignacio too relied on his Power Point slides to convey his graphics which 

showed the compact pivot flecher, the flexible mounting apparatus that he had been 

testing over the summer.  

We are running a finite element model in solid works. Fatigue  

strength is what we are looking for and the critical load. I’ve been  

collecting a bunch of data over the summer. So what I did was engineer  

a model to be designed in the wire EDM. (Ignacio, Research  

Methodology, Lines 90 – 92). 

Looking a bit relieved to be concluding his final in-class presentation, Ignacio wrapped 

up his talk with:  

What I am doing now is building a stage to experimentally test my  

finite element model. I’m using a pull tester to calculate the error  

associated with my finite element model to measure the accuracy  

of my analysis and see what [the model] is capable of. And then  

create an analytical solution (Ignacio, Research Methodology,  

Lines 96 – 98). 

The Research Methodology Presentations: The Findings. 

The above examples are representative of what was heard from the STEM 

students during their research methodology presentations. From the above examples, 

we see that the STEM students continue to maintain ownership of their summer work 
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and move even farther away from the Common Discourse of Research. With these 

presentations, the STEM students appear to be in their element and readily utilize the 

Specific Discourse of Research and reveal a strong comfort level as they explain the 

technical elements of their methodology and their role in the project. Examples of the 

students’ comfort level with their research methodology include Greg who discusses his 

process of “theoretical modeling” to examine “green house gas emissions from window 

ac units”; and Ignacio who is testing his flecher models by “running a finite element 

model in solid works.”  

Taking on the Discourse of Research: The STEM Students 

 

The main similarity among the four STEM students is how they began the 

summer research program with prior research experience. For example, Freddie, a 

student of Biochemistry, had already volunteered in several labs prior to starting with 

McNair and had even traveled to Turkey to work in the laboratory of one of his 

professor’s colleagues. Greg had sought out independent study with his faculty mentor 

to expose himself to undergraduate research and came to the program with both his 

faculty mentor and his research topic in mind. Helen, as part of her undergraduate 

major of Speech and Hearing Sciences, become involved in the department’s Clinical 

Assistant Program. Helen had also sought out independent research with one of the 

professors and worked on group activities as part of the Electrical Electronics 

Engineering Club. Ignacio too, as a student in Optical Sciences, began working in one 

of his professor’s lab as part-time employment to gain valuable research experience as 

an undergraduate student. For the STEM students, the opportunity to take part in 

research as an undergraduate student is part of the environment on a large, research 
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intensive campus like the University of Arizona. However, securing these positions is 

based on student initiative, and for these students, they sought out these opportunities 

even before they entered the summer research program in McNair.  

The STEM students’ summer research projects are built around the details and 

technical procedures of their research methodology. Under their faculty mentor’s 

guidance, the STEM students began the program with a stronger understanding of their 

research focus and their research questions than did the social science students. This 

allowed them to eventually move beyond the Common Discourse of Research and into 

the details of their work. For these students, their research interests did not evolve from 

their personal experience; for them, their summer research focus evolved from their 

interests in their field of study or projects that were currently taking place in the 

laboratory of their faculty mentor. We see evidence of this with Freddie, a student of 

Biochemistry with interests in neuro-engineering. Freddie’s summer research project 

came from his match with his faculty mentor in the Department of Physiology and her 

laboratory’s use of whole cell patch clamping to record the signal processes in mouse 

retina. Matching his interests in non‐biological electrical circuits and biological neural 

circuits with his mentor’s work with mouse retina, Freddie entered her lab for the 

summer and took part in research based in this technique (See Appendix F, lines 972 – 

976). Greg’s research topic came from his prior work with the small research group he 

joined that was supervised by his faculty mentor. From the topics he researched as a 

member of that group, Greg found an off shoot of that work and created his own 

summer project around that idea (See Appendix G, lines 1089 – 1097). Helen’s topic 

also came from her field of study but was much more based in the area of her mentors’ 
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interests. Helen conducted her summer research in the area of speech pathology; while 

her research interests were in the area of audiology (See Appendix H, lines 1270 – 

1273). And Ignacio began the program with interests in the large scale mirror 

engineering taking place in the College of Optical Sciences and joined his mentor’s lab 

based on those interests (See Appendix I, lines 1421 – 1423).  

Overall, the STEM students, throughout the program, take on the Discourse of 

research through an early engagement in the Specific Discourse of Research. Their 

engagement in this more specific Discourse is seen as consistent throughout all four in-

class presentations. With the Common Discourse of Research, they engage in this 

Discourse in their first two presentations but move away from it as they take on more of 

the technical details of their summer work and become less focused on the general 

elements of their final research report.  

The STEM students begin the program with a more established research focus and 

are quicker to determine their research questions than are the social science students. 

They begin the program with a strong sense of ownership of their research ideas and an 

understanding of their role in the summer research project. From the onset, these 

students use the first person pronouns of “I” and “my” in connection with both the 

Common Discourse of Research and the Specific Discourse of Research. At the end of 

the program, however, we only see this concept of ownership in connection with the 

more specific Discourse. So by the final in-class presentation, the STEM students 

engage in the Discourse of research with a combination of the two elements of: 1) 

ownership, 2) the utilization of a Discourse of research that is specific to the student’s 

summer project as well as research in his/her field of study, while by the third 
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presentation the STEM students have moved away from 3) the Discourse of research 

that is common among research in various fields of study.  

Moving into the Research Texts 

As with the previous chapter, in this section I move beyond the transcripts of the 

students’ in-class presentations and into the research texts. From the research texts, or 

the narratives of the experience of the nine first-generation college students, I have 

once again brought out the shared themes in the stories. With the themes that connect 

to the phenomenon of student transformation, I have formulated smaller excerpts from 

the narratives to communicate my findings. For the four STEM students in this study, I 

present individual narratives as evidence of transformation in each student’s academic 

identity.   

Transformation and the STEM Students  

Freddie: A Student of Biochemistry.  

Freddie knows that his future in academia is dependent on his ability to learn 

science and conduct research independently. In order to move forward in his education, 

Freddie’s main concern is finding happiness as he makes his final decisions about his 

future and tries to find a graduate program that will provide him with the best balance 

between enjoyment and independent learning.   

From the project before, the one thing that I did find after I’d finished it, because I 

had gotten to the place where I’d said, my god, this is horrible, I don’t know if I 

can do this, it starts deterring you away from wanting or doing any sort of higher 

academics, because you know that it’s independence that is expected in the long 

run (See Appendix F, lines 988 - 992). 
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Freddie too finds comfort in his McNair cohort and discusses this in relation to the 

similar backgrounds that he and his peers share.  

Everyone in the program is very ‘down to earth’ and has a good perspective on 

the important things in life. For the most part we are all just trying to figure out 

what to make of our lives and understanding our current situations. It is easy to 

relate to people with similar difficulties and relate back to our individual 

circumstances (See Appendix F, lines 921 - 925). 

Through the program and also reflecting on his previous research experience, Freddie 

now knows that he is capable of doing a great deal of work on his own and has been 

successful at achieving his own results in research.   

It is a good trial for independently drawing these conclusions and trying to 

decipher results on your own. ‘Cause I mean that's ultimately what it's gonna be 

when you go to graduate school, you know (See Appendix F, lines 980 - 983). 

Greg: A Student of Chemical Engineering. 

Greg is used to comparing himself to his peers in academia and always sees 

himself as a hard worker who is driven toward his future in academia.  

…you guys said [the summer research program] was going to be a lot of work, so 

that’s what I came in expecting. But I’ve also had to manage my time and work 

hard during the school year anyways, so it wasn’t too much of a change for me 

personally (See Appendix G, lines 1035 - 1038). 

Greg also finds comfort in his McNair cohort. He discusses how they all share the same 

drive and how this stimulated him throughout the program.   
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I got really close with the cohort people....I normally don’t have a big group of 

people that are like working on something similar to me or that are driven to get 

something done…so having that support system of like your friends that are 

doing the same type of work and are able to relate to was big (See Appendix G, 

lines 1058 - 1061). 

Now that Greg has learned about the graduate school process and understands how to 

get into graduate school, what graduate school will be like, and what the demands of 

graduate level research are, he feels prepared to move forward in his education.   

…so I do feel a lot more confident about doing it now…just going through the 

whole process, just having like a test run I guess, just having like a pre-

experience before you do it, and just like knowing about the whole process, 

because I didn’t know anything about it (See Appendix G, lines 1159 - 1162). 

Helen: A Student of Speech and Hearing Sciences. 

Helen is also used to comparing herself to her peers and discusses how she 

often feels like a fraud in comparison to others on campus.  

…you know, being a first-generation college student you never think you’re good 

enough and you feel like an imposter…. (See Appendix H, lines 1191 - 1193). 

Helen too finds comfort and support in her McNair cohort and speaks of how she 

discusses the imposter syndrome (Clance & O-Toole, 1987) with her McNair peers.   

I think everyone has the drive and they want that PhD…we were all talking about 

this, and it’s hard for us to really feel like we belong here…. (See Appendix H, 

lines 1205 - 1209). 
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Still comparing herself to her competition for graduate school, Helen now feels like she 

is better prepared and has more knowledge than her competitors.   

I have more of an edge up on them (See Appendix H, line 1282). 

Through her summer research experience, Helen knows that she is doing what she 

needs to do to prepare herself for graduate school and feels that she can take action 

and move forward in her education.     

I’m more confident now in getting into grad school, I don’t feel like I’m just 

throwing it, and it’s more of a hit or miss type of thing. Now I feel like if I wanted 

to, I could get into a good school, if I keep on trying what I’m doing. (See 

Appendix H, lines 1305 - 1307). 

Ignacio: A Student of Optical Sciences. 

Ignacio is used to being alone in academics and he feels that on campus he 

often gives off the wrong impression of who he really is.  

I’m not very social, and sometimes I give a wrong appearance than who I really 

am. It’s the bald head and goatee thing, I think some people just get the wrong 

impression sometimes…. (See Appendix I, lines 1381 - 1383). 

Ignacio too finds comfort in the McNair program and his McNair cohort.  

I thought you guys really made it happen. And of course the McNair cohort, it 

was fun listening to them and just having some friends (See Appendix I, lines 

1455 - 1457). 

Through the program, Ignacio shows that he has reflected on his need to find 

community in graduate school and how he now feels better able to reach out to people 

and make that happen.   
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I just hope to fit in well, to be able…you know, I want to have some kind of 

communication and friendship with other people, to me that’s, you know that’s 

doable (See Appendix I, lines 1384 - 1386). 

He also discusses his confidence and how he knows what he wants to do in the future.  

I feel a bit more confident. I feel like I just have a little more knowledge than the 

average people in my class, I think I really have a direction, and I know what I’m 

going to do (See Appendix I, lines 1464 - 1466). 

Transformation in the Research Texts: The Findings    

In these short excerpts from the research texts, we see that the STEM students 

did not form a closer, smaller support group amongst themselves. While the students do 

discuss the support that they felt in and amongst the cohort of nine McNair students, 

they do not move into a discussion of any closer relationship emerging between the 

STEM students. Although Helen, in her narrative does discuss how she and a fellow 

STEM student would study together in one another’s laboratory late at night, and the 

support she felt from being able to discuss the intense level of work her research 

involved, these conversations in and amongst the STEM students did not address their 

shared insecurities (see appendix H, lines 1212 – 1218). These issues were more 

readily addressed in the larger group of nine first-generation college students and 

between students in both the Social Sciences and the STEM fields.     

Similar to the Social Science students, we also see similarities between the 

STEM students which include: 1) How the students share feelings of insecurity about 

themselves as first-generation college students and their lack of knowledge and 

preparation for graduate education; 2) How the students find comfort in each other as 

members of the McNair cohort and the understanding and sharing that takes place 
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between the students; and 3) How these students constantly compare themselves to 

others around them.  

In the next chapter, I will compare and contrast the experience of the Social 

Science students to that of the STEM students. I will begin with an examination of how 

both groups take on the Discourse of research and then examine the transformation 

that is seen in the students’ academic identities.  
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CHAPTER SIX: INTERPRETATIONS OF THE EXPERIENCE AND STUDENT ACTION 

 In the previous two chapters, I examined the experience of the Social Science 

students and then the experience of the STEM students as they progressed through the 

10-week summer program. For each group, I began with the students’ experience in the 

Technical and Professional Writing course and examined their engagement in the 

Discourse of research. I then moved beyond the students’ in-class experience and 

examined the research texts for evidence of student transformation by the end of the 

summer program. In this chapter, I discuss my findings in a similar manner. I begin with 

a discussion of how the Social Science students took on the Discourse of research in 

comparison to the STEM students and examine the differences. I then discuss the 

transformation seen in all students by the end of the summer program and utilize 

Mezirow’s (1991, 1995, 2000) teachings in Adult Transformational Learning Theory and 

Gee’s (2000, 2005) writings on Discourse and student identity to provide my concluding 

thoughts.     

Taking on the Discourse of Research: Findings 

For more of a visual representation of how the STEM students and Social Science 

students take on the Discourse of research,  see Table One. 
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Table 1: Taking on the Discourse of Research  

In-class Presentations STEM Students Social Science Students 

First Presentations Begin D = Common 

Begin D = Specific 

Begin Ownership 

Begin D = Common 

Little or No D = Specific 

Little or No Ownership 

Second Presentations Continue D = Common 

Continue D = Specific 

Maintain Ownership 

More D = Common 

Begin D = Specific 

Begin Ownership 

Introduction Presentations Little or No D = Common 

Mostly D = Specific 

Strong Ownership 

Continue D = Common 

More D = Specific 

Strong Ownership 

Research Methodology 
Presentations 

Little or No D = Common 

Mostly D = Specific 

Strong Ownership 

Continue D = Common 

Continue D = Specific 

Strong Ownership 

 

 From Table One, we see that analysis of the students’ in-class presentations has 

led to three elements:  

1) Ownership, where the students readily utilize the first-person pronouns of “I”, 

“my”, and “we” in their presentations to convey their role in the project or their 

understanding of their research focus. 

2) The utilization of a Discourse of research that is common among research in 

various fields of study, where the students utilize terms that are commonly seen 

in research reports that document empirical research. Such terms include those 
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elements that are shared by reports in various fields of study, such as: abstract, 

research questions, introduction section, literature review, methodology, 

discussion/results section, etc. Students also utilize terms that are more 

concerned with research as a general process rather than the specific elements 

of a research study. This includes such terms as analyzing data, collecting 

evidence, and validating research models. 

3) And the utilization of a Discourse of research that is specific to the student’s 

summer project as well as research in his/her field of study.  

From the research texts, we understand how these students finalized their research 

topics for the summer. The STEM students became involved in research projects that 

were currently taking place in their faculty mentors’ laboratories. While the STEM 

students’ research interests did match those of their faculty mentors, their final research 

topics were either based on the student becoming a contributing member of an existing 

study being conducted by his/her faculty mentor, or the student’s topic came from a 

separate question that was created around an existing study. Overall, the STEM 

students engaged in research methodology that was heavily utilized in their faculty 

mentor’s laboratory. Examples of this include Freddie, a student in Biochemistry, who 

studied bi-polar cells in the retina of mice based on his mentor’s work in this area and 

his mentor’s expertise in the technique of whole cell patch clamping (See Appendix F, 

lines 106 – 123); and Helen, a student in Speech and Hearing Sciences, who studied 

hyper-nasality in infants based on work that was currently taking place in her mentor’s 

clinical studies (See Appendix H, lines 78 – 84).  
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 The Social Science students’ projects, however, evolved from a much more 

personal place. For the Social Science students, their research projects evolved from 

research interests that were derived from their personal experience. Examples of this 

include Bianca, a student of Cambodian decent, who  studied sex trafficking in 

Cambodia (See Appendix B, lines 114 – 119); and Carlos, a student from Guam, who 

studied the language revitalization programs and language policies of Guam (See 

Appendix C, lines 82 – 119). For these students, their match with their faculty mentor 

was based more on their field of study and less on the research interests that they and 

their mentors shared. So for the Social Science students, finalizing their research focus, 

or research questions, was found to take more time in comparison to the STEM 

students. The STEM students began the summer research program with a much more 

established research focus and research methodology.  

With the concept of ownership, where the students utilize the first person “I” or 

“my” pronouns to convey their role in the project, the STEM students take much more 

ownership of their projects earlier in the program. Through their establishment of an 

earlier, more definitive focus on their topic, ownership emerges much more readily and 

is conveyed even as they begin gathering literature that is related to their topics. The 

Social Science students, on the other hand, have a much more tentative focus on their 

topic, there is a slower evolution of their research questions, and ownership emerges at 

a slower pace. As these students begin to gather literature that is related to their topics, 

they are found to focus more on the content of the literature as a means of assisting 

them in narrowing down their research focus.   
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With the Common Discourse of Research, we see how this is based on the final 

product of the Technical and Professional Writing course. As the students present how 

their final research report will be written and how it will be structured, this becomes the 

basis of this common Discourse. With terms that are commonly seen in research 

reports or terms that are more concerned with research as a general process, this 

common Discourse becomes the Discourse that students can readily share in the 

classroom. Both the Social Science students and the STEM students begin the program 

using this Discourse. They are able to search through relevant literature and discuss 

their first and second articles in front of the classroom utilizing this Discourse as the 

basis of their presentations. However, by the third presentation, the STEM students 

move away from this common Discourse. For their third presentations, where they 

present the introduction section of their paper, the STEM students begin to discuss 

more and more of the technical aspects of their research methodology. These 

procedures are then seen as dominating their summer work.  

The Social Science students maintain more of an engagement in the Common 

Discourse of Research and move through their second, third, and fourth presentations 

with a combination of the three elements of: 1) ownership, 2) the utilization of a 

Discourse of research that is common among research in various fields of study, and 3) 

the utilization of a Discourse of research that is specific to the student’s summer project 

as well as research in his/her field of study. By the end of the program, the Social 

Science students have finalized their research questions and derived and implemented 

their research methodology. Through this they have discovered that by utilizing terms 

that are commonly seen in research reports, they are better able to describe the 
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structure of their final product. Examples of this include Bianca, a student of Political 

Science, who describes her final report as being “basically a literature analysis”; and 

Carlos, a student of Linguistics, who describes his final report as “pretty much a 

literature review.”  

The most interesting element in the examination of these in-class presentations 

is the emergence of the Specific Discourse of Research and how this Discourse adds to 

the student’s experience in the classroom and the summer research program. For this 

Discourse, it includes the specific details of the student’s research focus and his/her 

research methodology. Examples of students utilizing this specific Discourse include 

Greg, a STEM student in Chemical Engineering, whose Discourse came to include such 

elements as the use of theoretical modeling or the MATH CAD computer program; 

Ignacio, a STEM student in Optical Sciences, whose Discourse came to include such 

elements as experimentally testing a finite element model with the computer program 

Solid Works; Anna, a Social Science student in Anthropology, whose Discourse came to 

include looking heavily into social theory and nation state theorization; and Diane, also a 

Social Science student in Anthropology, whose Discourse came to include establishing 

a concrete understanding of indigenous epistemology.  

This specific Discourse evolves through the inquiry based approach of the 

summer program, its focus on problem posing and problem solving (Freire, 1985). This 

approach allows students to engage in research in their field of study and either create 

their own research questions or collaborate with their mentors on topics that they find 

stimulating. With this individual inquiry (Short & Burke, 1996), students participate in 

research that is authentic to them and engages their own personal and academic 
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interests. As a part of this, students engage in a Discourse that is more individualized; 

however, they are also undergraduate student researchers, or McNair Scholars, who 

are part of a larger community. A larger community made up of fellow undergraduate 

researches who do not share their research interests but rather share their affinity 

toward research and their aspirations for entering graduate education. As members of 

this research community, students face the challenge of having to explain the technical 

details of their research and having those details understood by their peers. It is this 

performance in front of their peers that assists the students in refining their delivery of a 

Discourse of research that is specific to their summer project as well as research in their 

field of study. Through this refinement, students come to better understand the details of 

their research process and focus on clearly explaining those details to all members of 

their McNair cohort.   

Taking on the Discourse of Research: The Significance 

 Having the Technical and Professional Writing course culminate in the writing of 

the research report brings the Common Discourse of Research into the classroom and 

provides the students with a Discourse of research that they can share. This shared 

Discourse enables joint participation in a community focused on the practice of 

undergraduate research. As members, students co-participate in these practices, 

engage in the Discourse of research, and enact the identity of undergraduate 

researcher several times throughout the program. This legitimate participation allows 

students to progress into stronger feelings of membership in the community and readily 

recognize their co-participation in the practice of undergraduate research. Through 

learning that is social and situated in these practices, undergraduates take on more 
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responsibility for their research projects and move into more expert roles as they master 

the language of research (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  

The in-class presentations in the Technical and Professional Writing course ask 

the students to teach one another about their summer projects. Through this, there is 

also the establishment of what Gee (2000) refers to as an affinity group within its 

student cohort which readily engages the students’ affinity perspective (p. 12). This 

affinity group allows the students to engage in the Discourse of research as a means of 

identifying themselves as undergraduate researchers. As members of this affinity group, 

students readily engage in the Discourse of research, one that is shared between all of 

them, and one that is more specific to their research interests. Through the Discourse of 

research, the student’s affinity perspective is engaged and he/she enacts the identity of 

undergraduate researcher. By engaging the student’s affinity perspective, the student 

also comes to understand that this identity is something that is both recognized by, and 

shared with, other members of the affinity group. By providing the students with a 

community established in an environment that supports their identity as undergraduate 

researchers, UA MAP is able to engage their affinity perspective and allow students to 

discuss their identities as first-generation college students and their transition into 

graduate school applicant.  

The refinement of the students’ utilization of the Discourse of research becomes 

the means by which students progress forward through a summer research experience 

and into the graduate school application process. As students engage deeper and 

deeper in the Discourse of research, they enact the identity of graduate school applicant 
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and look to their affinity group for recognition and support to move forward with this 

identity.  

Findings from the Research Texts: Student Transformation 

In the previous two chapters, I presented excerpts from the research texts as 

evidence of transformation in the students’ academic identities. From those excerpts, 

findings revealed that there were no differences between the Social Science students 

and the STEM students when it came to the transformation they experienced through 

the program. For all nine first-generation college students, the stories of their 

experience in the summer research program revealed three commonalities between all 

students. These include:  

1) UA MAP students share feelings of insecurity about themselves as first-

generation college students and their lack of knowledge and preparation for 

graduate education. 

2) UA MAP students find comfort in each other as members of the McNair cohort 

and understanding and sharing takes place between the students. 

3) And these nine first-generation college students constantly compare themselves 

to others around them. 

Shared Feelings of Insecurity  

In the narratives of these nine first-generation college students, all are seen as 

having insecurities that make them feel uncomfortable on campus or uncomfortable in 

thinking about their future in graduate education. In regards to their insecurities, there 

are no noticeable differences between the STEM students and the Social Science 

students. Examples of these insecurities across the two groups include Bianca (Political 
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Science) and Helen (Speech and Hearing Sciences) who question their abilities or have 

shared feelings of doubt concerning their place in higher education and their future in 

research. Bianca begins the program by expressing how she sees herself as “just a 

Cambodian girl” and how she does not know if she’s “good enough” to continue her 

education and pursue a Master’s degree or a PhD; and Helen speaks freely about being 

a first-generation college student and how “you never think you’re good enough and you 

feel like an imposter.”  

These shared insecurities also include feeling inadequately prepared for 

graduate education or even knowing what to expect at that next level of education. 

Examples include Anna (Anthropology) and Greg (Chemical Engineering) whose 

insecurities are based in their lack of knowledge and experience in graduate education 

and graduate level research. Anna begins the program by describing herself as a 

student who takes school “a little bit more seriously” than her peers. She pursues her 

undergraduate education with constant concerns of looking unprepared or even dumb in 

front of her peers and professors. These concerns also become more intense as she 

moves through the summer research program and considers other individuals in 

graduate school who are “going to be much more critical of your work.” Greg is the 

motivated young man who has had to find his own way, and pay his own way through 

his undergraduate education. In regards to his preparation for graduate school, he too 

admits that “I didn’t know anything about it” and these concerns make him apprehensive 

about his future. Greg is a young man whose determination and self preservation have 

kept him moving forward in his education. He flourished in the opportunity to engage in 

his own research project and learn as much as he could about graduate education.   
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Other insecurities are seen in those students who have not found the right fit and 

match between their research interests and their future in graduate education. Carlos 

(Linguistics) and Ignacio’s (Optical Sciences) feelings of insecurity center on their need 

for reassurance regarding the choices they are making and the direction in which they 

are heading in research and a possible career in academia. Carlos is moving away from 

conducting research on “philosophical issues” and finding ways to impact his homeland 

of Guam and working with issues of language policies and language revitalization. 

Ignacio feels reassurance that he is moving in the right direction, finding community in 

his field of study, knowing that his field of study is a good match for him, and feeling 

good about his future by stating that he knows “what I’m going to do.” 

The Comfort of the McNair Cohort 

While the students share feelings of insecurity, they also share an appreciation 

for the interaction they have experienced with the fellow members of their McNair 

cohort. Here similarities are seen between all members of the cohort as they discuss 

their interaction with one another, the positive discussions that they have had with 

members of the group, and the high level of support that they feel from their cohort.  

Examples of these positive feelings include Bianca (Political Science), Freddie 

(Biochemistry), and Helen (Speech and Hearing Sciences) who appreciate the shared 

journey that they have experienced with a cohort of students who come from similar 

backgrounds. Bianca discusses how members of the group “often talk about our doubts 

about ourselves” and that she appreciates how everyone is “going through the same 

thing.” Freddie appreciates the relationships that he has built in his cohort and that it is 

“easy to relate to people with similar difficulties and relate back to our individual 
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circumstances.” Helen finds a community where she is able to share her tendencies of 

feeling like an imposter in higher education and states, “it’s hard for us to really feel like 

we belong here.”  

High expectations and motivation are also appreciated amongst members of the 

group with Carlos (Linguistics), Eric (Education), and Greg (Chemical Engineering). 

These students appreciate the shared passion that members of the group have for their 

research topics and how they are able to keep each other motivated and moving 

forward in their summer research. Carlos expresses this as “constant motivation” and 

how listening to the other members of his cohort present their summer research projects 

“keeps you going.” Eric discusses the high level of professionalism between members 

of the group and describes the expectations that emerged in the Technical and 

Professional Writing course as, “we all had to be at that level and do the best.”  

Even reflecting on the close connections that they felt with other members of the 

group, Diane (Anthropology) and Ignacio (Optical Sciences) discuss the more personal 

elements of what they have shared. This includes Diane who discusses the common 

bond that she feels among her smaller, social science group and how their shared 

interests include “doing work that was very personal to us;” and Ignacio, who sees 

himself as an outsider on campus, states that he enjoyed listening to his fellow students 

present their research, found community amongst the group, and adds, “it was fun 

listening to them and just having some friends.”  

While camaraderie is felt between all members of the cohort, a smaller group 

emerges based on the similarities that the Social Science students feel with one 

another. These similarities brought them together as an even smaller and more focused 
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support group. Diane (Anthropology) and Bianca (Political Science) discuss how the 

Social Science students came together, discussed some of the personal issues that 

they were facing, and assisted each other through the formulation of their summer 

research projects. This is also seen as an important benefit to Anna (Anthropology), 

who uses her smaller cohort of Social Science students as a sounding board for the 

ideas that she is expressing in her paper. This is appreciated by Diane (Anthropology) 

who enjoys the commonality that she feels with her Social Science “homies” which is 

based on their shared research interests and how personally connected they feel to 

their research topics.    

Students Who Constantly Compare Themselves to Others  

Along with the shared feelings of insecurity and the positive feelings of belonging 

to a cohort of McNair students, the main commonality that these students share is living 

a life in higher education where they are constantly comparing themselves to others on 

campus, or others who are their competition for admissions to graduate school. For 

these students, they are used to comparing themselves to others and often do so with 

an unsure outlook of who they themselves are and who others around them are (Clance 

& O’Toole, 1987). From these comparisons, we see how these students focus on the 

concepts of sameness and difference (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004). As UA McNair Scholars, 

these students see themselves as members of a community of practice (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991) in the shared pursuit of mastering undergraduate research. They also 

see themselves as members of an affinity group (Gee, 2000) who share the socially 

recognized sameness as first-generation college students. However, as members of the 

larger community on campus, they also recognize their differences compared to other 
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undergraduates who are not first-generation college or who have been exposed to more 

graduate school preparation.   

Examples of such comparisons include Bianca (Political Science) and Helen 

(Speech and Hearing Sciences) who often compare themselves to other students on 

campus, as they focus on their background as first-generation college students, and feel 

like imposters in higher education. Carlos (Linguistics), Eric (Elementary Education), 

and Ignacio (Optical Science) focus on how others on campus perceive them as 

undergraduate students and feel like outsiders in higher education. Anna 

(Anthropology), Freddie (Biochemistry), and Greg (Chemical Engineering) compare 

their success with that of other undergraduate students and focus on their lack of 

knowledge or feelings of not being adequately prepared for graduate education. While 

the students share feelings of insecurity, they also share the commonality of constantly 

comparing themselves to others around them. They view these others as different from 

them and better prepared for graduate education. These others could also potentially 

keep them from earning their place in graduate school and keep them from moving 

forward in their education and career.    

Constant Comparison, Affiliation, and Critical Reflection 

 Through the establishment of the McNair cohort, or an affinity group (Gee, 2005) 

consisting of students who share the background of being first-generation college 

students and aspirations of enrolling in graduate education, UA MAP administers a 

summer research program where constant comparison can take place in a controlled 

environment. For these nine first-generation college students, the Technical and 

Professional Writing course became the environment in which they share the 
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experience of the summer research program. By participating in a shared Discourse of 

research, this allowed the students to get to know one another as undergraduate 

researchers, or McNair Scholars. This recognition of one another as fellow McNair 

Scholars lead to closer relationships emerging within the group. The Discourse of 

research then becomes the focus of the Technical and Professional Writing course, and 

this Discourse is yet another affiliation that these students share during the summer 

research experience. The Discourse brings students together as a group, allowing them 

to eventually move beyond their research topics and into the more personal elements of 

the insecurities that they share as first-generation college students who aspire to enter 

graduate education.  

In observing the student transformation that takes place in the summer program, 

these shared insecurities become the assumptions (Mezirow, 2000) that these students 

have come to live with in higher education. These are the assumptions that the students 

have about themselves and are based in their past experience. These assumptions 

form the basis of the students’ perceptions of themselves as first-generation college 

students. These assumptions make the students feel like they are imposters or 

outsiders on campus or that they lack the necessary preparation for graduate school 

and the ability to move forward in their education.   

With a student population that is well versed in constantly comparing themselves 

to others, this activity continues during the summer research program. However, in the 

Technical and Professional Writing course the students also engage in the Discourse of 

research, take on the identity of undergraduate researcher, share the experience of 

summer research with students from similar backgrounds, and reflect on their feelings 
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of insecurity as they move deeper and deeper into the Discourse of research. As 

students who constantly compare themselves to others, in an environment with other 

students who share aspirations for graduate education and an affinity toward feelings of 

inadequacy, these nine students were able to reflect on their insecurities. Through 

critical reflection they experience a change in perspective regarding these insecurities, 

and end the summer program feeling that they are ready to move forward with this new 

perspective in place (Mezirow, 2000).  

With this new perspective, students are then able to begin to prepare themselves 

for the application process for graduate school and begin to consider their new identity 

of graduate school applicant. Examples of this include Anna (Anthropology) and Greg 

(Chemical Engineering) whose perceptions of being unprepared for graduate education 

have changed to feelings of being much more knowledgeable of research and graduate 

school life;  Bianca (Political Science) and Helen (Speech and Hearing Sciences) whose 

perceptions of being not good enough for graduate education have changed to feelings 

of having an advantage over their competition for graduate school admissions; and 

Carlos (Linguistics), Eric (Education), and Ignacio (Optical Sciences) whose perceptions 

of being outsiders in higher education have changed to feelings of having better defined 

research interests and knowing that their research experience has allowed them to find 

their place in graduate education.    

The Discourse of Research and Student Action 

 Above and beyond this critical reflection which is able to change a student’s 

perspective and help him/her work through previous feelings of insecurity, I return to my 

original idea of student transformation and how to better describe this phenomenon. As 
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a McNair professional, I have come to understand this transformation as a noticeable 

increase in the student’s confidence, which leads to a change in the student’s 

perception of him/herself as a future professional, and finally a culminating action, 

where the student applies to and matriculates into graduate school. While I have come 

to understand how the students enter the program with insecurities, reflect on these 

insecurities throughout the program, end the program feeling more knowledgeable and 

prepared for graduate education, and leave the program prepared to move forward into 

the application process for graduate school, I wish to better define these noticeable 

differences in confidence.  

 For UA McNair, these noticeable differences are evident in the students’ 

continued engagement in the Discourse of research as he/she moves beyond the 

summer program and into the application process for graduate school. From the student 

narratives, there is evidence of the students’ ability to utilize the Discourse of research 

as the means by which they can eloquently communicate their summer research 

experience. 

For three of the nine first-generation college students, I offer the following 

excerpts from the narratives which reflect the student’s engagement in the Discourse of 

research as he/she prepares a statement of purpose for his/her graduate school 

application.   

Diane: A Student of Anthropology. 

In Diane’s personal statement, she is able to break down her summer experience 

into the following processes while also reflecting on the skills that she has gained 

through her summer work. She writes:    
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I conducted research … on a Solar Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement, which entailed tribal consultation and site visits to proposed solar 

energy zones existing on traditional territory of the Southern Paiute and 

Shoshone tribal governments …. I chose to focus my research on the 

transmission of Southern Paiute epistemology, the Southern Paiute cultural 

landscape, and the issue of the protection of American Indian sacred sites that 

exist on public federal lands …. I learned the intricacies of conducting applied 

anthropological work, particularly environmental work, with federal agencies and 

tribal governments. [The research team] also provided me training in research 

ethics, human subjects rights, interviewing, coding, databases, and other forms 

of data management and analysis (See Appendix D, lines 125-139). 

Greg: A Student of Chemical Engineering. 

In Greg’s statement, the same understanding of the research process is seen 

through his ability to explain the rationale behind his work and his description of his 

research methodology. He writes:  

The premise of the study over the summer was to quantify the greenhouse gases 

that result from running window air conditioners in the U.S.  Various refrigerants 

of the past and near future were taken into account of a thermodynamic analysis 

of the vapor compression refrigeration cycle used in an air conditioner.  While 

this work also required effective and efficient researching skills, knowledge of 

standard chemical engineering calculations and principles were utilized to find 

entropies, heat duties, and Joule-Thompson cooling effects taking place in this 

cycle.  The work accomplished ranged from gathering information on refrigerant 
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properties to constructing a complete, complex model in excel (See Appendix G, 

lines 126-134). 

Ignacio: A Student of Optical Sciences. 

In Ignacio’s statement there is a similar utilization of the Discourse of research to 

describe his summer project and the knowledge and experience he has gained through 

the summer research experience. He writes:   

I conducted research on flexure design. Flexures provide a high degree of 

precision in the mounting and staging of optics. I modeled and analyzed a 

Compact Pivot Flexure. The goal of this study was to create a base informational 

data set that could be used to describe flexure behavior with different inertias. 

Solid Works finite element analysis was used to measure the six dimensions of 

stiffness and limiting motion. Models were engineered and then manufactured 

using a wire EDM. An experimental analysis was conducted to measure different 

dimensions of stiffness using an Ingstron Pull Tester. The error found was 

recorded and plotted to find limiting resolution of the analysis (See Appendix I, 

lines 111-119). 

 These examples represent how the students are able to describe their research 

experience and convey this in a manner that reveals the experience gained in the 

technical aspects of research in their field of study. This also reveals that they have 

come to understand that research is a process and that they now have an 

understanding of how that process is conducted in their field of study. Examples include 

Diane who discusses her training in, “research ethics, human subjects rights, 

interviewing, coding, databases, and other forms of data management and analysis;” 
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Greg, who discusses how his work includes the “use of standard chemical engineering 

calculations and principles … to find entropies, heat duties, and Joule-Thompson 

cooling effects taking place in this cycle;” and Ignacio, who utilizes, “An experimental 

analysis … to measure different dimensions of stiffness using an Ingstron Pull Tester.”  

But beyond the technical elements of their research, these students are also able 

to present the goals of their studies, or the rationale behind their work and what they 

were attempting to prove. Examples include Diane, who describes the premise of her 

work as, “I chose to focus my research on the transmission of Southern Paiute 

epistemology, the Southern Paiute cultural landscape, and the issue of the protection of 

American Indian sacred sites that exist on public federal lands;” Greg, who describes 

his work with, “The premise of the study over the summer was to quantify the 

greenhouse gases that result from running window air conditioners in the US;” and 

Ignacio, who states, “The goal of this study was to create a base informational data set 

that could be used to describe flexure behavior with different inertias.” 

 These excerpts show an improved eloquence in the students’ utilization of the 

Discourse of research. From their first personal statement which allowed them 

admissions into the McNair program, to the personal statement they wrote at the end of 

the summer research program, it is apparent that they have moved beyond their varied 

research interests and into a Discourse which allows them to communicate the 

experience and knowledge they have gained. This experience and knowledge is not just 

about the technical procedures that they undertook to collect and analyze data, but 

rather it is the ability to communicate their understanding of the research process. A 
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process that begins with a goal, moves through a research methodology, and ends in 

an accomplishment of that original goal.  

With their knowledge and experience, the students have achieved a Discourse 

and have enacted the recognizable identity of undergraduate researcher. To achieve 

this Discourse, students pull together the elements of the Discourse of research, such 

as the language, action, and tools of their field of study, and bring these together in a 

manner that allows for this recognition (Gee, 2005, p. 21). It is this recognition that then 

becomes crucial to the students as they move forward into the application process for 

graduate school. For if students can continue to gain this recognition, they can show 

potential graduate school admissions committees that they have substantial research 

experience, have taken on the identity of undergraduate researcher, and are prepared 

to begin graduate education.  

Confidence for the Graduate School Application Process 

For these nine first-generation college students, their engagement in the 

Discourse of research reveals that they are able to complete their summer research 

project; they are able to communicate the process by which they have achieved the final 

results; and they are able to build relationships with their peers as they share the 

experience of summer research.   

While the Common Discourse of Research provides the students with a 

Discourse of research that they can share, as students take on the Specific Discourse 

of Research, there is a noticeable difference in their discussion of their research 

interests and how these interests have been better defined through their summer 

experience. This is the observable academic identity transformation. This is evidence 
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that students are overcoming the insecurities that they have, which are based in their 

prior lack of graduate school preparation and knowledge. Through their engagement in 

the Discourse of research, students progress from their in-class identity, where they 

enacted and were recognized as undergraduate researchers, to an identity which is 

seen in their written personal statements. In these final statements, the students enact 

and are recognized as prepared and knowledgeable graduate school applicants. While 

this is the observable academic identity transformation witnessed in these nine first-

generation college students, it is also the observable action which allows the student to 

move forward in the application process to graduate school and begin their preparation 

for the transition into graduate student.  

In the next chapter, I will provide my conclusions and continue to discuss what 

can be learned from the experience of these nine students and that of UA McNair.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISSERTATION SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, SIGNIFICANCE, 

AND IMPLICATIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the study, First-generation College 

Students and Undergraduate Research: Narrative Inquiry into the University of 

Arizona’s Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program and the Phenomenon of Student 

Transformation, provide conclusions, discuss the significance of the study and 

appropriate implications for further research, and offer insight into the experience of 

these nine first-generation college students in an attempt to assist other research 

programs prepare undergraduates for graduate education.  

Dissertation Summary 

Introduction  

In an effort to better understand the personal growth that undergraduate students 

experience as they take part in undergraduate research, I have investigated and 

described the experiences of nine first-generation college students as they participated 

in a 10-week summer research program. As a McNair professional, I was particularly 

interested in understanding  the phenomenon of student transformation that I have 

witnessed in the first-generation college students who participate in undergraduate 

research as part of the Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program (McNair) at the 

University of Arizona (UA). As a member of UA McNair’s instructional team, I have 

come to understand student transformation as a noticeable increase in the student’s 

confidence, which leads to a change in the student’s perception of him/herself as a 

future professional and scholar, and finally a culminating action, where the student 

applies to and matriculates into graduate school.  
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 To explore this phenomenon of student transformation, I examined how these 

students engaged in the Discourse of research. All of these UA McNair students, or 

McNair Scholars, were undergraduates who were new to the program, aspired to enter 

graduate education, and came from fields of study which ranged from Biochemistry and 

Chemical Engineering to Political Science and Linguistics. I first examined how these 

students took on the Discourse of research and then conducted narrative inquiry into 

the experience of these students to look for evidence of student transformation in the 

stories that I collected.  

Research Questions 

 The questions addressed in this study were the following:  

3. How do UA McNair students take on and use the Discourse of research during 

the 10 week summer program?  

4. As UA McNair students engage in the Discourse of research (in classes, with 

mentors, with peers, in written work), what academic identity transformations are 

observed (in the classroom, in interviews, and in written work)?  

Theoretical Framework 

 To establish a basis upon which to explore the phenomenon of student 

transformation, I utilized Mezirow’s (1991, 1995, 2000) Adult Transformational Learning 

Theory which is based on the idea that student transformation takes place when a 

student is able to achieve a change in perspective. For Mezirow (2000), a change in 

perspective is when a student critically reflects on assumptions he/she has, which are 

based on prior experience, and through this reflection the student is able to reformulate 

these assumptions, experience a change in perspective, move forward with that 
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perspective in place, and take action. In connecting Mezirow’s (2000) theory to the 

summer research program, the Discourse of research became the observable dialogue 

and communicative learning (Habermas, 1991) that I was able to examine in the 

Technical and Professional Writing Course, which is part of the summer program 

experience.   

 To establish a basis upon which to explore the Discourse of research, I utilized 

Gee’s (2000) idea that Discourse is the means by which one portrays his/her identity 

(p.17) and is the means by which one is recognized as a certain kind of person (p 21). 

To define the Discourse of research, I also utilized Gee’s (2005) teaching on Discourse 

and established that the Discourse of research is when students enact the socially 

recognizable identity of undergraduate student researcher, or McNair Scholar, by 

engaging in a combination and integration of the language, actions, interactions, and 

use of the various symbols, tools, and objects that are not only common in conducting 

research but are specifically common to research in his/her field of study. 

My examination of the Discourse of research is based on Gee’s (2005) idea that 

when one is able to put the above elements together in such a way that others 

recognize you as a particular type of who (identity: undergraduate researcher) engaged 

in a particular type of what (activity: undergraduate research), then a Discourse is 

achieved and is one that can be examined (p. 21). By examining how the students were 

able to put the above elements together to enact the identity of undergraduate 

researcher and be recognized as an undergraduate researcher, I could then recognize 

any change in identity as student transformation. With a focus on a student’s academic 

identity, I looked for any observable changes in identity as the program progressed.    
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Methodology 

 As a qualitative phenomenological case study (Creswell, 2007), I looked for 

evidence of student transformation in these nine first-generation college students as 

they progressed through UA McNair’s 2011 summer research program. With audio tape 

recordings and transcripts of the student’s in-class presentations in the Technical and 

Professional Writing course, I investigated how students took on the Discourse of 

research.  Beyond the observation of the students’ in-class presentations, I also 

examined the students’ written work and conducted one-on-one interviews with all 

students to see if any academic identity transformations could be observed.   

 To examine how these students took on the Discourse of research, I utilized an 

open coding method to examine the transcripts of the four oral, in-class presentations 

that the students provided in the Technical and Professional Writing course. These four 

in-class presentations consisted of students being asked to present:  

1) An overview of one article that he/she will cite in the literature review 

section of the final research report, 

2) An overview of one article that the student will use as a model for how 

research reports are written in his/her field of study, 

3) The introduction section of his/her research report which includes his/her 

summer project’s final research questions, 

4) The research methodology section of his/her final research report. 

To examine any noticeable student transformation taking place through the 

summer research program, I analyzed two sources of student data. My first source, the 

students’ written work, consisted of 1) the personal statement the students wrote as part 
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of their application to UA McNair and 2) the personal statement that the students wrote 

at the end of the Technical and Professional Writing course that would become part of 

their potential application to graduate school. My second source was the transcripts of 

my one-on-one interviews with all participants. For student interviewing, I followed 

Seidman’s (2006) series of three separate interviews with each participant (p. 16) and 

interviewed each student three times during the summer research program with each 

interview being seven to 10 days apart.  

With these two sources of data, I utilized narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000) as the means by which I organized and examined the data by writing an 

academic biography for each participant. These narratives are referred to as academic 

biographies  in that they mainly focus on the student’s time in school, his/her time in 

higher education,  and his/her time in the summer research program. As I conducted the 

narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), I drafted several versions of the students’ 

academic biographies, from which patterns began to emerge within the experience of all 

students. These patterns then became the structure of the narratives and all student 

stories were finalized in the same format. For all students in the study, this narrative 

format included: 

1. The students’ background 

2. The students’ identity (how they saw themselves, how I saw them, and 

how they saw themselves in relation to their McNair cohort)  

3. Their early research interests  

4. Their involvement in the Discourse of research (at the beginning of the 

program and through the program)  
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5. And any changes they saw in themselves at the end of the program.  

By organizing all narratives in a similar fashion, shared themes connecting to the 

phenomenon of student transformation became evident and excerpts from the student 

narratives were provided as evidence of my findings.  

Findings: The Discourse of Research 

 Through the open coding method I utilized to examine the transcripts of the four, 

oral in-class presentations in the Technical and Professional Writing course, I defined 

two different approaches to the Discourse of research. Being that all students must 

complete the summer research program with a written research report that documents 

their research project, I named one observable Discourse readily utilized in the course 

as the Common Discourse of Research. In this Discourse, students used terms that are 

commonly seen in research reports that document empirical research. Such terms 

include those elements that are shared by various fields of study, such as: abstract, 

research questions, introduction section, literature review, methodology, 

discussion/results section, etc. This Discourse also includes terms that are more 

concerned with research as a general process rather than the specific elements of a 

research study. Such terms include analyzing data, collecting evidence, quantitative 

analysis, qualitative analysis, and validating research models.  

But as the students moved deeper and deeper into their summer projects and 

formulated their research methodology, they began to utilize a Discourse of research 

that is specific to the student’s summer project as well as research in his/her field of 

study. For this Discourse, which I named the Specific Discourse of Research, students 

utilized such terms as nation state theorization, indigenous epistemology, whole cell 
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patch clamp methodology, and utilized such tools as the computer programs MATH 

CAD and Solid Works which assisted them with data analysis. Along with these two 

Discourses, I also observed a sense of ownership that students exuded over their 

summer projects throughout the four in-class presentations. This sense of ownership is 

represented by how the students readily utilize the first person “I” or “my” pronouns to 

convey their role in the project or their understanding of their research focus.   

 With my observation of these three elements: 1) ownership, 2) the utilization of 

the Common Discourse of research, and 3) the utilization of the Specific Discourse of 

research, I began to see differences between two groups that emerged within the class. 

These two groups consisted of 1) those students in the Social Sciences and Education 

(the Social Science students) and 2) those students in Science, Technology, 

Engineering, and Mathematics (the STEM students). The first difference that was 

observed was how the two groups claimed ownership of their summer projects and how 

this level of ownership progressed through the summer. The STEM students readily 

utilized the first person pronouns “I” and “my” and took ownership of their role in the 

project in their first presentations. This concept of ownership remained consistent 

throughout all four of the STEM student’s in-class presentations. The Social Science 

students, on the other hand, claimed little ownership of their projects during the first 

presentation and did not readily utilize the first person pronouns “I” and “my” until their 

second presentations.  

 The other main difference that emerged between the two groups was the 

utilization of the Common Discourse of Research. Based on the format of the Technical 

and Professional Writing course, this became the Discourse of research that all 
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students could share. Due to the fact that the course culminates in the writing of a final 

research report, which includes an abstract, Introduction section with research 

questions, a literature review, a methodology section, and a results/conclusion/ 

discussion section, all students shared this Discourse of research as it helped them 

draft their final assignment for the class. For the STEM students, however, while they 

readily took on this Discourse in their first two presentations, they abandoned this more 

common Discourse as they moved into the Specific Discourse of Research. The STEM 

students’ last two presentations were primarily dominated by this more specific 

Discourse and they utilized little if any of the Common Discourse of Research.  

In comparison, the Social Science students engaged in the Common Discourse 

of Research in the first two presentations in the same manner as the STEM students. 

They, however, took on the Specific Discourse of Research at a much slower rate. For 

the Social Science students, they did not move into this more specific Discourse until 

their second presentation and continued to utilize the Common Discourse of Research 

throughout all four of their in-class presentations. While the STEM students moved 

away from this common Discourse, the Social Science students embraced it more fully 

and utilized it consistently. By the end of the summer research program, the Social 

Science students had discovered that by utilizing terms that are commonly seen in 

research reports that document empirical research, they were better able to describe 

their research methodology and the structure of their final product. 

 The differences between the two groups regarding the rate at which they take on 

the Specific Discourse of Research and ownership of their research projects lies in how 

they and their faculty mentors formulate their research topic. For the STEM students, 
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through the narratives I found that they began the summer program with a better 

formulated research topic and focus. These students entered the laboratories of their 

faculty mentor and either became a contributing member of an existing study or 

formulated a separate question that was created around an existing study. Therefore, 

the STEM students took ownership of their project and took on the Specific Discourse of 

Research earlier than the Social Science students due to the fact that they began with a 

better understanding of all of the elements involved in their summer research project.   

For the Social Science students, I found that their research interests came from a 

very personal place, and their final projects evolved from their personal experience. Due 

to this personal approach to their research topic, there was a slower evolution of their 

research questions and these students were slower to take ownership of their projects 

and utilize the Specific Discourse of Research. This was primarily due to the fact that at 

the start of the program these students spent more time, under the faculty mentors’ 

guidance, narrowing down their interests and finalizing their research questions. 

However, while the Social Science students did take on the Common Discourse of 

Research early in the program, they also ended the program with a strong utilization of 

both Discourses.  

Undergraduate Researchers Engaged in the Discourse of Research 

Having the Technical and Professional Writing course culminate in the writing of 

the traditional research report brings the Common Discourse of Research into the 

classroom and provides the students with a Discourse of research that they can share. 

This shared Discourse is one in which they can readily engage with one another as they 

begin to learn more and more about each other’s research interests and each other’s 
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aspirations for graduate education. By engaging students in the Discourse of research, 

UA McNair is able to establish what Gee (2000) refers to as an affinity group within its 

student cohort and engage the students’ affinity perspective (p. 12). Through the 

Discourse of research, a student’s affinity perspective is engaged and he/she enacts the 

identity of undergraduate researcher. This experience is also shared with other 

members of the cohort who are also participating in undergraduate research. By 

engaging the student’s affinity perspective, the student also comes to understand that 

this identity is something that is both recognized by, and shared with, other members of 

the affinity group.  

By providing the students with an environment that supports their identity as 

undergraduate researcher, UA McNair is also able to begin discussions around the 

identity of potential graduate school applicant. Through the refinement of the students’ 

utilization of the Discourse of research, this becomes the means by which students can 

progress forward through a summer research experience and into the application 

process to graduate school. With comfort in utilizing the Discourse of research and 

support from their affinity group who share their aspirations for graduate education, 

students can enact the identity of graduate school applicant and find the recognition 

they need to move forward with that identity. 

Findings: Student Transformation 

Through the methodology of narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), I 

found three main themes in the student narratives:  
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1) How UA McNair students share feelings of insecurity about themselves as 

first-generation college students and their lack of knowledge and 

preparation for graduate education;  

2) How the students find comfort in each other as members of the McNair 

cohort and the understanding and sharing that takes place between the 

students; and  

3) How these students constantly compare themselves to others around 

them.  

In bringing these themes together, I determined that through the establishment of 

the McNair cohort, or an affinity group (Gee, 2000) consisting of students who share the 

background of being first-generation college students and aspirations of enrolling in 

graduate education, UA McNair is able to administer a summer research program 

where constant comparison can take place in a much more controlled environment. The 

Discourse of research is what brings the students together as a group. In the narratives, 

I found that this Discourse also allows the students to move beyond their research 

topics and into conversations concerning the more personal elements of their 

aspirations and address the insecurities they share as first-generation college students.  

In observing student transformation, these shared insecurities become the 

assumptions (Mezirow, 2000) that these students have come to live with in higher 

education. These are the assumptions that the students have about themselves and are 

based in their past experience. These assumptions form the basis of the students’ 

perceptions of themselves as first-generation college students; and these assumptions 

make the students feel like they are imposters or outsiders on campus who lack the 
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necessary knowledge and preparation for graduate education to move forward in their 

career.  

As students who constantly compare themselves to others around them, in an 

environment with other students who share aspirations for graduate education and an 

affinity toward feelings of inadequacy, these nine students were able to reflect on their 

insecurities. They were able to engage in conversations with one another and support 

each other as they explored these insecurities. Through the program, they were then 

able to experience some change in perspective regarding these insecurities and end the 

program feeling that they were ready to move forward with a new perspective of 

themselves as experienced undergraduate researchers and prepared applicants for 

graduate education (Mezirow, 2000).  

Confidence and the Graduate School Application Process 

By the end of the summer program, all students engage in the Discourse of 

research, experience the shared motivation of the affiliation group, and complete an 

undergraduate research project that is authentic and means something to them. 

Through this, evidence of a more eloquent utilization of the Discourse of research 

reveals that they have come to understand research as a process, how this process 

applies to their field of study, and how to utilize this Discourse to define their research 

interests. With this more accurate and eloquent utilization of the Specific Discourse of 

Research, the students enact the identity of undergraduate researcher, or McNair 

Scholar, and begin to take on the identity of potential graduate school applicant.   

 The observable transformation in these nine first-generation college students is 

based in their more accurate and eloquent utilization of the Specific Discourse of 
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Research. For a visual representation of how these students experienced the summer 

research program, please refer to figure one. 
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Figure 1: The Experience of the 10-week Summer Research Program for Nine First-

generation College Students 
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Figure one shows that UA McNair recruits participants based on their status as 

first-generation college students who lack research experience and graduate school 

knowledge and preparation. As undergraduate students who have persisted to their 

junior year and have gained admissions into UA McNair, these students are seen as 

independent. They have found their own way in higher education and have established 

themselves as successful undergraduates. However, these students also share 

insecurities which are based in their lack of knowledge concerning graduate education 

and their perceptions of themselves as imposters or outsiders in higher education. In 

the program, all of these elements come together and the students eagerly engage in 

their summer projects and the Discourse of research. The students find the Discourse of 

research as the means by which they can determine their research focus and share the 

progress of their research with their mentors, peers, and McNair instructors.  

By assigning the students their own projects and having them present throughout 

the summer, UA McNair provides the students with the opportunity to engage in the 

Discourse of research and enact the identity of undergraduate researcher. As the 

students’ summer projects progress, so too do their affiliations with fellow members of 

the McNair cohort. Students begin to recognize each other as motivated and ambitious 

undergraduate researchers.  This recognition and their involvement in research projects 

that are authentic to them is what engages them in critical reflection. The students 

become motivated by one another; compare themselves with others in their McNair  

cohort; question the assumptions that they have about themselves; recognize that they 

too can perform at a similar level; and reformulate these assumptions. This is the gain in 

confidence that is readily reported in programs that provide research experiences for 
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undergraduate students (Davis, 2010; Gregerman, 2009; Kinzie, Gonyea, Kuh & Shoup, 

2008; Kuh, 2006; Kuh, 2008; Osborn & Karukstis, 2009; Seymour, Hunter, Laursen & 

DeAntoni, 2004). 

However, while the students enact the identity of undergraduate researcher, 

compare themselves to others and recognize themselves and others as experienced 

researchers, they are also reflecting on their previous experience and their insecurities 

in higher education. These are the assumptions that they have about themselves as 

first-generation college students. For these nine students, their insecurities are based in 

their unsure outlook of who they are and who others around them are (Clance & 

O’Toole, 1987). Through their affiliation group, they are able to share the experience of 

conducting summer research, engage in the Discourse of research, and share their 

feelings of insecurity with one another. For some of these students, this affiliation group 

was broken down into an even smaller group where the Social Science students came 

together to support one another both academically and emotionally.  

In these affiliation groups, the students are able to recognize one another as 

undergraduate researchers who are prepared applicants for graduate education. This 

recognition is the key to students achieving their change in perspective. This is how 

they are able to work through their insecurities and see themselves as students who 

have achieved well defined research interests. Research interests which help them 

define their future research projects in graduate school and assist them in matching 

themselves to potential graduate programs. As a group, these UA McNair students 

came together, enacted the identity of McNair Scholar, recognized themselves and 

others as experienced undergraduate researchers, moved forward with a perspective of 
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themselves as prepared graduate school applicants, took action, and engaged in the 

application process to graduate school.  

Conclusions 

Research experiences for undergraduates (REUs) structure their programs to 

provide rigorous research activities to prepare students for graduate education (Osborn 

& Karukstis, 2009). This assists students in gaining experience while also clarifying and 

defining their research interests to better match them with potential graduate programs. 

This programming is provided at the University of Arizona in the Ronald E. McNair 

Achievement program and was experienced by the nine first-generation college 

students in this study. However, what other REUs do not acknowledge is that students 

must manage a transition from undergraduate into the career orientated world of 

graduate education. What is not acknowledged is that this transition can focus on the 

personal elements of the student’s experience. REUs that serve underrepresented 

students, particularly those students who are first-generation college, can greatly benefit 

from addressing these personal elements as a means of better preparing students for 

such a transition.  

From this study, these personal elements included the students’ shared feelings 

of insecurity and their tendency to constantly compare themselves to others. In 

overcoming these personal elements, students found comfort in their peer group and 

shared feelings of affiliation with one another. Through this affiliation, students began 

the program by sharing in the Discourse of research which moved beyond the technical 

elements of their summer research and into discussions regarding their insecurities as 

first-generation college students. As an affinity group (Gee, 2000), students shared in 
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the experience of mastering the language of undergraduate research. As a group of 

students who shared the affiliation of being first-generation college students, students 

also shared the experience of critically reflecting on the assumptions they had about 

themselves and how these formulated their insecurities. Through these levels of 

affiliation, students were then able to compare themselves to others in the group, reflect 

on their preparation for graduate education, and recognize themselves and others in the 

group as experienced undergraduate researchers who are prepared to take action and 

transition into graduate education (Mezirow, 1991, 1995, 2000).    

What REUs around the nation can learn from this study is that the Discourse of 

research is the means by which students enact the identity of undergraduate 

researcher. Through the establishment of a class focused on the Discourse of research, 

or a safe environment where students can readily enact the identity of undergraduate 

researcher, students can progress into a stronger utilization of this Discourse and a 

deeper understanding of their research interests. Through their improved ability to 

describe their research experience and define their research interests, students can 

also progress through their experience and take on the identity of potential graduate 

school applicant. However, this progress in Discourse is not enough.  

In understanding their academic identity, it was found that first-generation college 

students feel insecure about their place in higher education. Such students need 

assistance with the emotional demands of moving forward in their career. But 

acknowledgement of these needs, and preparation for this transition, moves beyond the 

structured programming of the REU. It was found that students responded positively to 

the affiliations they felt with other members of their cohort. As a McNair cohort, these 
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students were not separated by their field of study: STEM vs. Social Science and 

Education. Rather they and were placed in a community of practice that enabled joint 

participation in mastering the Discourse of research (Lave & Wenger, 1991). They were 

a community of McNair Scholars primarily established on the students’ shared 

background of being first-generation college students. REUs can benefit greatly from 

exploring the affiliations shared by the students they serve and understanding the 

personal elements that may impact such students in transitioning into graduate 

education.  

REUs around the nation establish programming to provide students with a highly 

structured research experience. However, such programs must also take into 

consideration the emotional needs of the students as they manage their transition into 

graduate education. REUs can benefit greatly from understanding programming that 

focuses on the Discourse of research and the impact that this can have on the students’ 

emotional needs. Such programs can understand that as undergraduate students 

integrate and utilize a language system to describe their summer research and define 

their research interests, they can also build community and share much more than just 

a research experience. Such a structure includes a centralized classroom environment 

where undergraduate researchers can come together, engage in the Discourse of 

research, and recognize the affiliations that they share with other members of a cohort. 

By establishing a central learning environment where students engage in the Discourse 

of research and enact the identity of undergraduate research, REUs can allow students 

to move beyond this Discourse of research, build affiliations with one another that are 
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both personal and professional,  discuss their insecurities, and assist each other in 

transitioning into graduate education.  

With a focus on Adult Transformation Learning Theory and teaching for change 

(Mezirow, 2009; Taylor, 2009) REUs can move forward in better understanding the 

power of the affinity group (Gee, 2000). With the Discourse of research strengthening 

the affiliations that are felt between members of a cohort, REUs can encourage 

students to recognize one another as undergraduate researchers. They can assist such 

students in engaging in critical reflection regarding who they are and where they are 

heading in their careers. But most importantly, REUs can inspire their students to take 

action and support one another as they move forward with an academic identity that 

fully realizes their preparation for their transition into the career orientated world of 

graduate education. 

Significance 

This study is significant for at least three reasons. First, this study provides a 

voice to first-generation undergraduate college students as they experience a structured 

summer research program. In the narratives, we get to know these students as insecure 

undergraduates who often have unrealistic perceptions of themselves and others. We 

hear their words and come to understand how they focus on what they lack rather than 

the experience and skills they have established in higher education. As successful 

undergraduate students who have gained admission into UA McNair, we see that they 

are humble in their experience. They are students who work hard and seek out 

opportunities to assist them in completing their undergraduate degree and gaining 

experience for graduate education.  
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Second, this study focuses on the Ronald E. McNair Achievement program and 

its established goal of assisting underrepresented students in their preparation and 

transition into graduate education. In providing underrepresented students with a 

structured research experience, McNair as a national program is a strong model to 

follow. Students are provided with one-on-one faculty mentoring and assistance in the 

application process for graduate school. But McNair programs across the country have 

implemented programming that has come to include more than a focus on 

undergraduate research (US Department of Education, 2005; US Department of 

Education, 2008). With UA McNair as an example, we see how such programs have 

moved into the realm of assisting students in identity development, building community 

within the program, and providing students with emotional support. UA McNair and 

McNair as a national program look to impact students on a personal level and much can 

be learned from this example.   

Finally, this study is a significant contribution to the literature because of its 

attention to the Discourse of research. With a focus on understanding how students 

engage in a language system to describe their summer research and define their 

research interests, progress can be seen in the student’s understanding of his/her work. 

This Discourse also allows for students to enact the identity of undergraduate 

researcher, and potential graduate school applicant, and allows these identities to be 

recognized by others. The Discourse of research is the means by which undergraduate 

research programs can build an affiliation group amongst its participants (Gee, 2005). 

With individuals who feel an affiliation with one another, based on shared experiences 

and shared background characteristics, recognition of an evolved identity can take 
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place. Students can acknowledge each other as undergraduate researchers who have 

gained the valuable experience needed to move into the graduate school application 

process. This Discourse and affiliation then becomes the means for engaging first-

generation college students in critical reflection regarding their perceptions of 

themselves in academia and the insecurities associated with those perceptions.   

Implications 

 The implications of this study include the need for research experiences for 

undergraduates (REUs) that work with first-generation college students to consider 

programming that addresses the students’ emotional needs while also maintaining high 

expectations for their academic work. For these nine first-generation college students, 

they reaped the benefits of the emotional support they felt from the program and their 

peers. They were able to build confidence by working through the insecurities they have 

as first-generation college students and take action in the form of applying to graduate 

school.  

This study shows that student engagement with one another is something that 

can be facilitated by the program, but it is driven by the students. Therefore, staff who 

facilitate REUs should not feel the need to create group counseling sessions to impact 

their students on a personal level. While boundaries between students, instructors, 

faculty mentors, and program staff can be appreciated and maintained, programs can 

still facilitate an environment in which students come together and share the 

experience.  Student interaction and conversations can be facilitated with a purpose 

rather than forced, and students can be provided with the opportunity to support and 

assist each other through the program.   
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Along with this, REUs should consider placing focus on all of the affiliations that 

students share with one another. REUs often separate students by field of study, where 

the STEM students are grouped together, and the Social Science students are placed in 

another group (Gregerman, 2009). For UA McNair, students are grouped together 

based on their affiliation as first-generation college students. As a group, these students 

share similar backgrounds, the experience of undergraduate research, and aspirations 

for entering into graduate education. In this study, while the STEM students did group 

together and the Social Science students created their own smaller group, discussions 

across the group took place and a level of comfort and support was felt between all 

members of the group.  

For REUs that work with underrepresented students, this grouping by shared 

background is a program configuration that should be considered. By grouping students 

together based on affiliations where the students share similar challenges or 

insecurities, group conversations both inside and outside of the classroom can move 

into reflections on such problems. This, however, implies that the REU creates an 

environment in which students can engage with one another and share the experience 

as a group.  

Future Research 

Following the implication that REUs consider bringing students together based 

on affiliations beyond their fields of study, comes the need for future research into such 

affiliation groups. There is a need to study programs that bring various students 

together as a group. REUs can bring students together based on the backgrounds that 

they share or the similar challenges that they face. For a better understanding of the 
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power that has been found in UA McNair’s affiliation group, more study needs to go into 

understanding the interactions of such groups and the discussions that take place 

regarding these challenges. For UA McNair, critical reflection must be fully examined in 

order to better understand the influences that assist students in reevaluating the 

assumptions they bring with them into the program.   

For all REUs, further study should also investigate the idea of creating a shared 

environment such as UA McNair’s Technical and Professional Writing course. Such an 

environment brings students together away from their laboratories, their home 

departments, and their fields of study. Further study should investigate programs that 

provide such an environment and how this environment also engages critical reflection 

and student transformation.    

Studies that investigate REUs often look at the impact that the student’s 

interaction with the faculty mentor has on his/her perceptions of the program and the 

benefits associated with such interaction (Kinzie, Gonyea, Shoup & Kuh, 2008; 

Gregerman, 2009). While this is important in understanding the mentoring aspects that 

prepare students for a career in their field of study, it ignores other individuals who 

might impact the student’s experience. Future study should explore the role of other 

REU program staff who provide the student with personal and academic counseling. 

Studies should move beyond the faculty mentor and focus on the role of the instructor, 

program staff, and peers in the REU who assist the student in his/her preparation for 

graduate education. In Adult Transformational Learning Theory (Mezirow, 2009), one of 

the main components of teaching for change occurs when authentic relationships are 

built between the student and his/her instructor (Taylor, 2009). However, in a program 
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that works with larger groups of students, there are often many instructors in the mix. 

Understanding the impact of these other roles and bringing their influence into focus will 

help REUs to grow and continue to impact the lives of students.  

Overall, this dissertation presented an examination of student transformation in 

the academic identities of nine first-generation college students. Future research should 

continue to explore student identity not only as it relates to first-generation college 

students, but all undergraduates who experience a summer research program and 

prepare themselves for the future identity of graduate student and/or academic 

researcher.  
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APPENDIX A 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: ANNA, SOCIAL SCIENCE: ANTHROPOLOGY 

Background 1 

Anna was born in Nogales, AZ to a Mexican mother and an American father. In 2 

the fourth grade she and her family moved to Tucson and she eventually attended 3 

Catalina High School, which is a magnet high school for students interested in health 4 

professions. At the time Anna states that she was interested in a career in nursing or 5 

something having to do with sports medicine. As an avid long distance runner, Anna 6 

became a successful athlete her junior year in high school and received a lot of 7 

encouragement from people outside of her family to attend college. Growing up in a low 8 

income household, Anna states that her parents always encouraged her to go to college 9 

and that they told her, “an education would allow us to leave what the US Government 10 

called ‘poverty’ behind.”  11 

Being the first in her family to go to college, Anna states that she “…took it upon 12 

[herself] to learn about the application process [to college] through university websites 13 

and…sought out the advice of her teachers, counselors, and friends.” Through her own 14 

research, she discovered scholarships and programs targeted at first-generation college 15 

students. She began at the University of Arizona (UA) in the New Start Summer 16 

Program, which assists underrepresented students transition into college, and she was 17 

awarded a full scholarship through UA’s Arizona Assurance Program which provides 18 

support to students who are from low income and first-generation college backgrounds. 19 

Prior to starting college, Anna states that she sat down and thought about what she 20 

wanted to study. Knowing that she enjoyed social studies, history, and studying about 21 
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different cultures, she came upon the major of Anthropology and little by little figured out 22 

the subdivisions in the field and landed upon her final major of Cultural Anthropology.  23 

Identity Per Self 24 

Anna sees herself as a self directed and independent student. Even as she was 25 

preparing for her transition from high school to college, she looked to herself to decide  26 

what she would study and that her major would be Anthropology. She states, “…in high 27 

school, I like sat down and thought about what I liked the most and I went over all of my 28 

interests and I noticed that I was really interested in like culture…and I’ve always been 29 

curious about history, those were my favorite subjects too, like social studies and 30 

history.” From there Anna started doing research on-line and entered UA with the idea 31 

of studying Anthropology. When I asked Anna about what her friends outside of McNair 32 

thought of her, she said, “…I hang out with pretty responsible kids or young adults. 33 

But…I do have a reputation like, ‘Oh, Anna, she’s probably not here because she’s in 34 

the library…they understand that I take school a little bit more seriously.” 35 

Identity Per Andrew 36 

I see Anna as very studious. She is an independent and competent student who 37 

is known to take her academic work much more seriously than her peers. Anna works 38 

hard and often goes that extra mile in order to not look unprepared or even appear 39 

dumb in front of her peers and professors.  She is looking to gain confidence in her 40 

skills and learn more about academic research in order to move forward in her 41 

education. 42 

 43 

 44 
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Identity in Cohort 45 

In discussing what she shares with her McNair cohort, Anna states, “…I think 46 

we’re really driven, and like we all have very high expectations for ourselves, and we 47 

don't like to settle, so even though we're dealing with different topics, I think we still 48 

have that level of intensity, like we really require that out of ourselves….”  In discussing 49 

the environment with her cohort and her in-class presentations, Anna states, “Yeah I 50 

noticed that I'm not as nervous going up there because I've grown accustomed to all of 51 

them. It's like a safe atmosphere. Like at the beginning I was a lot more nervous, so 52 

yeah.”  And as the program progressed, the Social Science students became close and 53 

began to support each other more and more. Anna explains, “And then I relied a lot on 54 

my fellow McNairs, my cohort, like me and Bianca and Diane were like always together, 55 

and we would just read our work and say well maybe just this and this, cause we were 56 

all kind of doing like ethnic work or cultural stuff, so we would just get together and read 57 

over each other’s stuff.”  58 

Early Research Interests 59 

In her application to the McNair program, Anna does not discuss her research 60 

interests in general, but rather discusses them based on a specific research project that 61 

she has in mind. She explains that her research, “…does not directly look at 62 

undocumented people, but it does directly look at the material culture, or ‘border trash’, 63 

that [Mexican immigrants] leave behind as they go about their harsh journey. What I 64 

would like to do is examine border trash from an archaeological perspective and see 65 

what the trash reveals about these people and their journey. In addition to looking at the 66 

quantitative data that describes the trash being found, I also want to interview people 67 
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working in the various governmental agencies that directly deal with this issue. The goal 68 

is to end up with a well rounded assessment of this journey and the sorts of 69 

environmental and social impacts that it is having on southern Arizona.”  70 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 71 

In her application to the McNair program, Anna’s engagement in the Discourse of 72 

research begins with her discussion of her major, Anthropology, and what she enjoys 73 

most about it. She states that she loves, “learning about and examining human 74 

culture…[and] looking at people's ideologies, religion, language, food practices, beliefs 75 

and everything else that makes us such unique creatures. Furthermore, I like working 76 

with social questions and thinking about the journeys that man has taken and the 77 

implications they have had on us.” Anna’s engagement in the Discourse of research 78 

also includes her understanding that the summer research program will make her a 79 

better researcher. For Anna, this includes, “developing my critical thinking skills, 80 

learning how to properly interview people and learning how to piece various forms of 81 

data together so as to create a cohesive and well informed end product.” 82 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 83 

In Anna’s second interview, she discusses the evolution of her research and 84 

discusses how her initial interests sparked her ideas for her project and how this lead 85 

her to discerning what type of approach she would take. She states, “Okay, so because 86 

I am an anthro major I just…based [my topic] on that kind of interest and then I just paid 87 

attention to like current themes today and noticed that border trash is something big and 88 

I wanted to connect to like archaeology or cultural anthropology and then I actually 89 

started off …trying to take an archaeological approach …like going out and quantifying 90 
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the type of trash that is out there … but I found that that would be kind of dangerous and 91 

also people don't go out there during summer months …so I switched to a sociocultural 92 

approach because that would be easier ‘cause it would just take reading and just 93 

interviewing and it would be more qualitative and that would be more manageable within 94 

these 10 weeks.”  95 

Anna then explains how her reading helped shape her project. She states, 96 

“…[my mentor] started me off by reading some of these dissertations. So like [another] 97 

U of A student … did a project similar to mine, but she focused more on like the different 98 

approaches within like the agencies like BLM in 2009 …so her’s was different but it … 99 

led me to like theoretical work and that's how I came upon [my theorist] Mary Douglas, 100 

and that's really been my guiding theory.” She then talks about her experience out in the 101 

field and how it impacted her. She states, “…I have been going to like meetings, like I 102 

went to a Samaritan's meeting and Humane Borders and today actually I went out and 103 

did a litter run with Humane Borders. I went all the way to Arivaca like where the pecan 104 

farm is. And they have water stations there and then it was just really interesting to get a 105 

kind of understanding of the land… we went from private land to public … so it just like 106 

put land in into perspective for me, yeah.”  107 

Anna then speaks of how her research has led her to other kinds of discovery or 108 

results and frustrations. She states, “there isn't really a way to keep track of all the 109 

cleanups that go on. There isn't like a central location …there aren't facts and figures, 110 

so they don't exist. So it's kind of like, even if I don't find something, what I don't find is 111 

going to help my research, you know.” Focusing more on her frustrations and what 112 

she’s discovered about the research process, Anna explains, “… I thought I would go 113 
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out and just kind of get a good estimate [of cleanups on public lands] because I'm 114 

looking at like the more sacred the land is the more cleanups are supposed to happen, 115 

but I'm finding that's just a very small portion of my research. It's expanded a lot, I 116 

guess, but I'm still trying to keep it compressed enough to where I can manage it. It's 117 

definitely taken me into areas, like branched off, into things I hadn't thought of before.” 118 

And as her project expanded, Anna explains, “…I felt like it was never gonna end. But 119 

then I had to sit down and think, okay these are my things. I need to constrain it ‘cause 120 

I'm running out of time, and even if I don't get all of these interviews, I mean I still have 121 

information. Like I didn't find what I was supposed to, like what I thought I was going to 122 

find, but that's part of research, you know.” 123 

In her statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Anna provided a 124 

very short and incomplete statement. Her engagement in the Discourse of research 125 

includes her appreciation for her summer research experience as well as the basic 126 

elements of her summer research project. She also shows understanding of the 127 

research process in that she was able to conduct, write up, and finally present her 128 

research. She states, “Through this program I have been able to conduct research and 129 

truly get a feel for the graduate student experience. The research I have conducted has 130 

primarily focused on the cultural, social, political and environmental issues that are 131 

attached to the borderlands. In addition to conducting and writing out my research, I 132 

have also presented and shared the knowledge I have acquired.” 133 

Discussing Change 134 

In her final interview, Anna discusses the change she has experienced in the 135 
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program. Our exchange includes the following:  136 

Anna: I think I have a better understanding of what research is. Especially just like the 137 

writing process, the writing that goes with research, because it’s very different from just 138 

regular essays for just like short answer type stuff, cause a lot of thought has to go into 139 

it and you have to be like very careful with like the words you use, the expressions, how 140 

you represent other people, and just like how you cite your stuff, and there’s a lot of 141 

factors that go into it, like you have to be credible yourself, and you have to make your 142 

sources seem credible as well, and yeah, just like appealing to a different sort of 143 

audience, a much more critical audience, that’s going to be much more critical of your 144 

work, and you expect your audience to be more like nit picky. I don’t know. I just felt like 145 

I had to be a lot more careful about what I said and how I wrote.  146 

Andrew: Do you feel like we gave you a good representation of anthropology?  147 

Anna: For the most part. Just like the interviewing process and just the holistic approach 148 

and working with theory. I hadn’t worked with theory. I don’t know, I haven’t taken a 149 

theory class yet, but I need to soon, because it will play a big role especially in grad 150 

school. I want to do it before grad school. Because I don’t want to get there, and be like 151 

oh gosh, I haven’t been introduced to this. I feel like if I get a jump start, it will be easier 152 

when I get to grad school.  153 

Andrew: How did you become comfortable with theory? Did [your mentor] do a 154 

workshop on that?  155 

Anna: No. I just kinda, I took, I read a dissertation, and then everything I was reading 156 

just constantly referred back to that, so I just picked up the book and read it all, like the 157 
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book on that specific theory. So I just read it. Outlined it, took notes, and then got really 158 

comfortable with how it explained things and then applied that to my work. 159 

160 
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APPENDIX B 161 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: BIANCA, SOCIAL SCIENCE: POLITICAL SCIENCE 162 

Background 163 

Bianca immigrated to the United States from Cambodia when she was ten years 164 

old. In Cambodia, her father finished the second grade and her mother left school after 165 

the sixth grade. Bianca states that her family came to the United States so that she and 166 

her younger brother could pursue better opportunities and a higher level of education. 167 

She knew at the age of 13 that she was going to go to college and that her family would 168 

support and encourage her every step of the way. As an academically motivated kid, 169 

Bianca excelled in high school and decided to come to the University of Arizona (UA) 170 

due to the full financial support she received through academic scholarships. She also 171 

wanted to stay close to her family who live in Maricopa, AZ. She states that the idea of 172 

graduate school came from her parents who always expected her to attain the highest 173 

degree that she could. She also sees graduate education and research as a good 174 

match for her due to the fact that she is constantly examining the world around her and 175 

asking the questions, “how” and “why”.   176 

Identity Per Self 177 

In my first interview with Bianca, she began by describing herself as an 178 

academically competent student, stating that she did well in high school, constantly 179 

hanging out with fellow honors and advanced placement (AP) students, all of whom 180 

applied to and matriculated to UA together. She also sees herself as an independent 181 

and motivated student in that she researched Arizona state schools and found that UA 182 

was ranked well in Pharmacy, which was the degree program she wanted to pursue 183 

after high school. In her family life, Bianca is also found to be a responsible child, in that 184 
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her parents primarily speak Cambodian and that when she is home, she must help her 185 

parents a great deal with their household maintenance and finances, reading their bills, 186 

making phone calls, and assisting them with learning how to use the computer. She 187 

states that this responsible child role is reflective of her Cambodian culture, and that 188 

daughters are always expected to be helpful in every way.  189 

But even as an independent and competent undergraduate student, Bianca is 190 

also used to comparing herself to those around her on campus. Even in the summer 191 

research program she compares herself to her peers throughout their in-class 192 

presentations. She states, “I like to listen to other people present and see. It’s kinda like 193 

in a way like how I measure myself up. ‘Oh okay that person is doing a lot better, I 194 

should step up my game’ or like, ‘oh well I think I’m doing a little bit better than that 195 

person’. Through these comparisons, Bianca also reveals her insecurities not only as an 196 

undergraduate student but as a potential graduate school applicant as well. She 197 

explains, “I think that I, I don't know if I feel like right now like if I'm good enough to 198 

pursue a PhD or a Masters ‘cause I'm just a, well you know, a Cambodian girl, so.” 199 

Identity Per Andrew 200 

I see Bianca as a curious person who is seeking answers to the questions she 201 

loves to create. While she is an independent student with a high grade point average, 202 

she is often skeptical of her abilities, frequently questioning herself and feeling 203 

overwhelmed by her workload. Her research interests are connected to her culture and 204 

homeland, and she looking to academia to provide her with the means to positively 205 

impact her community in the future. She is also looking to gain confidence in her skills 206 

and learn more about academic research in order to move forward in her education.  207 
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Identity in Cohort 208 

Within her McNair cohort, Bianca sees how she and her fellow McNair students 209 

share these feeling of insecurity in higher education. She states, “Well, we often talk about 210 

our doubts about ourselves, because I think you always question am I good enough, or just like 211 

when we’re stressed about our projects, that we don’t think it’s going the way it should be, so I 212 

think it’s just good to talk about those things with each other and I’m surprised that everyone 213 

goes through the same thing.” She understands that she and the other members of her 214 

cohort share the same kind of hesitation and feeling that they are not adequate enough 215 

for graduate school. At the beginning of the program, Bianca felt a bit of comfort 216 

knowing that everyone in her cohort was going through the same type of research 217 

experience with the same feelings of insecurity. She appreciated that as a group, she 218 

and her fellow McNair students all wondered who they are and where they were going.  219 

Toward the end of the program, Bianca felt a much stronger affiliation with her 220 

cohort, particularly her fellow Social Science students. She states that she and her 221 

fellow Social Science students are drawn together based on their same research 222 

interests. For the Social Science students, she sees them as individuals who like to 223 

observe people and human behavior and she sees the other half of her cohort, the 224 

STEM students, as individuals who do not think about these things. She states, “I have 225 

talked to my social science group about this, it’s because we like to observe people and 226 

behavior. That’s why we notice these things. I’m not saying that STEM sciences are non 227 

observant, but I don’t know if they think about these things. I think we think about people and 228 

feelings so that’s why we want to be together.” 229 

Early Research Interests 230 
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In her application to the McNair program, Bianca discusses her research 231 

interests and how they are based in studying Cambodia and examining the Khmer 232 

Rouge of the 1970’s, the horrendous genocide that killed an estimated 1.5 million 233 

people, and the aftermath of all of this on a political and cultural level. She expresses 234 

her interests first in a very general sense, then connects them to the personal interests 235 

she has in her homeland, and then expresses a more specific focus dealing with 236 

Cambodian women. She states, “My primary research interests are political economy, 237 

cultural and political sociology. I feel that it would be personally rewarding to do 238 

research on my home country. In particular, I would like to examine how the Khmer 239 

Rouge of the 1970’s has affected the people of Cambodia today… I would like to 240 

research the effect of the Khmer Rouge on women and the rising trend of sex‐slaves 241 

and human trafficking.” 242 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 243 

In her application to the McNair program, Bianca’s engagement in the Discourse 244 

of research includes a description of her involvement in research through the Honors 245 

College. She states, “…my experience in the honors college …usually requires 246 

independent research projects. I like the process and challenge of pinpointing a topic, 247 

compiling the data, evaluating the sources, and finally analyzing the information to 248 

answer my initial question.” Along with her prior experience, Bianca also engages in the 249 

Discourse of research to express her research interests that are based in her homeland 250 

of Cambodia. She states, “In particular, I would like to examine how the Khmer Rouge 251 

of the 1970’s has affected the people of Cambodia today. My parents and grandparents 252 

are survivors of this horrendous genocide that killed an estimated 1.5 million people. I 253 
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want to analyze the aftermath of this event on a political and cultural level.” She also 254 

engages in the Discourse of research to expand upon her research interests concerning 255 

Cambodian women and sex trafficking. She states, “…I want to look at how young girls 256 

and women are treated, and how the lack of government and corrupt police force 257 

impede true progress in solving the matter.” In summarizing her potential work, Bianca 258 

also considers her impact by stating, “I hope my research will shed light upon my culture 259 

and bring attention to a much needed issue.”  260 

Prior to joining the McNair Achievement Program, Bianca’s involvement in the 261 

Discourse of research was limited to her coursework in Anthropology and a few 262 

independent studies she completed as a UA Honors student. She states that twice she 263 

worked on an Honors project which consisted of meeting with a professor, agreeing on 264 

a research topic, and primarily completing the research project on her own. In these two 265 

projects, Bianca states that she was very independent, meeting with the professor at the 266 

beginning of the semester, reading a great deal, meeting with the professor again at 267 

mid-term, writing a 10 page essay, and then turning the project in at the end of the 268 

semester. Both times she did not receive any feedback on her final paper from the 269 

professor, just a final grade. Bianca states that these projects did not include data 270 

collection, and that she would just analyze what she was reading, draw her own 271 

conclusions based on the readings, and write up her final discussion.    272 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 273 

In her second interview, Bianca discusses the evolution of her summer research 274 

project and how she originally began the project with very broad ideas that she wanted 275 

to explore. She explains, “… I knew that I wanted to look at issues in Cambodia, and I 276 
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wanted to look at like gender issues and then it just went on from there. But [my mentor] 277 

… she's always suggesting things. So like I might say that I want to look at this, but then 278 

she'll suggest like another perspective and then kind of get me going.” As she worked 279 

with her mentor, and explored her ideas and interest, Bianca was able to narrow down 280 

her research focus and explains, “… so I've been looking at the two major transnational 281 

activists. So abolitionist feminists and evangelical Christians, what are their motives and 282 

how have they been successful. So looking at how they construct the issue. And then I 283 

look at the factors of vulnerability that contribute to the victims and prostitutes in 284 

Cambodia, so in that I look at the history of Cambodia and maybe how there's like a 285 

pattern of … exploitation …. I look at the political infrastructure and how like the 286 

government’s corrupt… the cultural values held by men and … why is there such a high 287 

demand for prostitutes in Cambodia. And then lastly just looking at the overall 288 

implications of it, seeing if the interventions so far have been effective and then trying to 289 

propose a solution potentially. But not really coming up with any answer.” Then in 290 

explaining the importance of her work and its rationale, Bianca states, “Well sex 291 

trafficking is an issue that … not only does it exist in Cambodia, it happens everywhere, 292 

even in Tucson. And I think that it's essentially a mechanism of exploitation of young 293 

women and children, and that's why I think we have to address it.” 294 

In her statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Bianca’s 295 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes a description of her summer 296 

research that focuses on the project’s purpose, methodology, and conclusions. She 297 

states, “My cross-disciplinary research on ‘The Politics of U.S. Intervention on the Sex 298 

Trafficking Industry of Cambodia’ aimed to analyze the roles of abolitionist feminists and 299 
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evangelical Christians in intervening and their respective motives, the factors 300 

contributing to the vulnerability of Khmer victims and processes, as well as the 301 

complexity and current implications of the issue at hand. After an in-depth analysis of 302 

literature from various fields, I came to the conclusion that transnational activists lacking 303 

cultural sensitivity when tackling such controversial issues may cause harm when help 304 

was intended.” 305 

Knowing that she wanted to focus on Cambodia, Bianca began her meetings with 306 

the faculty mentor in the School of Government and Public Policy with an extremely 307 

broad topic. Through their discussions and her mentor’s encouraging, Bianca began to 308 

narrow down her research interests and began to focus on gender issues in Cambodia. 309 

From there Bianca began looking into the issue of sex trafficking in Cambodia and then 310 

specifically at the two major transnational activist groups involved in this issue, the 311 

abolitionist feminists and evangelical Christians. 312 

Discussing Change 313 

In her final interview, Bianca discusses the change that she has experienced in 314 

the program. She states, “This is what we have to do to prepare ourselves, it was 315 

definitely stressful, I think more stressful than the school year because I feel more 316 

responsible in having to present it, and it’s my work vs. in class I just write a paper to my 317 

teacher and that’s all I’m responsible for, so that’s why it’s more stressful mostly 318 

throughout the whole thing especially in the beginning, but I think all of it definitely 319 

helped us all to where we are today, I would recommend the program to anyone who is 320 

interested in graduate school because I think it really does prepare you and that’s just a 321 

little taste. I definitely know a lot more about the graduate school application process, I 322 
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feel like compared to my peers, I have the upper hand at least in like knowing how to 323 

ask for letters of rec, not worrying so much about the GRE, and that I have that done, 324 

and that I’m seeking research opportunities, so I think in a way I’m like a step ahead, 325 

and while I was talking to my mentor, just like doing our wrap up meeting, she even told 326 

me that I’m ahead already so I feel really good that I did this program.” 327 

She continues, “I think even though I was skeptical during the process, of my 328 

abilities, and I was like why am I here, and I was like I don’t even know what I want to 329 

do, I think now after completing the project and receiving the feedbacks that I received, I 330 

think I’m more sure of myself and I know that I want to go to grad school, I just have to 331 

get more specific with that, yeah I think so, just yesterday I was like talking to a friend 332 

about grad school, and she’s a junior but she knows nothing, so I tried to talk to her and 333 

I was like giving her a lot of tips and I was like, dang, I know a lot of tips. So I think I’m 334 

more knowledgeable and more confident in my abilities too.”  335 

336 
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APPENDIX C 337 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: CARLOS, SOCIAL SCIENCE: LINGUISTICS 338 

Background 339 

Carlos is originally from the Western Pacific Island and US Territory of Guam. As 340 

a child he and his family moved around a lot, living in Guam, Hawaii, and Georgia due 341 

to his parents being in the military. After high school, he states that he, “…never truly 342 

considered college as an option…due to lack of motivation, [and his] economic 343 

situation….” So he enlisted in the US Air Force. After four years in the Air Force which 344 

included two tours of duty in Afghanistan and then working as an aircraft mechanic, 345 

Carlos was eventually stationed at Davis Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, AZ. When 346 

his enlistment was up, Carlos took advantage of the GI Bill and enrolled in college.  347 

Starting off at Pima Community College, he first majored in Voice Studies and at 348 

that time wanted to be a music teacher. But once he had earned enough credits to 349 

establish himself as a successful college student, he transferred to UA. Carlos states 350 

that he came to UA because he had a cousin who was enrolled there as well as a friend 351 

from the Air Force who had come to college with him. He states, “I actually have a friend 352 

who, we went through the Air Force together. All four years together, technical school 353 

and then here at DM together, and then we went to Pima together…and then we were 354 

transferring at the same time to the U of A…so we’ve been together since 2004…kind of 355 

motivating each other along the way.” Carlos began at UA with a double major in 356 

Linguistics and Philosophy with a minor in Japanese language.  357 

Identity Per Self 358 

Carlos sees himself as a loner, or a student who likes to figure stuff out on his 359 

own. He states, “…I kinda like to take my own initiative…I like help sometimes, but I 360 
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just, I’d rather kinda figure things out by myself.” Evidence of this can also be seen 361 

when I asked him who would be writing his letters of recommendation for graduate 362 

school. He explains that he does not have good relationships with his professors. He 363 

states, “…like I said before, I just kinda like to do my own thing. Kinda independent, try 364 

to figure out stuff myself, and I guess that would be the reason why I haven’t really had 365 

any close relationships with professors.”  366 

Carlos also sees himself as a dedicated and passionate student. While his 367 

research topic evolved over the summer, starting in Philosophy and moving into 368 

language revitalization, Carlos sees himself as a student who is dedicated to his culture 369 

with interests in helping the Chamorro speaking population in Guam. He states, 370 

“…when I went back home two summers ago…I mean I was always aware that the 371 

Chamorro language is kinda on the decline but…that’s when I really felt like I had to 372 

take action, I guess, to do something to try to prevent it and so…that’s when I started 373 

just searching about the Chamorro language and then kinda finding out more about 374 

linguistics….” 375 

Identity Per Andrew 376 

I see Carlos as a loner. He would rather work on his own and figure things out for 377 

himself. He has difficulty reaching out to people and asking for help. He, like Bianca, 378 

wishes to help his homeland and his community and is looking to academia to provide 379 

him with the means to positively impact his community.    380 

Identity in Cohort 381 

In discussing his McNair cohort and comparing himself to his group, Carlos 382 

states, “…the McNair students have… their research is more involved with kinda real 383 
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problems, I guess, I know [Greg], he’s dealing with like global warming, and then 384 

[Bianca], she’s dealing with sex trafficking, and [Anna], she’s dealing with border 385 

issues…it seems like everyone kinda has their own part in the world they’re 386 

researching.” He also goes on to state, “…the guys and girls in the McNair 387 

program…they’re real passionate about what they’re doing, so that’s definitely a 388 

similarity.”  389 

In our final interview, Carlos discusses the support her received from his cohort, 390 

he states, “…interacting with other members of the cohort, I wouldn’t have put out what 391 

I’ve researched. It’s just like constant motivation, just listening to them talk about what 392 

they’re researching…keeps you going in a sense…knowing that there’s other people 393 

there just doing the same thing that you’re doing, keeps you, at least it kept me going.”  394 

Early Research Interests 395 

In his application to the McNair program, Carlos discusses his research interests 396 

through his undergraduate major. He writes, “The initial interest that brought me to 397 

linguistics study was language revitalization.  On Guam, like many other colonized 398 

places, the native language and culture is being replaced by Western values. Although 399 

this is not bad in and of itself, I believe diversity in language and culture is extremely 400 

valuable for the world.” But above and beyond language, Carlos discovered that he 401 

wanted more and moved toward a second major. He explains, “…my interests do not lie 402 

solely in language. As a musician I also have interests in the aesthetic experience.” 403 

Along with linguistics, Carlos declared a second major of philosophy. With this he 404 

states, “My research interests lie in the philosophy of language, the philosophy of mind, 405 

political philosophy, and aesthetics.” 406 
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Discourse of Research: Beginnings 407 

In his application to the McNair program, Carlos’s engagement in the Discourse 408 

of research includes expressing his interests and questions. Examples of this include 409 

such statements as, “…currently most of my thinking is occupied with the philosophy of 410 

language and the philosophy of mind. Within these I am interested in deeply thinking 411 

about epistemological questions regarding language.” By engaging in research, Carlos 412 

focuses on his outcome by stating, “Although it is highly unlikely I will come to any 413 

concrete conclusions while researching these questions during the summer, it will allow 414 

me to make an initial dedicated foray.” While also focusing on his future in graduate 415 

education, Carlos states, “I believe graduate school will not only allow me to continue to 416 

enrich myself personally, but with the intense research that is required, it will allow me 417 

to contribute to human knowledge, enriching human society as a whole as well.” 418 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 419 

The evolution of Carlos’s summer research project is different from those in his 420 

cohort. Carlos started off with a mentor in Philosophy. After a few meetings with this 421 

mentor, Carlos did not want to continue with a project in Philosophy and did not want to 422 

continue with this mentor. Assisting Carlos in finding another mentor for his summer 423 

research project, we queried Carlos on his interests and landed on his second major 424 

which was Linguistics. So in his second interview, Carlos explains his transition during 425 

the summer and how his summer research project evolved. He states, “…the beginning 426 

of this year until the beginning of summer, I was focusing on philosophy, and that's just 427 

… all abstract thinking. And then going from a bad transition … when I figured out that I 428 

didn't really want to go down that route. I don't know … it was more of like a natural 429 
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transition. Just what I was reading, and talking to [my mentor], and having her kind of 430 

guide me, or giving me ideas to work with, and so I just went from philosophy and then I 431 

started reading stuff … there’s a book that they put together in the AILDI [American 432 

Indian Language Development Institute] program. And she had me read that, and I had 433 

a whole bunch of articles just ranging from the civil rights era to some of the research 434 

being done now here at U of A. So just reading… just working, wrestling with ideas and 435 

then talking to her…”  Working with his mentor on his research topic for the summer, 436 

Carlos explains, “…she recommended that I look into more of the contemporary issues 437 

for my specific focus. So I wrestled with that ‘cause I was mainly thinking about doing, I 438 

guess, a comparison of language attitudes across the whole 20th century, and then she 439 

… recommended that I focus more on the contemporary issues.”  440 

In working with his mentor and her ideas and working through the literature, Carlos 441 

explains how he was influenced by both, “just listening to suggestions by [my mentor] 442 

and then seeing that there wasn't that much literature being put out regarding 443 

contemporary issues, I guess it was a combination of both.” For his final summer 444 

research project, Carlos states, “… I guess mine is just a literature review. I wish I could 445 

do more this summer but it was definitely important for me to build that foundation to 446 

know exactly where, in what direction, I want to go.” For his topic and bringing his voice 447 

into his research, Carlos states, “just show the rise in awareness in the language 448 

revitalization… I wanna put more of what I think should be done to help revitalization 449 

purposes, ‘cause I mean since mine is a literature review documenting some of the 450 

efforts and … saying if it has really had any effect… or see what more could be done.” 451 

Then moving toward a rationale for his work, Carlos states, “I think it's important, I mean 452 
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if we really cherish diversity, I mean that's one of our goals in society, in our 453 

contemporary society. I think it's important that … we extend these efforts, revitalization 454 

efforts and… that’s the main thing that I'd work off of just diversity. I think it's important 455 

… not just for the sake of diversity, but to really not just be stuck in one mindset. You 456 

know, we could all learn from each other ….”  457 

In his statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Carlos’s 458 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes his reflection of his previous 459 

experience in research. In his first laboratory experience, he states, “I assisted a 460 

graduate student with his research, enrolled subjects for experiments, and conducted 461 

various cognition-based experiments.” Regarding his experience in the McNair summer 462 

program, he states, “I initially intended to conduct research on philosophical issues, but 463 

instead changed directions and conducted research on a specific language revitalization 464 

effort…. While conducting research on language revitalization I became aware of the 465 

legal issues and the education curriculum being developed to support these efforts… 466 

and I gained newfound interests in the broader area of multicultural issues and 467 

education. I believe because I have exposed myself to various academic disciplines and 468 

subdisciplines, coming to certain realizations along the way, I am ready to pursue 469 

graduate education with focused demeanor.” 470 

Discussing Change 471 

In his final interview, Carlos discusses the change he has experienced in the 472 

program. He states, “Doing that type of research, getting into the academic mindset, 473 

reading other academics, definitely developed my academic identity, I feel more 474 

confident now, If I have to get in front of a class and talk about something. Before that 475 
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I’d just get real nervous, so getting acquainted with some of the words that are used in 476 

academia and I guess how academia operates and certain bureaucracies and 477 

structures. I think that’s one of the biggest things that this summer developed in me was 478 

my academic identity. At least I got a decent grounding.” 479 

480 
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APPENDIX D 481 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: DIANE, SOCIAL SCIENCE: ANTHROPOLOGY 482 

Background 483 

Diane grew up on a small reservation outside of Las Vegas, NV called the Moapa 484 

Indian Reservation. She is one of 318 tribal members of the Moapa Band of Southern 485 

Paiutes. Growing up on the reservation, she attended high school in the nearby 486 

community of Overton, NV. Diane claims that she hated high school and worked 487 

through the education center on the Moapa Indian reservation to take summer 488 

correspondence courses and graduate from high school in three years. After completing 489 

all of her high school requirements and graduating at the age of 17, Diane states that 490 

she was not ready to go to college and knew that she wanted to travel and study 491 

abroad. So at 17 Diane applied and was accepted to the Congress-Bundestag Youth 492 

Exchange Program and spent one year in Germany as an American Youth 493 

Ambassador. Being fully funded for one academic year, Diane studied German, taught 494 

a creative writing course in English for her fellow German high school students, and 495 

traveled around Germany to Berlin and Weimar and even to Prague in the Czech 496 

Republic.  497 

After her year in Germany, Diane returned to her reservation and worked three 498 

jobs with the intention of saving enough money to return to Europe and visit a few of the 499 

new friends she made while she was there. Postponing college for another year and a 500 

half, Diane returned to Germany and even traveled to Taiwan to visit a friend who was a 501 

student at the National University of Taipei. Upon her return to the US, Diane knew that 502 

she was ready to go to college and that she wanted to attend a university with more of a 503 

“European feeling.” She finally decided on the city of Portland, Oregon and Portland 504 
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State University, because as she describes it, “…I mean, I’m pretty liberal and 505 

[Portland’s] pretty liberal, and I…moved there more for the city than the school.” With an 506 

interest in culture, Diane settled into Portland State University, with full funding through 507 

a tribal scholarship, and declared her major in Cultural Anthropology. Knowing that she 508 

had picked the right major and eventually discovering that she wanted to prepare 509 

herself for graduate studies in Cultural Anthropology or American Indian Studies, Diane 510 

decided to transfer to UA based on the strong reputation of UA’s Anthropology program 511 

and American Indian Studies program.  512 

Identity Per Self 513 

Diane sees herself as a self directed, independent person, with a lot of this 514 

coming from her background on her tribe’s reservation. At a young age, Diane knew 515 

that education was her means of getting off the reservation. She states, “…growing up it 516 

was like there’s nothing [on the reservation]…for me, like I need to get out…I didn’t 517 

really feel kind of like I had a place there.” She also states, “I’ve always been like a 518 

really independent person, so I mean I went to my first college fair when I was in 6th 519 

grade. So…from an early age [education] was going to be my way out.” However, using 520 

her education as a means of getting off the reservation also included feelings of being 521 

torn between her home and her new life in higher education. She states, “…it’s this 522 

issue that I am still dealing with now as a student…this whole like walking in two worlds 523 

notion…like people are really proud of me at home but at the same time it’s like ‘oh, 524 

you’ve changed’ like, ‘why do you talk like that?’ or you know, ‘you talk like a white 525 

girl’…so it’s kind of weird to try to like reenter that society.”  526 
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Along with this comes Diane’s identity as an independent, passionate researcher 527 

who would like to give back to her community. She states, “…my research is coming 528 

from a very personal level and space and so…that is what really drives me…my sense 529 

of community…growing up…I always just wanted to do something positive to give back 530 

[to my community].” Regarding her research project in McNair, she states, “…I feel like 531 

not only is it making me a better researcher, but it’s also making me a better tribal 532 

member.” 533 

Identity Per Andrew 534 

I see Diane as an opportunist. She is an independent student who finds research 535 

opportunities in order to support herself financially and prepare herself for graduate 536 

school. Diane has garnered a great deal of research experience as an undergraduate 537 

and feels a responsibility to give back to her Native American Tribe. While she 538 

understands how her research will impact her community, she is concerned with her 539 

position in her work, being that she is a Native American scholar conducting research 540 

on Native American issues. She is looking to find the means to defend her position in 541 

her research as she continues to conduct research that will positively impact her tribe.  542 

Identity in Cohort 543 

Diane, who has experienced several summer research programs, ones in which 544 

she had to travel to different institutions and live in a dormitory with a summer cohort of 545 

program participants, compares her prior experience with McNair. She states, “…I mean 546 

everyone in the cohort is really nice, and I know them all…it was a little bit weird kind of 547 

adjusting ‘cause the past two summer research programs I’ve done…we've lived 548 

together, so… you get close…more bonding, yeah more quickly, since…you're always 549 
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together….” And in describing her current McNair cohort, she explains, “…I see them 550 

as, you know, other people in the struggle with the GRE right now. We have that 551 

solidarity…we're all equally…stressed-out about the same thing. So it's good to kind of 552 

talk to them, especially since with some of my friends … I'm like, ‘oh my God I have to 553 

do this and that’ …and they’re just like, ‘you know, I sympathize’ but they don't really 554 

know what I'm doing.”  But as the summer progressed, Diane explains how the Social 555 

Science students gravitated toward each other. She states, “…Yeah, we’re all social 556 

science homies…. I guess all of us were doing work that was very personal to us… we 557 

really bonded over having that common bond and then also, speaking for myself, I have 558 

research interests that like fits with all of them, just nerdy now on that level, you know 559 

on the academic as well as personal level cuz really we’re, I think for all of us they’re 560 

interwoven.”   561 

Early Research Interests 562 

In her application to the McNair program, Diane provided the program with a very 563 

brief and incomplete personal statement that did not address all of the questions on the 564 

program application. Her early research interests include her connection to her 565 

American Indian community and how her work is connected to her culture. She states 566 

that her interests are based on, “…indigenous peoples and the importance of cultural 567 

and language preservation, maintenance, and revitalization.” 568 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 569 

In her application to the McNair program, Diane’s engagement in the Discourse 570 

of research includes what she sees as the potential benefits of the summer research 571 

program and how she hopes “…to delve more into the law aspect of my passion 572 
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(indigenous, language and cultural rights) so that I can foster change on a larger level 573 

(ideally globally) as well as the change I will make on a community level on my 574 

reservation.” 575 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 576 

In her second interview, Diane discusses the evolution of her summer research 577 

project and begins discussing it in comparison to other research projects she has 578 

completed before. She states, “…[my mentor] was like, ‘here's the stuff, here's the nuts 579 

and bolts of this project’. He really emphasized like me picking out what I was most 580 

interested in and running with that. And … I'm really interested in kind of like that 581 

academic transmission of Southern Paiutes belief and how … [my mentor’s] research 582 

team like takes these … more I guess free -floating ideas that … might not be respected 583 

and puts some in kind of like this academic process….”   584 

From the onset, Diane was always aware of her place in her research and how 585 

personal she wanted her work to be, both now and in the future, she explains, “…I feel 586 

really emotionally attached to my work, and I think that's kind of the reason why I've 587 

been so stressed out … like a component of my research is kind of being like 588 

positioning myself within it, so I've been drawing upon like indigenous research theories 589 

from Maori and Australian researchers primarily, and they talk about how conducting 590 

research with your own ethnic group, how you're doubly responsible to your institution 591 

and then also to your community, and so I think that's kind of played into my whole, like 592 

I wanna do really well … not just for the grade or whatever but because I do believe in 593 

it, and I want it to be useful to my tribe so. Yeah I've been working hard and I mean I 594 

think I've been doing good work.”  595 
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But along with her positionality in the research, Diane is also able to explain the 596 

rationale behind her work, she states, “…solar energy is a really big initiative, especially 597 

in the Southwest, and a lot of the land in the Southwest belong to American Indians, 598 

and in my paper I have a quote that says … tribal peoples only retain about 3% of their 599 

aboriginal lands, so I think it's really important because it's kind of like I'm breaking 600 

down the policies of why there needs to be government to government consultation and 601 

Native American concerns really do need to be incorporated, and I think I bring an 602 

interesting perspective ‘cause you know it is this more of like kind of emic view both 603 

being a tribal member and a researcher.”  604 

In her statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Diane’s 605 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes her explanation of her summer 606 

research with McNair which not only includes the purpose of the project, but her role as 607 

a Native American researcher. She explains, “I conducted research … on a Solar 608 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, which entailed tribal consultation and 609 

site visits to proposed solar energy zones existing on traditional territory of the Southern 610 

Paiute and Shoshone tribal governments…. I chose to focus my research on the 611 

transmission of Southern Paiute epistemology, the Southern Paiute cultural landscape, 612 

and the issue of the protection of American Indian sacred sites that exist on public 613 

federal lands. Because I am an enrolled member of the Moapa Band of Southern 614 

Paiutes and I grew up on the reservation I was familiar with a lot of the proposed sites 615 

and I was able to bring an emic perspective to [the] research team…. I also positioned 616 

myself as both a tribal member and a researcher, which allowed me to draw on 617 

indigenous theory regarding indigenous research…. I learned the intricacies of 618 
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conducting applied anthropological work, particularly environmental work, with federal 619 

agencies and tribal governments. [The research team] also provided me training in 620 

research ethics, human subjects’ rights, interviewing, coding, databases, and other 621 

forms of data management and analysis.”  622 

Further engagement in the Discourse of research includes explanation of a 623 

previous research experience which also focuses on the purpose of the project, some of 624 

the details of the work, her role as a Native American researcher, and how the work 625 

directly relates to her home community. She explains, “I conducted original research 626 

under the guidance of [Dr. A] and [Dr. B] regarding the role of archives in process of 627 

language revitalization for populations with a small number of living speakers, 628 

particularly for my own tribe, Southern Paiutes. I primarily worked in the National 629 

Anthropological Archives, where I created a database on Uto-Aztecan languages (the 630 

language family Southern Paiute belongs to) and digitized Southern Paiute materials to 631 

take back to my tribe…. To conclude my research … I formally presented my work to 632 

the Anthropology Department and to the entire National Museum of Natural History 633 

research community in a museum-wide poster session, where I was able to bring 634 

awareness to endangered languages and represent and advocate for my tribe.” 635 

Discussing Change 636 

In her final interview, Diane discusses the change she has experienced in the 637 

program. Our exchange includes the following: 638 

Diane: I feel more confident, I guess about my research abilities, I feel more prepared to 639 

like actually start doing the work, my time management has improved although it’s still 640 

getting there. And I feel just more focused toward the grad school path. I want to go to 641 
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grad school, and I’m getting the tools on how to apply to grad school and getting all of 642 

this stuff. I mean it’s already the second week and I’ve been talking to three of my 643 

mentors about getting their help for fellowships and applications and stuff, so really I 644 

guess it’s made me more professional in having to do that and networking. My 645 

networking has improved a lot. Yeah, so I just feel more ready to enter into academia, 646 

or like grad school, because I know that it’s very different from undergrad just doing 647 

everything that we’ve had to do has prepared me a lot, not saying that like I’m there, I 648 

don’t know if I’ll get to, you know, like you’re always growing but it’s been really good 649 

growth.  650 

Andrew: So what happened to the wanderlust? Is it still there?  651 

Diane: Yeah, it’s still there. I was talking with my mentor the other day and she was like, 652 

okay, Diane, we’ve been talking over a lot of things over these past couple years, but 653 

now I need your dream. We need to pick one thing and run for it when we’re doing 654 

these applications, so it’s not like scatter brained, and I mean I definitely understand 655 

that, and respect that now, but there’s still a lot of stuff that I want to do, but I realize that 656 

it’s just like one thing at a time. Yeah so hopefully it’ll be a little more structured.  657 

Andrew: So what’s your dream? Is it still evolving?  658 

Diane: Yeah, that’s the big question. Because I’ve been thinking about it as I’m working 659 

on my statement of purpose, which I haven’t been able to get to you because it’s been 660 

so crazy, but I figure it’ll be fine because it’s just the first draft for IRT so we can do, like 661 

me and my mentor have already been making an attack plan for the boot camp, so like 662 

what I’ll need to focus on for that weekend. But okay the dream, so I think I’ve been 663 

really inspired by all of my mentors and their supportiveness and having them believe in 664 
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me is really kind of phenomenal. So I’ve always been really inspired by other prominent 665 

Native American intellectuals like Vine Deloria and Tsianina Lomawaima so the dream 666 

for me is to be like that, to be like them, you know being able to do academia and 667 

research but also being very involved in native issues and being an advocate for native 668 

issues. A lot of them have created indigenous think tanks or NGO’s and stuff like that, 669 

and are very involved in policy, and also research, but then also doing stuff with the 670 

community, for the community, so I really want to be like that, not necessarily like 671 

tethered into one particular thing, so that I’m able to do all of these different things, like 672 

some of them have done. I guess for me that would be the dream for now.  673 

674 
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APPENDIX E 675 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: ERIC, EDUCATION: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 676 

Background 677 

Eric was born in Tucson, AZ and is the son of parents who come from Los 678 

Mochis, Sinaloa, Mexico. While growing up in the City of South Tucson, Eric states that 679 

his parents “…each got two jobs to send [my older sister, brother, and me] to schooling 680 

in the Foothills,” thus having them attend private, Catholic school in the more affluent 681 

side of town. Always supportive of their children’s education, Eric states that his mother 682 

“…was more involved in making sure we not only did our homework, but we also 683 

understood it.” But with his parents’ limited knowledge of English, Eric states that he 684 

and his siblings must consistently follow his parents to “…doctors’ appointments, D.E.S. 685 

interviews, and other government/social institutions and function as personal English to 686 

Spanish interpreters.”  687 

By the time he reached high school, Eric says that he was tired of feeling 688 

different from his classmates and asked his parents if he could attend the high school in 689 

his home district, Tucson High Magnet School. Once enrolled, Eric found a home for 690 

himself in Tucson High’s Raza Studies program and he states that the program 691 

“…completely changed my life.” Doing well in his Raza Studies classes, Eric states that 692 

by his senior year in high school he knew he was going to college, not because his 693 

parents wanted him to, but because “…it was my duty to get higher education and help 694 

those who have similar experiences as me or less fortunate.”  695 

After high school, Eric came to UA and attended the New Start Summer 696 

Program. Maintaining his interests in his own Latino culture, Eric is a Mexican American 697 

Studies major with interests in teaching in higher education. Now married with a baby 698 
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on the way, Eric has had to work practically full-time while attending school full-time in 699 

order to support his new family as well as continuing to support his parents.   700 

Identity Per Self 701 

Eric’s identity is strongly influenced by his Latino culture. Early on in my 702 

interviews with him, he stated that he’s never wanted to be seen as “a sellout or a 703 

coconut”. A coconut being a Latino who is brown on the outside and white on the inside. 704 

Eric states that his identity was strengthened in high school and explains, “…toward my 705 

senior year is where I became more aware of who I was then….”  He goes on to 706 

explain, “…I knew that I didn’t want to lose my roots if you could call it that. So I would 707 

hang out with a lot of recently immigrated students, like my wife, and I would talk to 708 

them in Spanish and I would try a lot harder to speak more Spanish so I don’t lose the 709 

language….” 710 

But along with this identity influenced by his Latino culture, also came the 711 

concept of Eric living in two worlds when he came to the University. He states, “…here 712 

at U of A, I don’t feel comfortable, I don’t feel like I own the University or like I own my 713 

education. So I’m usually like, I’m in straight for classes and I’m out. And it seems like U 714 

of A is one little city and I belong outside of it in Tucson.” So along with this identity that 715 

is stretched between two worlds, Eric sees himself as a worker for his community. He 716 

states, “My long-term goal is, it’s mostly like not advocate for my community, but work 717 

for the community…I don’t see myself in a group of white people saying, hey these 718 

Latino students need help… I don’t see myself there. I see myself working in the 719 

community and getting my hands dirty….” He also states, “…I’m not only coming [to UA] 720 

to take care of myself, but that I recognize that if it weren’t for [my Latino high school 721 
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teachers] and even my mom, I wouldn’t be at the U of A and also I wouldn’t be here if I 722 

wasn’t going to bring other people with me.” 723 

Identity Per Andrew 724 

I definitely see Eric as an outsider. He does not feel comfortable on campus at 725 

all, and he feels like the University is one city and Tucson is another city. Eric feels 726 

more comfortable off campus and is looking to work with and improve educational 727 

opportunities for high school students in the Latino community. Eric states that he 728 

simply does what he needs to do in order to complete his undergraduate degree and is 729 

looking to earn an advanced degree in order to work with his community. Eric is looking 730 

to bring more of his interests and passion for his community onto campus and into his 731 

research. He sees this as helping him feel more comfortable in the academic 732 

environment while also allowing him to give back to his community.   733 

Identity in Cohort 734 

In discussing his cohort, Eric still sees himself as the independent student who 735 

lives in two worlds, one on campus and one off campus. He explains, “…I’m more kind 736 

of like to myself, though that’s just because I got use to being that way here at the U of 737 

A. It’s kind of like another mask that I put on once I step on campus. Which I know that it 738 

might not be good in the long run, or right now, it might hinder me from having 739 

experiences that would help me go to grad school, but it’s something that I got use to 740 

doing, you know? So where at home, or with my friends from Tucson high, I might be 741 

more energetic or whatever. Here I’m just more serious I ‘m more straight to business.”  742 

In discussing what he shares with his McNair cohort and how this has helped 743 

shape the classroom environment Eric explains, “I think knowing that we had to apply 744 
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and sort of compete to be here… it creates an atmosphere where we all know what 745 

we're doing in a sense, where we want to do research, and we want to go to grad 746 

school. So that creates a really nice environment for us to share our ideas and our 747 

research.” Within that classroom environment, Eric too feels the need to do well and 748 

produce good work. He states, “...I also feel like the class…you get what you put into it. 749 

Like I told my wife…she told me like, why am I working so hard on my lit review, I told 750 

her, well if I don't work hard on it, I'm not gonna improve myself, and I won't be writing at 751 

the level that I wanna be, and I feel like the class is like…we're not gonna teach you 752 

more, we’re gonna show you how to produce what you know…and do what you're 753 

supposed to do, and it's more like guiding us instead of teaching us. Which is really 754 

cool. I really like that.”  755 

In my final interview with Eric, he again reflected on the independent learning in 756 

the classroom and the environment created by the members of his McNair cohort and 757 

stated, “…just like the whole atmosphere particularly with my cohort, it was all friendly 758 

but it also had a certain level of professionalism of like work load, like we all had to be at 759 

that level and do the best.”  760 

Early Research Interests 761 

In his application to the McNair program, Eric discusses his research interests by 762 

focusing on his options for potential doctoral programs and his future. He states, “Due to 763 

diverse programs in education I would like to narrow them down to three doctoral 764 

interests: Higher Education, Educational Leadership, and Urban Education. By 765 

specializing in one of these areas I will be able to conduct further critical research 766 
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through my perspective and experiences so as to enhance school policies/practices and 767 

to reduce the educational gaps to be found among middle and high school students.”  768 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 769 

In his application to the McNair program, Eric’s engagement in the Discourse of 770 

research begins with his explanation as to why he chose his undergraduate major. He 771 

states, “I chose Mexican American Studies to better understand the reasons why my 772 

community has so many social issues and so few solutions.” His engagement continues 773 

as he focuses on his future in graduate school and the impact he can have on his 774 

community. He explains, “With a doctoral degree in education I believe I will have more 775 

opportunities to analyze, improve and implement new programs and policies to reduce 776 

the educational achievement/attainment gap between underprivileged and affluent 777 

students.” He also engages in the Discourse of research as he explains the potential 778 

benefits of his enrollment in the summer research program. He states, “One area where 779 

I hope to improve on is conducting research, analyzing the data/results and lastly 780 

creating a plan or solution to improve identified issues in Tucson’s educational 781 

community.”  782 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 783 

In Eric’s second interview, he begins by comparing his summer research 784 

experience with that of the regular school semester. He explains, “…I mean this 785 

summer was a little bit harder because … of those standards for McNair and to want to 786 

be at the graduate level, kind of pushing us to do better. And then during the semester, 787 

I'm usually like, well I'm only working hard enough to get an A. I don't want to do 788 

anything better or go the extra mile.” Eric also goes on the compare his summer 789 
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research to a previous independent study he had completed with a professor in the 790 

Mexican American Studies program. He states, “right now it's more like reading, 791 

understanding the material, writing, cause at that time [in my independent study] we 792 

didn't have to write as much. It was more for [the professor] to meet the independent 793 

study. But right now, it's a lot more writing, a lot more reading intensive, which is good, 794 

because it's geared towards grad school.” From there, Eric is more able to focus on the 795 

impact and rational of his research. He explains, “…I do feel a lot more prepared. I do 796 

see myself reading differently, like looking for what I need instead of just reading, then 797 

when I'm done I don't know what I just read. Also when I'm writing now, I sort of know 798 

what to write. For example, last night I was writing my discussion section, and I figured 799 

… doing research in this will hopefully help TUSD have a college track based program 800 

for minority students and …that's what I had in mind, but then to put it in short-terms 801 

people would help support ethnic studies at TUSD, and long-term is that they create a 802 

program like that. So that's kind of where I did change my thought, as far as organizing 803 

my ideas and that sort of stuff.”  804 

Continuing on with the rationale behind his research, and him advocating for 805 

programs that assist Latinos in their transition from high school to college, he states, 806 

“…because U of A, it's what 15% Latino. That's horrible. Especially … well I know 807 

there's more Latinos in other cities, but Tucson is like, what 30% Latino. So we're 808 

heavily underrepresented, and I have seen some programs where they target ‘hot 809 

schools’, that's what they would call ‘em, and it was pretty much predominantly Latino 810 

high schools where they would try to recruit [students] but they weren't doing good. So I 811 
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feel like this program, or the recruitment into a four-year university, should begin from 812 

public schools from even middle school where they should start influencing them. “ 813 

In his statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Eric’s 814 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes an explanation of a research 815 

experience prior to joining the McNair program. Here Eric’s engagement focuses on the 816 

impact of the work both on himself and his community. He explains, “I participated in 817 

developing and implementing hip-hop centric workshops focused in creating substance 818 

abuse and sexuality awareness to middle school age Latino youth in the City of South 819 

Tucson. Many of the different lessons learned from this project were the importance and 820 

influence academic research can have on a community and or group of people. Even 821 

though I had not fully developed an academic identity leading towards research, the 822 

experiences obtained from [my mentor] introduced me to the Doctorate track in higher 823 

education.”  824 

Eric then continues to explain his summer research with McNair which focuses 825 

on the purpose of the project, his methodology, and the impact that the work had on 826 

him. He states, “Over the summer of 2011 I designed and conducted a research project 827 

aimed towards evaluating the impact of TUSD’s Mexican American Studies Department, 828 

on alumni attending a four year university. The research project developed from a series 829 

of literary/theoretical review of the foundations of the department’s curriculum…. This 830 

summer research project taught me how to conduct graduate level theoretical/ literary 831 

reviews, methodologies, understand and familiarize myself with a range of education 832 

centric academic journals and refine my graduate research interests.” 833 

 834 
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Discussing Change 835 

In his final interview, Eric discusses the change he has experienced in the 836 

program. Our exchange includes the following: 837 

Eric: I don’t feel as intimidated applying to graduate schools. Now I’m looking at the 838 

requirements and I’m like, whew, that’s done. You know, I can, I’ve already got my three 839 

letters of rec, well I’ve got the people to write them, the personal statement, I’m not 840 

worried about that, the GPA I’m not worried. The good thing is that most schools, well 841 

all of the ones that I’m applying to, they don’t ask for the GRE. So I’m happy. Yeah, 842 

GRE, I’m not like that.  843 

Andrew: So you just feel more confident?  844 

Eric:  I feel more confident. I do feel like I’m getting more distracted from school 845 

because I’m looking at grad programs. But you know it’s something that I have to do so 846 

I just have to take more advantage of my weekends. 847 

848 
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APPENDIX F 849 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: FREDDIE, STEM: BIOCHEMISTRY 850 

Background 851 

Freddie was raised in Tucson but attended high school just outside of the city in 852 

Vail, AZ. His mother always stressed how important it was to go to college and receive 853 

an education, but consistently reminded him that college was always “…contingent 854 

upon…finding a source of funding for higher schooling.” His father, on the other hand, 855 

would tell him that college is fine and that “…there is no shame in trade work: welding, 856 

tiling, and brick laying.” Freddie’s father has owned his own tile company for the past 25 857 

years and Freddie states that his father, “…wouldn’t mind having a son take over the 858 

business.”  859 

As a successful high school student, Freddie was encouraged by his teachers to 860 

attend college but states that the deciding factor for him was when he was approached 861 

by people from the University of Arizona’s (UA) marching band who asked him to play in 862 

the drum line at UA. Freddie states that in high school he, “…stood out musically,” and 863 

that through music his “…imagination was set free as it demanded musical 864 

interpretation, elements of acting, and coordinated movement throughout the show,” 865 

and that he “…thrived under these conditions.” For college, Freddie only applied to UA 866 

and received an academic scholarship to pay for his schooling. Once he came to UA, 867 

he tried out for the UA drum line and earned a position playing snare drum. Beginning 868 

college with full funding and the opportunity to play in UA’s marching band, Freddie 869 

transitioned to UA with great hope and determination. However, he found it quite difficult 870 

to decide upon a final major.  871 
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Starting off as an undecided major and taking classes in Mathematics, Physics, 872 

Chemistry, and Biology, Freddie says that he utilized his coursework in these areas to 873 

explore several different science majors and finally discovered research interests in 874 

Neuroscience. He has finalized his undergraduate studies with a double major in 875 

Biochemistry and Electrical Engineering.  876 

Identity Per Self 877 

Freddie sees himself as an interesting mixture between a creative student and a 878 

student who is highly independent. Freddie’s independence can be seen in how readily 879 

he has sought out research experience that would expose him to the various fields of 880 

study in which he is interested. He states, “…at one point I was trying to get into 881 

internships because I just wanted to…get into a lab. You know, you can only get so 882 

much out of the lecture hall. You know, you just sit in there getting information thrown at 883 

you. And I was like, okay, let’s try something.” By moving into internships, Freddie was 884 

exposed to independent learning in the laboratory. In describing one of his previous 885 

research experiences in the Advanced Micro and Nanosystems Laboratory, he states, 886 

“That was probably one of the better experiences I’ve had as an undergrad…as far as 887 

improving myself, becoming more independent.” Even in his McNair summer research 888 

experience, Freddie showed appreciation for the independence he was gaining in the 889 

laboratory by stating, “…I have gotten to the point where I can get good results without 890 

having to have [my mentor] consult with me every like five minutes.”  891 

But along with the independence that he sees as necessary for him moving into 892 

graduate school, Freddie also shows an appreciation for the creativity that is involved in 893 

research, particularly research in engineering. He states, “…I wanted to, you know, 894 
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keep in the realm of engineering, because I really liked the whole ability to create 895 

something.” In describing his work in a bioengineering lab, where he had begun his own 896 

independent project, he states, “…you’re like really proud of the fact that it’s coming up 897 

from nowhere and you like, you’re the one that created that.” 898 

Identity Per Andrew 899 

I see Freddie as a seeker. He too has sought out many research opportunities to 900 

support himself financially and become the independent learner that he knows he needs 901 

to be in graduate school. Freddie has garnered a great deal of research experience as 902 

an undergraduate and is often overwhelmed by his work. He is looking to find a perfect 903 

match with the one field of study where he can achieve a balance between happiness 904 

and independent research.  905 

Identity in Cohort 906 

In comparison to his McNair cohort, Freddie seems surprised that everyone gets 907 

along with each other so well and that there were members of his cohort, outside of 908 

science and his laboratory, who are similar to him and could be so supportive. He first 909 

states, “…it’s a diverse crowd, everyone has something different to bring to the 910 

table…it’s nice talking to people that have different insight…if you’re talking to 911 

somebody with the same ideas, it can get bland pretty quick….” As Freddie went on 912 

about his cohort, he seemed surprised by what he has experienced with the group. He 913 

states, “…there is a little coffee place that’s close to my house, so I go there and study 914 

because I live with a ton of people and you don’t get anything done when you’re at 915 

home. But apparently a lot of the McNair people go there to study because every once 916 
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in a while I go there and [Helen] will just be there hanging out with somebody and 917 

looking at GRE stuff….”  918 

After my first interview with Freddie, he seemed perplexed when I asked him why 919 

he thought everyone in the cohort got along so well. So later that day Freddie sent me 920 

an email after reflecting on this and states, “Everyone in the program is very ‘down to 921 

earth’ and has a good perspective on the important things in life. For the most part we 922 

are all just trying to figure out what to make of our lives and understanding our current 923 

situations. It is easy to relate to people with similar difficulties and relate back to our 924 

individual circumstances.” 925 

Early Research Interests 926 

In his application to the McNair program, Freddie discusses his research 927 

interests based on the field of study that he wishes to pursue in his graduate education. 928 

With a strong background in research and a great deal of undergraduate research 929 

experience, Freddie entered the program knowing what he specifically wanted to study 930 

in order to see if it would be a stimulating enough field to pursue in graduate school. He 931 

states, “…my interest [is] in neuroscience and neuro‐engineering – a subfield of 932 

biomedical engineering that focuses on neurological circuits and how they function 933 

relative to traditional non‐biological electrical circuits.” 934 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 935 

In his application to the McNair program, Freddie’s engagement in the Discourse 936 

of research includes his explanation of why he chose his undergraduate degree path 937 

with a major in Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics and minors in Electrical 938 

Engineering and Mathematics. He explains, “From my biochemistry and mathematics 939 
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course work I am looking to gain a strong understanding of biological mechanisms on a 940 

molecular level while having a basic understanding of the quantitative and probabilistic 941 

nature of these pathways.” Freddie’s further engagement in the Discourse of research 942 

includes further explanation of his future field of study in graduate school. He states, 943 

“Neuro‐engineering is a quite esoteric and interdisciplinary field. It draws much of its 944 

results primarily from interfacing between non‐biological electrical circuits and biological 945 

neural circuits to investigate characteristics of these neural circuits as well as explore 946 

possible applications of this interfacing as it applies to biological and medical problems.” 947 

 Discourse of Research: Through Program 948 

Freddie is the one student in the cohort who has the most previous research 949 

experience. So in discussing the evolution of his summer research project, Freddie 950 

describes how his topic evolved in comparison to his previous lab experience and his 951 

first meeting with his summer mentor. He explains, “… I went in [to our first meeting] 952 

and it was actually a lot more casual than other ones I had gone to. [Usually] you just go 953 

in and they're like, ‘these are the projects that I have open. Are you interested in 954 

working on one of them?’ This one, she didn't have like a specific project open, and we 955 

mostly geared it towards the fact that I only had [a] short time during the summer to get 956 

something together.”  957 

While other summer research projects focused on the students creating their own 958 

research questions, Freddie’s project focused more on the main technique his mentor 959 

uses in her research. He states, “…I knew a lot of the base material, so that was a lot 960 

different than the other ones that I had done…. So I mean really the only thing that I had 961 

to catch up on was a technique which took a long time actually… So it took a good half 962 
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of a summer to get to that point to where you could get good recordings that were 963 

readable and analyzable.” Freddie discusses how his mentor trained him on the 964 

technique and states, “… you just slowly refine your technique …. It's a process getting 965 

good at it, just like anything else that's performance-based … it was a little bit different 966 

than other labs that I've worked in, where they just let you run the samples and get the 967 

data.”  968 

With more involved training, yet working on a project that was directly related to 969 

the research of his mentor, Freddie did progress well in the lab, learned the technique 970 

and explains the importance of this work. He states, “…it does give a basic 971 

understanding of the signaling pathway in bipolar cells…. it's more of a understanding of 972 

the physiological process … there's still a lot of work that's needs to be done as far as 973 

understanding how the signals are mediated in bipolar cells. And the biggest thing is 974 

that all of the signal organization in bipolar cells really determines the output of the 975 

retina.” Freddie then goes on to focus on his role in the research and his progress 976 

toward becoming a more independent researcher. He states, “…everything I am 977 

analyzing has been on my own accord. So I end up looking at it everything and trying to 978 

decipher what it means by myself … I can ask questions of some graduate students but 979 

you know, they're pretty new there too.” He also states, “It is a good trial for 980 

independently drawing these conclusions and trying to decipher results on your own. 981 

‘Cause I mean that's ultimately what it's gonna be when you go to graduate school, you 982 

know.” 983 

For his statement of purpose, Freddie did not complete or hand in his final 984 

statement of purpose.  985 
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Discussing Change 986 

In his final interview, Freddie discusses the change he has experienced in the 987 

program. He states, “From the project before, the one thing that I did find after I’d 988 

finished it, because I had gotten to the place where I’d said, my god, this is horrible, I 989 

don’t know if I can do this, it starts deterring you away from wanting or doing any sort of 990 

higher academics, because you know that it’s independence that is expected in the long 991 

run, but you do finish it and in hindsight you’re like wow that was pretty impressive, how 992 

I had done it on my own with very little background and skill, that I could apply it towards 993 

the problem and the amount of independence that I had built just trying to do that 994 

project on my own, so when I went into this project I had a pretty high confidence level 995 

that I could pull off whatever was required and then when it came down to where I was 996 

working on my own on something, it was something where I had already done 997 

something like that, where I had just had to read and read and sort of build my own 998 

ideas about it and draw my own conclusions, so it wasn’t something that I was really 999 

that scared of doing nor was I really worried about trying to do it, I just kinda, I’d done 1000 

this before, I can pull it off, I did it, and she came back and she was like that’s a pretty 1001 

good conclusion that’s what I would think too, that’s…well you know you get to those 1002 

points where you’re just like completely hating, there’s no way that I could possibly go 1003 

on in academics, and then you do something and the you’re like wow I’m like completely 1004 

capable of doing this without too much worry.” 1005 

1006 
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APPENDIX G 1007 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: GREG, STEM: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1008 

Background 1009 

At the age of five, Greg’s parents divorced and he, his mother, and younger 1010 

brother moved to Douglas, AZ to be closer to his mother’s large, Mexican American 1011 

family. Excelling in sports and academics in high school, Greg states that “…the love 1012 

and support of my family was a main source of motivation…” and that his family has 1013 

always “…supported me through every obstacle and success encountered.” Greg came 1014 

to the University of Arizona on a full academic scholarship and knew that he wanted to 1015 

pursue engineering as his major; only at the start of his undergraduate career, he did 1016 

not know which area of engineering he wanted to study.  Mixing his interests in 1017 

business with his interests in engineering, Greg decided on the major of Engineering 1018 

Management which has allowed him to study the business aspects of the field as well 1019 

as a minor in one specific area of engineering. After taking a class with his current 1020 

faculty mentor, Greg became fascinated with chemical engineering, declared it as his 1021 

minor, and also sought out this professor’s assistance in pursing undergraduate 1022 

research opportunities in preparation for his transition into graduate education.  1023 

Identity Per Self 1024 

Greg sees himself as a self-directed, competent, and independent student. This 1025 

can be seen when he talks about having to work all four years of his undergraduate 1026 

education in order to support himself. Greg has worked at Starbucks for four years and 1027 

was a shift supervisor for the last three years. As far as the number of hours he worked, 1028 

he states, “…I normally work close to full-time during the summer…but during the 1029 

school year, I work like 30 hours a week.” In maintaining his balance between work, 1030 
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studying, and research, Greg states, “…I never miss actual class time, so I try to pay as 1031 

much attention as I can in the classroom because I do not have the time to come back 1032 

and actually learn it later.”  1033 

Even as the summer program was ending, Greg reflected on his experience and 1034 

the amount of work that he has completed and states, “…you guys said it was going to 1035 

be a lot of work, so that’s what I came in expecting. But I’ve also had to manage my 1036 

time and work hard during the school year anyways, so it wasn’t too much of a change 1037 

for me personally.” As a prepared and competent student, Greg eased his way through 1038 

the program and soaked up whatever information was presented to him to strategically 1039 

prepare himself for his transition into graduate education.  1040 

Identity Per Andrew 1041 

I see Greg as a self-sufficient student. He has come to rely solely on himself to 1042 

support himself in his education and he is now looking to learn everything he can about 1043 

graduate school in order to make his next careful and well thought out step in academia. 1044 

Greg is a student who is used to working hard and is looking to fill those gaps where he 1045 

has limited knowledge of graduate school and graduate level research.  1046 

Identity in Cohort 1047 

In first discussing his cohort, Greg seemed to focus on the work load that he was 1048 

sharing with his cohort and how he was glad to have people with whom to commiserate. 1049 

He states, “It’s nice to have people around you that are going through the same thing. 1050 

Cause I mean, other people really can’t relate that well, I don’t think, because you don’t 1051 

really understand like the kind of workload and stress you have on yourself….” In 1052 

comparison to himself, Greg initially saw his cohort as dedicated to their work as he 1053 
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was. He states, “From what I’ve talked to them about, they all seem like they enjoy what 1054 

they’re doing even if it’s a lot of work.”  1055 

In our final interview, Greg focuses more on how the cohort’s similarities assisted 1056 

him in getting his summer research done while also motivating him to work at a certain 1057 

level. He states, “…I got really close with the cohort people....I normally don’t have a big 1058 

group of people that are like working on something similar to me or that are driven to get 1059 

something done…so having that support system of like your friends that are doing the 1060 

same type of work and are able to relate to was big, and kinda keep you from getting 1061 

really stressed out….” In reflecting on how competitive the environment was, he states, 1062 

“It’s not a competitive thing for me…you know that these people are working hard, you 1063 

know that they are going to produce something good, so you know you need to step up 1064 

your game and meet that high level of expectation, not that you want to make everyone 1065 

look bad, you just want to look as good as everyone else, because everyone is going to 1066 

put together a good presentation, so you better perform to that same level.” 1067 

Early Research Interests 1068 

In his application to the McNair program, Greg discusses his research interests 1069 

through his undergraduate major of Engineering Management. He states, “…I have 1070 

become increasingly interested in research with regards to preservation of the 1071 

environment and natural resources.” Above and beyond his major, he states, “Another 1072 

area of research I have been interested in studying is biomedical engineering.” 1073 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 1074 

In his application to the McNair program, Greg’s engagement in the Discourse of 1075 

research includes his previous research project in Chemical Engineering and its broader 1076 
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impacts. He describes his project as concerning, “…the life‐cycle of producing bio diesel 1077 

from algae. Developing a sustainable replacement for depleting natural resources is a 1078 

major concern for our country and world.” Moving beyond his experience and focusing 1079 

on his research interests, Greg’s engagement in the Discourse of research still 1080 

maintains his focus on broader impacts. He explains his interests in, “Developing 1081 

medical technology to serve sick people… Particularly the area of cell and tissue 1082 

engineering is something that I would like to research.” Even in his long term goal of 1083 

entering graduate school, he states, “I want to increase my knowledge and experience 1084 

in one of the fields of either chemical bio systems or biomedical engineering… to 1085 

eventually have a job to help people. Whether it be helping to provide environmental 1086 

sustainability or medical technology development is to be determined.” 1087 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 1088 

In Greg’s second interview, he describes the evolution of his summer research 1089 

project in comparison to an independent study he had completed with his mentor the 1090 

semester before. He states, “…now it’s different ‘cause it’s all on me really. It’s, the 1091 

whole project was … my responsibility. So I had to find information for everything …I 1092 

also had to build a model, and this research experience has been more like chemical 1093 

engineering intensive…. this is more of a  chemical engineers, like what they would do, I 1094 

guess. ‘Cause you, I use a lot of the equations that I learned in my classes last 1095 

semester, so I’ve been applying those to an actual real like case … with air conditioners 1096 

and refrigerants and stuff like that.”  1097 

In explaining the rationale behind his summer work, Greg states, “Well the 1098 

reason that we're doing the research is because of the topic of greenhouse gas 1099 
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emissions like, global climate change. So … the compounds used in refrigerant or an air 1100 

conditioner, they contribute, they’ve been like proven already to contribute to global 1101 

climate change, like global warming, I guess. And also ozone depletion, depending on 1102 

the substance … but also … to cool buildings there's also a lot of greenhouse gas 1103 

emissions that come through energy production so I think, it's about almost half the 1104 

energy we produce in the country is through coal fired power plants, and emissions that 1105 

come from those are also global warming greenhouse gases. So I mean, it is an issue 1106 

having to do with the refrigerants selection but also the underlying message is that 1107 

through running all of these types of systems we need to find a different energy source 1108 

or else … the climate will keep changing, right, it's getting hotter.”  1109 

In his statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Greg’s 1110 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes a far more advanced description of 1111 

his previous research project which includes a stronger understanding of the research 1112 

process as well as his role in the project. He states, “… I worked with a team of 1113 

researchers in chemical engineering that consisted of four undergrads, one graduate 1114 

student, and Dr. B.  The project focused on a life cycle assessment of a process 1115 

growing algae, harvesting it, and refining the lipids into a bio diesel fuel.  Each 1116 

undergraduate student was given a specific piece of the process in which information 1117 

was to be gathered and presented twice weekly to the group.  [The] Task I completed 1118 

throughout this process [was] teaching the group basics of algae growth and harvesting 1119 

since I had taken a class on this topic the previous semester, collecting information on 1120 

centrifugation for algae dewatering, and producing a theoretical model that would 1121 
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predict power consumption of said algae dewatering process.  This project was a 1122 

theory, research based opportunity that lasted the entire semester.”  1123 

Evidence of his critical reflection on the project’s final outcome and what he took 1124 

away from the experience can be seen when he states, “I was able to work effectively 1125 

and efficiently in a team setting through explaining my work and findings frequently.  1126 

The final model provided a much better understanding of power requirements 1127 

necessary for the process of algae harvesting using centrifugation.”   1128 

 In describing the research he completed this summer, Greg’s engagement in the 1129 

Discourse of research continues to reveal his ability to articulate the specifics of his 1130 

methodology and his final results. But Greg reveals his understanding of the research 1131 

process by explaining the project from inception to final publication and his reflections 1132 

on what he has learned.  He states, “The premise of the study over the summer was to 1133 

quantify the greenhouse gases that result from running window air conditioners in the 1134 

U.S.  Various refrigerants of the past and near future were taken into account of a 1135 

thermodynamic analysis of the vapor compression refrigeration cycle used in an air 1136 

conditioner.  While this work also required effective and efficient researching skills, 1137 

knowledge of standard chemical engineering calculations and principles were utilized to 1138 

find entropies, heat duties, and Joule-Thompson cooling effects taking place in this 1139 

cycle.  The work accomplished ranged from gathering information on refrigerant 1140 

properties to constructing a complete, complex model in excel.  I was able to meet 1141 

deadlines, communicate well, and produce a valuable product in the end that will 1142 

hopefully soon be published in Environment Science & Technology.  Over the course of 1143 

the summer research experience I gained valuable skills in writing academically for 1144 
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publication, improved research skills, increased my knowledge in generating a clean, 1145 

efficient model, and also developed an interest in sustainable energy systems.” 1146 

 At the end of the summer program, in his final statement, Greg discusses his 1147 

current research interests as, “…attending graduate school to study renewable energy, 1148 

energy efficiency, and sustainability. I hope to attend a University that has an Industry 1149 

Assessment Center program in order to work alongside industry solving energy 1150 

efficiency problems while also working towards a PhD.” 1151 

Discussing Change 1152 

In his final interview, Greg discusses the change he has experienced in the 1153 

program. He states, “It’s mainly a change, a change in confidence in myself and being 1154 

able to do this, I would have never gone to graduate school without this program, well 1155 

it’s mainly because I didn’t know anything about graduate school, and I thought I would 1156 

have to pay for it, and being educated on what the process is like, and getting a real life 1157 

experience at being a graduate student, it’s all gone really well for me. It’s established 1158 

the thought that I want to do it, so I do feel a lot more confident about doing it now…just 1159 

going through the whole process, just having like a test run I guess, just having like a 1160 

pre-experience before you do it, and just like knowing about the whole process, 1161 

because I didn’t know anything about it, and I was like, I don’t have money to pay for 1162 

graduate school, well it’s expensive, especially going out of state, going somewhere 1163 

else, yeah I guess it’s just knowing more about it is what’s increased my confidence 1164 

level.” 1165 

1166 
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APPENDIX H 1167 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: HELEN, STEM: SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES 1168 

Background 1169 

Helen immigrated to the United States from Vietnam with her family when she 1170 

was two years old. Being from a large family with five brothers and one sister, she 1171 

describes her home life growing up as “extremely hectic” and states that her parents 1172 

influenced her academic life by serving as “examples of what a lack of education can 1173 

manifest into.” Coming from a low income family, Helen had to work during high school 1174 

to support herself and contribute to the family. So as a sophomore, she took a job at 1175 

Safeway working approximately 52 hours a week and maintained these long work hours 1176 

until she graduated from high school and came to the University of Arizona (UA). 1177 

Coming to UA with a full academic scholarship, Helen changed her major several times 1178 

during her first semester, starting off as a psychology major, then nursing, then 1179 

undecided, and finally switched to Speech and Hearing Sciences after speaking with 1180 

someone in her freshmen composition class who was a audiology major.  1181 

Identity Per Self 1182 

Relying on herself through high school, applying for college scholarships, and 1183 

applying to the UA entirely on her own, Helen sees herself as an independent person 1184 

and competent student. In my first interview with Helen, she states, “…being someone 1185 

that doesn’t speak English as a first language, I don’t rely on instructions. I mean I go to 1186 

class to go to class. To make them think that I’m not slacking, but I rarely pay attention 1187 

because I don’t get things…I can’t listen to something and then comprehend it right 1188 

away. So I pretty much taught myself everything.”  1189 
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However, along with her independence Helen also spends time doubting herself 1190 

and feeling like she does not belong in higher education. She states, “…you know, 1191 

being a first generation college student you never think you're good enough and you 1192 

feel like an imposter….” 1193 

Identity Per Andrew 1194 

I see Helen as a self-taught student. She states that due to English being her 1195 

second language, she has come to depend solely on herself and teach herself what she 1196 

needs to know for her courses, earn good grades, maintain an active presence in the 1197 

clinical opportunities in her undergraduate major, complete her degree, and move on to 1198 

graduate school. Helen is looking to overcome her feelings of being a fraud in 1199 

academia. She speaks freely about the imposter syndrome and how she feels that the 1200 

odds of her failing are higher due to the fact that she is a first-generation college 1201 

student.    1202 

Identity in Cohort 1203 

For her McNair cohort, Helen sees everyone as hard workers who are extremely 1204 

motivated and who are sometimes hard on themselves. She states, “I think everyone 1205 

has the drive and they want that PhD, but we always, like every single person in the 1206 

cohort doubts themselves.” While reflecting on being a member of a group of students 1207 

who are all first-generation college, Helen explains, “…we were all talking about this, 1208 

and it’s hard for us to really feel like we belong here and that…to feel confident in things 1209 

when we’re the first ones doing it. I mean the chances of us failing; we feel it’s bigger 1210 

than someone who had had their parents go through this.”  1211 
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But above and beyond the insecurities that they feel, Helen has also found 1212 

support in her cohort, particularly those students in the STEM fields. She states, 1213 

“…especially the people in the sciences, we all understood what we were going 1214 

through….Like [Freddie] would be in the lab with me at 2 in the morning, working on our 1215 

manuscript…so it was nice to know that someone was going through the same thing, 1216 

cause it’s like different for you to go and tell your friend, oh year, research is so intense, 1217 

and they’re like, ‘oh yeah, really?’ But someone in the program was like, ‘hell yeah it is’.  1218 

Early Research Interests 1219 

In her personal statement which was part of her application to the McNair 1220 

program, Helen states, “My interest in research is in various areas including auditory 1221 

perception and amplification.” While focusing those interests into specific areas, she 1222 

states that she is also interested in, “the psychological aspect of hearing” and “speech 1223 

acoustics” which she then describes as, “…more focused on the physical properties of 1224 

sound using the language of physics.” 1225 

Discourse of Research: Beginnings 1226 

In her application to the McNair program, Helen’s engagement in the Discourse 1227 

of research includes her general ideas about research. She states, “…research is what 1228 

drives medicine forward while also fostering a rare growth to those involved in it, a type 1229 

of growth that is inquiry based….” Her engagement in the Discourse of research also 1230 

includes her previous research experience, which she describes as, “My extensive 1231 

experience in research methods and procedures through the clinical assistant program, 1232 

temporal bone research dissection, collaboration with the engineering students through 1233 

Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineering club, and significant contributions in 1234 
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community service….” In specifically describing her experience in the temporal bone 1235 

research dissection, she states, “[It] helped me answer questions that I had about the 1236 

hearing mechanism but most importantly it helped me answer it without any books or 1237 

professor inside a classroom.” Also, in describing her current experience in the clinical 1238 

assistant program, Helen states, “[It] allows me to work with three graduate students in 1239 

the field of audiology and a professor in the Speech and Hearing Science department…. 1240 

I help devise and implement strategies for hearing impaired adults to live a quality life 1241 

even with their hearing loss…. it is essentially a research project and observation based 1242 

study with human subjects…. [And it] has allowed me to interact and learn from the 1243 

human subjects involved in the program and has even allowed me to ask myself better 1244 

and more crucial questions in the field of audiology specifically ones that involve 1245 

conductive hearing loss in adults.” 1246 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 1247 

In Helen’s second interview, she discusses the evolution of her summer research 1248 

project and she begins with the formation of her research question. She states, “Well 1249 

right now we haven't actually like sat down and analyzed everything, but the thing with 1250 

my data is we came in with a hypothesis, that was very obvious in a way. What we're 1251 

trying to do is just build on that obviousness and say, ‘look you can't do this anymore’ 1252 

you know ‘cause this is the final like piece of evidence that you're missing, which was a 1253 

physiological evidence.” From there she moves onto her study’s rationale and explains 1254 

that…“the mechanism in particular is extremely important because, when you have 1255 

some type of paralysis of the muscle [you know] that part is probably affected by some 1256 

type of neurological disorder and so when you detect that part you can kind of discover 1257 
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other parts of the patient that isn't working and so that helps with the intervention aspect 1258 

of it.” And in discussing the future of her project, the idea of publication comes into play, 1259 

but is tempered by the limitations of her research. She states, “I've actually thought that 1260 

it could have potential for publication, but because this was a 10 week thing we could 1261 

only get so many participants, and that is really the biggest flaw in our research, that we 1262 

only have eight [participants] when usually you want about like… 30 or something.” 1263 

In her statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Helen’s 1264 

engagement in the Discourse of research includes a description of her summer 1265 

research experience with McNair. She states, “My mentors, Dr. K. B. and Dr. J. H. and I 1266 

conducted a study that pertains to reliability involved in the perceptual auditory-based 1267 

diagnosis of velopharyngeal status in clinical practice. Through this program I learned 1268 

all the protocols involved in conducting my own research experiment such as the 1269 

recruitment of subjects, the screening of participant and the collection of data. Although 1270 

my interest is in audiology, this summer research experience taught me how closely 1271 

speech and hearing acts like a system to provide successful communication among 1272 

people.” 1273 

Discussing Change 1274 

In her final interview, Helen discusses the change she has experienced in the 1275 

Program. She states, “So our mentors are in this type of institution and they pushed us 1276 

too, because you don’t think about Alabama, or like wow they’re doing ground breaking 1277 

research, whereas the U of A actually is…I think that they know that the U of A is a 1278 

good school, it’s just kinda random cause it’s in Arizona you know, most people think 1279 

there’s just cowboys here…our McNair here prepares us a little bit more, like when the 1280 
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girls were going through their research or the guy, ours was more meticulous, and it 1281 

was more practiced, you can tell, and I felt that I have more of an edge up than them, 1282 

and I felt that being part of McNair, this one specifically, that weather I’m competitive or 1283 

not, regarding the application with them, it doesn’t matter really because this McNair is 1284 

just going to bring my best out, and if my best is not good enough, then okay that 1285 

sucks.” 1286 

She continues, “I felt like I was going to be transformed just into like a better 1287 

everything, but now I’m just a tiny bit better at writing, I’m more knowledgeable about 1288 

research, I don’t know, I think that when I did my presentation for my department 1289 

everyone was just so impressed, and I ran into another professor, and I was studying 1290 

her baby in the PCT lab, and she was like I just can’t tell you enough how amazing you 1291 

did, how amazing your research was, you were just flawless, and to me I’m like really, 1292 

cause you made us do it so many times that it’s just so old to me and I’m like yeah, and 1293 

when they were throwing questions at me, I’m just like is that all you have. So I don’t 1294 

know, it’s a lot of practice, so now I’m just like I want to go do something else…my 1295 

mentors are really proud…but when people are like, oh that is so impressive, the only 1296 

picture I have in my head is when I was in the sound proof booth picking out vowels in 1297 

the sound files, and I’m like god this is really impressive, huh? And I was never scared, 1298 

I’d done it so many times, you guys made me stand in front of you so many times I was 1299 

just like numb, and everyone was like, even my mentors were like, wow, you did such a 1300 

good job and I was like, yeah, you don’t understand, I’ve probably done this about 30 1301 

times because you had to practice for Berkeley, you had to practice for the colloquium, 1302 

and then you have to practice for the poster, and you have to write it out, and then 1303 
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before that you did a literature review so that you know the relevance of everything. I 1304 

think I’ve changed a lot, and I’m more confident now in getting into grad school, I don’t 1305 

feel like I’m just throwing it, and it’s more of a hit or miss type of thing, now I feel like if I 1306 

wanted to I could get into a good school if I keep on trying what I’m doing.” 1307 

1308 
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APPENDIX I 1309 

STUDENT NARRATIVE: IGNACIO, STEM: OPTICAL SCIENCES 1310 

Background      1311 

Ignacio was raised in the small border town of Nogales, AZ. While neither of his 1312 

parents went to college, his mother was a stay-at-home mom who also taught piano 1313 

lessons and was a musician by hobby. Ignacio describes his mother as always 1314 

“…playing beautiful songs like the Hungarian Rhapsody in the house,” that she always 1315 

“…made sure we did our homework,” and that she was “…strict when it came to our 1316 

studies.” Ignacio’s father owns a mechanic shop in Nogales and he states that his father 1317 

is the type of man who “…could build and create anything.” Even at a young age 1318 

Ignacio’s father was involved in his education and he states that his father would teach 1319 

him math because his father always “…had a natural inclination for it.”  1320 

High school ended up being a very difficult time for Ignacio, and he states that he 1321 

was “…kicked out of a couple of schools and really lost track of my studies and myself.” 1322 

While his parents were going through a divorce at the time, Ignacio’s interests shifted 1323 

from wanting to do well in school and pleasing his parents, to wanting to pursue a 1324 

career in music as a “famous rapper.” But as the dream of fame faded, Ignacio says that 1325 

he always knew that he needed to complete high school and get his diploma. So one 1326 

day he had the good fortune of running into one of his high school teachers who was 1327 

crying as she stood beside her car which had broken down at the side of the road. 1328 

Ignacio agreed to fix the teacher’s car as long as she agreed to help him graduate from 1329 

high school before he turned the age of twenty two.  1330 

By the age of twenty six, Ignacio was still feeling lost and confused about his 1331 

future and ended up getting into trouble with the law. So he states that he and his father 1332 
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had a serious conversation and his father told him, “…just get out of town…I’ll give you 1333 

the little money that I got, just get out of here and go to school.” So Ignacio came to 1334 

Tucson, enrolled at Pima Community College and began to do really well in his studies. 1335 

Knowing that he wanted to build and create things, Ignacio began taking classes in 1336 

Engineering, became successful in his math and science classes at Pima and decided 1337 

to transfer to UA to study Optical Sciences.                                               1338 

Identity Per Self 1339 

Ignacio sees himself as a creator or builder, he states, “…I grew up in an auto 1340 

mechanic’s  shop…we’d have junk cars that we just build out of scraps and drive 1341 

around and crash and…I wanted to be able to do that like just to be able to have 1342 

something, whatever it is just something that I could build.” For his future, Ignacio also 1343 

sees himself as a creator and builder and has connected that with his field of study, 1344 

Optical Sciences. He states, “I want to be able to build and create stuff. I want to be in 1345 

projects. I want to do exactly what they have me doing right now. This little project is for 1346 

a larger scheme but I want to be able to design and build my own things.”  1347 

Ignacio is also very conscious of his past, and that he was a “troubled youth” and 1348 

a “high school dropout”. With this, he also sees himself as a work in progress or 1349 

someone who, with the right guidance, can move forward in his education and career. 1350 

Ignacio claims that he knows how to ask for help. He states, “I seek out help if I need it. 1351 

I learned…I have been autonomous, I’ve learned that doesn’t work well. You need help. 1352 

You need to know…I don’t know it all.” But Ignacio also lives with insecurity and feels 1353 

that he needs momentum to keep moving forward or he’ll return to his old ways. He 1354 

states, “The more you build the more it seems like you’re headed somewhere. And it 1355 
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feels like…if I get off of this route, it’s over. Like my chance is over…there’s a lot of 1356 

things in my past that I’m not proud of…and I see myself now like excelling in 1357 

something…so I just found sanctity in what I do and it’s kept me out of trouble.” 1358 

Identity Per Andrew 1359 

I see Ignacio as a student who is misunderstood. He knows that he lacks social 1360 

skills and lacks community in his undergraduate program and feels that his rough 1361 

exterior or physical appearance often gives others in his program the wrong impression 1362 

of who he is. Ignacio is looking to be understood by others and to get out of his shell. He 1363 

feels that he is on the right track but if he falters at all, he will fall into his old troubled 1364 

ways and become, once again, the rough guy that everyone perceives him to be. 1365 

Identity in Cohort 1366 

For Ignacio there was not a lot of reflection on who he was in comparison to his 1367 

cohort. When asked about his cohort, he would generally say that he did not make 1368 

connections with them. He states, “I’ve been wanting to [spend more time with the 1369 

cohort] but I just, yeah, I got to go home and you know my wife’s pregnant.” Due to his 1370 

family obligations, he did not get to socialize with the cohort that much or make strong 1371 

connections, however, in discussing his work in the classroom, Ignacio states, “I’ve 1372 

been getting good feedback on my presentations. From what I’ve heard I’ve been doing 1373 

all right. I get nervous sometimes and it shows, and sometimes it doesn’t. But I’ve never 1374 

been very good in front of an audience. But that’s something that I’ve understood for a 1375 

long time.”  1376 

As he discusses his in-class presentations in comparison to his cohort, he does 1377 

indicate that he has found ways to improve his performance, he states, “…what I’ve 1378 
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really found out is that I need to organize what I say before I start saying things. 1379 

Because sometimes I’m scattered and I don’t know how to concisely say it.” Along the 1380 

lines of being a loner in the program, Ignacio also states, “I’m not very social, and 1381 

sometimes I give a wrong appearance than who I really am. It’s the bald head and 1382 

goatee thing, I think some people just get the wrong impression sometimes….” Then in 1383 

reflecting about his future and how he will handle graduate school, he states, “I just 1384 

hope to fit in well, to be able…you know, I want to have some kind of communication 1385 

and friendship with other people, to me that’s, you know that’s doable.”  1386 

Early Research Interests 1387 

In his application to the McNair program, Ignacio discusses his research interests 1388 

through his undergraduate major. He explains, “…my main points of interest would be 1389 

optics related research.” Breaking his interests down further, he describes his interests 1390 

in, “… new methods of telecom communications system based off of optics that provide 1391 

new solutions to green energy. Energy efficiency is a major problem that cannot be 1392 

avoided.” Taking his interests as far as he can go, Ignacio discusses his interests in 1393 

space exploration. He states, “The study of distant galaxies and anomalies using optics 1394 

has always been a dream of mine. I have seen the giant mirrors being polished on the 1395 

bottom floor at the optics building and can’t help but be astonished by the massive size 1396 

and precision of these mirrors.” Overall his interests are summed up in his general 1397 

statement and how he sees research as his opportunity for advancement. He states, “I 1398 

am opened to any studies related to engineering since I recognize that diverse 1399 

opportunities can be used to broaden my horizons…. By learning new things I would 1400 

have a better chance at properly choosing what direction to select in graduate school.” 1401 
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Discourse of Research: Beginnings 1402 

In his application to the McNair program, Ignacio’s engagement in the Discourse 1403 

of research includes reflections on how the summer research program will benefit him 1404 

and providing further explanation of his research interests. Such statements include, 1405 

“…an experience like this would mostly be used to broaden my horizons, helping 1406 

understand new developments in cutting edge technology.” Focusing further on his 1407 

interests in energy efficiency, he states, “Some basic examples of such studies are fiber 1408 

optics, solar energy, or electro/magneto‐optic modulation for energy efficient signal 1409 

transfer. Another point of interest is optical testing and techniques for detectors and 1410 

optics.” Overall his engagement in the Discourse of research can be seen as he 1411 

discusses his future in optical science. He states, “To be able to create and design 1412 

elements that can be incorporated into prototypes to be used in scientific analysis is 1413 

what I see myself doing and enjoying.” 1414 

Discourse of Research: Through Program 1415 

Ignacio was unable to make his second interview, so there is no discussion of the 1416 

evolution of his summer research project.  1417 

In his statement of purpose at the end of the summer program, Ignacio’s 1418 

engagement in the Discourse of research reveals his ability to communicate his summer 1419 

research by focusing on the overall purpose of the project, his methodology, and his 1420 

results. He explains, “I conducted research on flexure design. Flexures provide a high 1421 

degree of precision in the mounting and staging of optics. I modeled and analyzed a 1422 

Compact Pivot Flexure. The goal of this study was to create a base informational data 1423 

set that could be used to describe flexure behavior with different inertias. Solid Works 1424 
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finite element analysis was used to measure the six dimensions of stiffness and limiting 1425 

motion. Models were engineered and then manufactured using a wire EDM. An 1426 

experimental analysis was conducted to measure different dimensions of stiffness using 1427 

an Ingstron Pull Tester. The error found was recorded and plotted to find limiting 1428 

resolution of the analysis.”  Ignacio also engages in the Discourse of research as he 1429 

discusses his research interests and his future in Optical Science. He states, 1430 

“…software and finite element modeling classes have been integrated into [my] 1431 

education; as a result I feel confident that the Optical Engineering field is right for me. 1432 

Optical Wave Theory is another point of interests that has caught my interests; this type 1433 

of theory involves complex mathematical manipulations and a high degree of precision 1434 

when incorporated in to engineering design. I look forward to further my education in 1435 

this area.”  1436 

Ignacio is also able to narrow his interest further as he engages in the Discourse 1437 

of research and focuses on his future at the University of Arizona. He states, “The 1438 

College of Optical Sciences is renowned for its capability of creating the world largest 1439 

and most precise mirrors. The mirror lab has recently landed some major contracts one 1440 

of which might make its way into space exploration. The viable engineering criteria for 1441 

an upcoming student as myself could not be better fitted for my future interests. Large 1442 

scale precision based on interferometry and engineering tactics aims toward state of the 1443 

art technology for tomorrow’s future. This inspirational field has caught my interests and 1444 

ambitions.” 1445 

Discussing Change 1446 

In his final interview, Ignacio discusses the change he has experienced in the 1447 
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program. Our conversation includes: 1448 

Ignacio: I think the McNair staff is the real support, I think you guys, it couldn’t be better 1449 

staffed, I started thinking at the end of the summer just how diverse you guys are, and 1450 

just how diverse Berkeley is, and this exposure is just good overall. I don’t know. I don’t 1451 

know how to explain it. It’s just good. It’s just good to get out and get out of the shell of 1452 

what you live and what you do. But I thought you guys, you’re very like precise, you say 1453 

it how it is, you’re not you know stringent or anal about anything, you’re laid back, and 1454 

you say this is what you need to do. J is on top things, N’s a very good person. I thought 1455 

you guys really made it happen. And of course the McNair cohort, it was fun listening to 1456 

them and just having some friends and the feedback, you know they always give 1457 

constructive feedback. You know I got support for my research, but all of the support is 1458 

really toward you guys.  1459 

Andrew: So do you see any change in yourself, from the beginning of the program till 1460 

now?  1461 

Ignacio: Yeah. Yeah, I do. 1462 

Andrew: Can you explain it?  1463 

Ignacio:  I feel a bit more confident. I feel like I just have a little more knowledge than 1464 

the average people in my class, I think I really have a direction, and I know what I’m 1465 

going to do, I feel like, I feel lucky actually, you know, in short I just feel kinda lucky to 1466 

have been a part of the McNair program at the end of the day. 1467 
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APPENDIX J  

HUMAN SUBJECTS INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

The University of Arizona Consent to Participate in Research 

Study Title: 

First-generation College Students and the University of 

Arizona’s Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program: A 

Phenomenological Case Study of Student Transformation 

Principal Investigator: Andrew Huerta, ABD 

Sponsor:  None 

This is a consent form for research participation.  It contains important information 

about this study and what to expect if you decide to participate.  Please consider the 

information carefully. Feel free to discuss the study with your friends and family and to 

ask questions before making your decision whether or not to participate. 

You may or may not benefit as a result of participating in this study.  Also, as 

explained below, your participation may result in unintended or harmful effects for you 

that may be minor or may be serious, depending on the nature of the research. 

1.   Why is this study being done? 

This study seeks to examine the phenomenon of student transformation that takes 

place during the Ronald E. McNair Achievement Program’s (MAP) undergraduate, 

summer research program at University of Arizona (UA). Student transformation in MAP 

is understood as a noticeable increase in a first-generation college student’s 

confidence, which leads to a change in the student’s perception of him/herself as a 

future professional, and finally a culminating action, where the student applies to and 

matriculates into graduate school. By examining the experiences of six first-generation 

college students, much can be learned about the Discourse that these students engage 

in during the program and how, if at all, this transforms their identity as they prepare for 

their transition from undergraduate students to first-year doctoral students.   

2.   How many people will take part in this study? 

This study will include a group of six first-generation college students as they progress 

through MAP’s 10-week undergraduate, summer research program. 

3.   What will happen if I take part in this study? 

As a participant in this study, you will be asked to sit for three separate interviews with 

the principal investigator. Each interview will last no longer than 60 minutes. The first 
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interview will be conducted during the first two weeks of the summer program; the 

second interview will be conducted mid-way through the summer program, week five or 

six; and the final interview will be conducted in the final weeks of the program, week 

nine or 10. You will also be observed during your English 340 in-class presentations on 

the progress of your summer research, and you will asked to submit two personal 

statements: 1) the personal statement which you wrote as part of your application to 

MAP, and 2) your personal statement for graduate school, which you will be asked to 

write at the end of the summer program.  

4.   How long will I be in the study? 

Twelve weeks will be devoted to the study. The study will begin when you begin 
the summer research program on June 5, 2011 and will last until two weeks after 
the 10-week summer program, August 28, 2011.  

5. Can I stop being in the study? 
 

Your participation is voluntary.  You may refuse to participate in this study.  If you 

decide to take part in the study, you may leave the study at any time.  Any decision to 

leave the study will include a total withdrawal from the study and your participation will 

end in all aspects of the study. No matter what decision you make, there will be no 

penalty to you and you will not lose any of your usual benefits.  Your decision will not 

affect your future relationship with The University of Arizona.  If you are a student or 

employee at the University of Arizona, your decision will not affect your grades or 

employment status.  

6.   What risks, side effects or discomforts can I expect from being in the study? 
 

While there are no foreseen risks in the study, discomforts might arise from sharing 
personal information regarding your identity as an undergraduate student as well as 
your future identity as a graduate student.  
 
7.   What benefits can I expect from being in the study? 

Reflecting on your student identity and your involvement in the Discourse of research 
during the summer research program might encourage a critical assessment of your 
identity as an undergraduate student and promote a stronger connection to your future 
identity as a graduate student and researcher.  
 
8.   What other choices do I have if I do not take part in the study? 

You may choose not to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are 

otherwise entitled. 
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9.   Will my study-related information be kept confidential? 
 
All students who participate in the study will be assigned a false name, or pseudonym, 

which will be used throughout the study.  Any data collected as part of this study will 

include the student’s pseudonym. No personal identifying information will be linked to 

the study.  

Efforts will be made to keep your study-related information confidential.  However, there 
may be circumstances where this information must be released.  For example, personal 
information regarding your participation in this study may be disclosed if required by 
state law.   

 
Also, your records may be reviewed by the following groups (as applicable to the 
research): 

 Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or international 
regulatory agencies 

 The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board or Office of Responsible 
Research Practices 

 The sponsor supporting the study, their agents or study monitors 
 

10. What are the costs of taking part in this study? 

You will be 1) asked to spend three hours interviewing with Andrew Huerta, the 

Principle Investigator of the study, 2) observed during their English 340 in-class 

presentations regarding the progress of their summer research project, and 3) asked to 

submit two personal statements. There are no monetary costs for taking part in this 

study.  

11. Will I be paid for taking part in this study? 

No compensation will be offered for taking part in this study.  

12. What happens if I am injured because I took part in this study? 
 

While there are no foreseen risks to you for participating in this study, if you 
experience any form of distress will be referred to UA’s Counseling and 
Psychological Services.   

If you suffer an injury from participating in this study, you should seek treatment.  The 

University of Arizona has no funds set aside for the payment of treatment expenses for 

this study.  
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13. What are my rights if I take part in this study? 
 
If you choose to participate in the study, you may discontinue participation at any time 

without penalty or loss of benefits.  By signing this form, you do not give up any 

personal legal rights you may have as a participant in this study. 

You will be provided with any new information that develops during the course of the 

research that may affect your decision whether or not to continue participation in the 

study. 

You may refuse to participate in this study without penalty or loss of benefits to which 

you are otherwise entitled. 

An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The 

University of Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, 

according to applicable state and federal regulations and University policies designed to 

protect the rights and welfare of participants in research. 

14. Who can answer my questions about the study? 
 
For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study you may contact Andrew 

Huerta at Phone: (520) 626-6961 or email: ahuerta@email.arizona.edu. 

For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-

related concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you 

may contact the Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or 

orcr.vpr.arizona.edu/irb. 

If you are injured as a result of participating in this study or for questions about a study-

related injury, you may contact the University of Arizona Campus Health Services at 

Phone: (520) 621-6490 or www.health.arizona.edu. 

Signing the consent form 

I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am being 

asked to participate in a research study.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions 

and have had them answered to my satisfaction.  I voluntarily agree to participate in this 

study.  

I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form.  I will be given a copy of this 

form. 

http://www.health.arizona.edu/
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APPENDIX K 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Each interview will begin with checking the student’s progress in the summer 

research program and asking each student to quantify the amount of time he/she has 

spent with his/her faculty mentor per week. I will also address any problems or concerns 

that each student has regarding the program. I do expect these conversations to take 

about 10-15 minutes and then I will move into the following questions. While these are 

semi-structured interviews, I will focus the conversation of the following topics but not 

follows these lists as a script. My intention is to allow the students to speak as freely as 

possible and let the conversation flow without moving to far away from these topics.   

First Interview 

The first interviews will be conducted during weeks three and four of the summer 

program and will focus on the student’s educational background and his/her identity as 

an undergraduate student and as a potential PhD student and researcher. 

Educational Background. 

1. Where did you go to high school?  

2. What was your family life or home environment like in high school?  

3. How have your parents/guardians influenced your academic life?  

4. Was there any pressure on you to attend or not attend college?  

5. What were your goals for yourself after high school? 

Identity as an undergraduate. 

6. Why did you choose to come to UA?  

7. How would you describe your transition to UA? 
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8. When you began at UA:  

 was there any “feeling of home”? 

 did you make new friends? 

 did you get to know your professors?  

9. In describing yourself as an undergraduate student, what words come to mind?  

10. How would you describe your relationships with your professors here at UA, prior 

to coming into McNair?  

11. If I were to ask one of your professors to describe you as a student in his/her 

class, what would he/she say?  

Identity as a PhD student. 

12. Why do you want to go to graduate school?  

13. How will your life change when you become a graduate student? 

14. In your application to graduate school, who will write your letters of 

recommendations? 

15. What do you expect your letter writers to say about you in your 

recommendations?  

Second Interview  

The second set of interviews will be conducted weeks six and seven and will 

focus on the student’s experience within the summer research project focusing on the 

student’s engagement in the Discourse of research. 

Your experience in the summer research program. 

1. What are the words that come to mind when you think about yourself as being a 

researcher or a McNair Scholar?  
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2. How close do you feel to your McNair cohort?  

3. What experiences have you shared with your cohort besides being in class 

together?  

4. Tell me about your UA faculty mentor? How would you describe him/her as a 

teacher or mentor?  

5. Does your mentor speak with you about graduate school, or a future in 

academia? 

6. Are you planning on asking your UA faculty mentor to write you a letter of 

recommendation for graduate school? If yes, what do you expect him/her to say 

about your experience with him/her this summer? Or about you as a future PhD 

student?  

Your engagement in the Discourse of research. 

7. From our work in class, I know that your research focuses on X. Tell me about 

the role that you play in the research project. Are you the principle investigator? 

Did you help with the research design? Are you primarily responsible for 

executing your methodology? What is your role in data analysis?  

8. In class, how do you feel when you are up presenting the progress of your 

research to your peers?  

9. Have you received any feedback from your peers regarding your oral 

presentation skills? If not, how do you think they would describe your 

presentation skills?   

10. How do you know that you are collecting good data?  
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11. What do you plan to do with the data after the class is over? Publication? Future 

presentations? Use your manuscript as a writing sample for graduate school?  

Third Interview 

The final set of interviews will be conducted in the last few weeks of the program, 

week nine or 10 and will focus on any modification to the student’s identity in 

conjunction with his/her future aspirations as a PhD student and researcher. 

Current identity. 

1. At UA, who first talked with you about graduate school?  

2. How did you find out about the McNair Program and what made you apply?  

3. Aside from me and Nura here at McNair, who do you talk to about graduate 

school? 

4. Now that you’re a senior and you’re about to graduate, how would you describe 

yourself as a student?  

5. Right now, what are your goals?  

6. In your personal statement for graduate school, what are you going to write about 

when they ask you about your future research interests?  

Future identity as PhD student and/or research. 

7. What feels good about going to graduate school?  

8. What graduate programs are you considering? And how do you know that they 

will be a good fit for you and your research interests?  

9. What concerns do you have about going to graduate school?  
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10. In your personal statement for graduate school, what are you going to say about 

yourself to convince the admissions committee that you are a strong candidate 

for doctoral study?  

11. What do you think admissions committees are looking for in applicants for 

doctoral study?  

 

 

 


